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“PLAN-E.T.”

The Federation of Light resumes communication.

1. February 21st. 2009.
I am going to try because I can feel something going on in my heart and my mind; I’m just not sure what.
I ask that if you are ready to take up communication with me again in TRUTH for the betterment of
mankind then so be it. I have no agenda on my mind, I am simply seeing if you are about and if you are,
have you anything you would like to say?
Dearest Lady, welcome to you after our little break away … not from your planet … but from
communication. As we stated, this was necessary and much has taken place within the growth of
many. Enlightenment has occurred and taken souls to refreshing heights within themselves. This
has led to a greater understanding and acknowledgement of THEIR OWN TRUTH which as you
will agree has been our aim along. There is much speculation upon your earth levels as to whether
we are here … still? … naturally, for we meant what we said that we would not abort our mission.
This is not a game we play. We do not toy with another’s life, for each souls existence at this time is
of much importance in the uplifting of the vibration. Every one of you has a reason for being on
your planet at this precious time.
Many of you are here as anchors. By this we mean that as the new vibration filters through you are
able to ‘earth’ it … keep it with you. You act as these anchors because you agreed to do so. It is not
always easy, for there are times when the wind sways and one feels out of sorts for they are
unaware of what they are achieving on a level unknown to them. This is the case for many of you.
You do not ‘feel’ what you are ‘up to’, and yet much is being achieved and settled into its rightful
holdings. The more the vibration is settling down, the further one is able to ‘SEE’ into their future,
for want of a way of putting it.
Ladies and gentlemen of the human race take pride in the knowledge of who you are, for it is
through this strength that you are able to Ascend into your new form. We cannot give you specifics
at this time, for it is a process that is to be taken step by step. If you were to be shown what your
world in the future is to be like, you would miss out on the importance of the journey and that
which each step has to show you. Much provision is marked out along the way and it is necessary
for each one to ‘collect’ what is theirs as they move forward. We have been addressing the fact that
each must follow their own TRUTH. This is why, it is only by doing this that one is able to BE
THEIR TRUTH. If you go along with another’s Truth because you think you should then you will
not ‘collect’ YOURSELF along the way. It is difficult to put in your earthly terms.
We do not change our ways in the sense of repeating to you the importance of connecting with your
inner / Higher self. If you reside ultimately only on the outskirts of yourself then you will ‘miss the
boat’ so to speak. Your knowledge MUST come from within for there and only there, your TRUTH
resides … FOR EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU.
There is much talk it seems regarding an appearance from us in the days ahead and one says there
is excitement in the air … WE ARE ALREADY HERE . Many of you accept this as your TRUTH.
Ask yourselves this, do you think your world is ready for us? On the whole? We have plans that
shall lead to our eventual disclosure. Your world is changing on the surface and much is being
uncovered that has been hidden. There is far more to be ‘uncovered’ than you could ever imagine
and when it is, it is essential that those who recognise the TRUTHS of old are in a position within
their souls to accept the timing of all that is revealed. Many ‘could’ feel totally disgruntled at what

has been kept from them and an ‘uprising’ of the wrong kind could erupt. Therefore we, like you,
deal with each passing moment and must assess the best possible outcome for mankind as a whole,
before we come leaping in unannounced!
Is that what you will do then? Just show up when we are least expecting it?
When that time is upon your planet, it will not be possible for us just to ‘pop up / out / in’. There
will be undoubtable prologues to our arrival in the way that everyone was expecting in the day of
your previous year. We say to you that this SHALL come about in your lifetime Blossom.
Mmm! Let’s hope so and let’s hope I haven’t lost all me marbles by then so I can experience the wonder
that I KNOW you will bring. I shall be there waving my Zimmer frame in the air claiming with my last
breath ‘I KNEW I was right! I just knew it!’ then promptly keel over and pop me clogs! On a more
serious note my thoughts are that you will come before 2012, because I thought that is why you are
coming, to assist us to move into that time … THE GOLDEN AGE.
As indeed we are doing as we speak with you now. In your minds eye we are showing to you a
Golden Disc with the centre being a hole, you are seeing it now like a portal. Understand this
friends of earth, there is much that is to take place in the months of this year that will astound. It is
in preparation for what lies ahead. It is moving into the days when more shall be revealed in order
for you to ‘awaken’ further from your deep sleep. As you come to accept the ‘miracles’ that are
happening before your very eyes, you will come to accept also, that this ASCENSION that is ‘the
talk of the town’ is without doubt well underway. You can choose to be part of it. You can choose
your level of involvement. What you allow to happen for yourself is YOUR CHOICE.
IF YOU LISTEN TO YOUR SOUL IT WILL LEAD YOU FORWARD INTO A TIME OF NEW
PRIVILEGES THAT ARE THERE FOR THOSE WHO DESIRE TO FULFIL THEIR EARTHLY
PURPOSE.
Why you are here at this time is for each one of you to discover for yourselves. Yet, we tell you this;
within each one of you is the potential to be the master of your own destiny. If you were to create a
world, what would it be of? We are looking toward the answer of LOVE. This is your New World.
You all KNOW it for it is where you have travelled from and where you are walking to … LOVE
… ONLY LOVE … ALWAYS LOVE.
I feel that is it for today. Can’t tell you how good it is to have you ‘back on board!’. Is my feeling correct
in that you will let me know when next to say hello to you as opposed to how it was before - on a weekly
basis?
This is so. May we finish this by saying …
PEOPLE OF EARTH, IN THE INTERIM PERIOD THAT WE HAVE BEEN SILENT WITH
BLOSSOM THERE HAS BEEN MUCH HAPPENNING BEHIND THE SCENES. AS WE HAVE
SAID. THERE IS REASON IN ALL THINGS. KNOW WE ARE HERE WITH YOU. THAT IS
OUR MESSAGE. FOR IT IS THROUGH THAT ‘KNOWING’ THAT WE SHALL BE
EMPOWERED TO UNCLOAK OUR SHIP AS WE PROMISED WE WOULD. THE DAYS
AHEAD SHALL REVEAL OUR TRUTH IN THIS FACT.
Be good if it was before October 14th of this year then the gentleman in England who made the bet in
order to spread the word for you, can become a very rich man ... and he promised he’d buy me a bag of
lollies! ( Google : William Hill October 14th 2008 UFO bet. As far as I am aware the bet stands for a

year!)
WE SHALL SEE WHAT WE CAN DO!
Whoa! Stop right there, although, it would be good if all you talk about was to be within this year. That
would certainly ‘shift’ things along at the speed of Light! My friends from elsewhere, it’s so good to be
back chatting. I feel White Cloud very much a part of ‘you / this’ today … why is that?
This too shall be revealed in its own good time!
I’m laughing (with all respect) my chubby little White Cloud in a Treky suit … I think not! Love it! A
pleasure my friends. My heart is singing. Thank you for today.
The pleasure is ours, yours, every ones. Be of Love as you go about your days. Love only Love.
Adieu.
Adieu? Are you White Cloud?
Indeed we are not … and yet …
Surely you are not going to leave me dangling …
Adieu, my friend, adieu.
By that I would ‘assume’ … oh that’s right I am learning not to assume anymore, because assumptions
are usually wrong!
Until next time. Love Light Laughter and Golden Rays to you … ALL!
In Love and thanks .
2. February 22nd.
Everyone seems so very pleased that we are back nattering. Your words seem to really hit the spot with so
many, but I guess that’s why you do it! I was wondering where we go from here … there are many
questions I could ask on behalf of others, but as I have said before that isn’t necessarily how I choose to
work with you. If there is something you want us to know I feel pretty confident you will tell us! I chose
to be the vessel, or you have chosen me, by which you impart knowledge. I feel you are capable of
knowing just exactly what is right for us to know at any given moment, so I leave it up to you … is that
ok?
When we say our thoughts to your thoughts we have an understanding that they will be delivered in
a fashion of integrity and Truth. In your current situation on your planet there is a vast amount of
knowledge that is being offered from many different sources. We know this is a topic that is
currently in your mind regularly. However much one may be informed, however often one tops up
the knowledge bank, doesn’t necessarily mean that they are more knowledgeable than one who
chooses to remain in silence and reclusive, away from all sources of information gathering. Wisdom
is offered from us to you. When wisdom is harmonised with Truth then we would call it knowledge
in the terms that we like to express the word. What is the point of knowing many things if one’s
heart is unsure as to whether or not they are a Truth? Awareness of things is not detrimental, what
is however, is living with / in the fear that some of that awareness brings. We have brought forth

knowledge in many different ways. We feel it necessary to impress upon your minds over and over
again that it is YOU that create your world. If you TRULY understand this you would all view the
future very differently. You say you ‘get it’ and you visualise an abundance of money or that fancy
sports car, or that trip to a sun soaked land of milk and honey …. YOU SEEM TO FORGET THE
BIGGER PICTURE!
We spoke to you in the day gone by of how you would like your world to be. You all KNOW how
you would like your world to be and yet you remain in the pocket of how it is now! Focusing on
what is taking place now that is not to your liking. Focus on the Now of what IS your liking and let
the rest disappear, for when it is not a focus in your mind it cannot continue a lifeline for it is NOT
A THOUGHT TO CARRY ON BEING CREATED.
You read of life threatening days ahead of you, so many of you live in the fear of that. Creating it!
Do you see? It is not always beneficial to gain knowledge when it is of a negative, low vibration. We
ask you to cease ‘buying into that’. Instead surround yourselves with thoughts of Love and peace
and the idyllic world that is at present only at the end of your rainbows. Bring it to you.
THIS IS YOUR 2012! YOUR CREATION! DO YOU UNDERSTAND? ARE WE EXPRESSING
THIS IN A MANNER THAT MAKES YOU ‘GET IT‘?
What lies ahead is what you want to lie ahead. What YOU choose as a human consciousness … AS
ONE … TO BE, TO BRING ABOUT.
This ONENESS is what we are trying to explain. This ONENESS is the way in which you can bring
about change for the good. A ONENESS of thought. A togetherness of minds IN LOVE.
THIS IS YOUR 2012. YOUR NEW WORLD. YOUR ASCENSION.
Dearest souls who have been chosen and selected to be on your earth plane at this time use your
gifts wisely. Empower your beings at this most poignant hour. With each soul that ‘gets it’ there is a
change in the frequency. A minute change, but a change none the less. Move forward in Light but
never forget every now and then to stop, turn around, and magnetise through that Light of which
you are, those who are finding it hard to keep up. Those who do not ‘get it’… yet! Help them keep
up. Assist them in releasing their burdens for they do not belong within, any longer. One CAN and
WILL move into the new creation as a soul that is FREE.
FOR FREEDOM IS YOUR RIGHT AND IT IS INDEED TIME TO RECLAIM THIS RIGHT!
Unlock the shackles dear friends, set yourselves free and together we shall bring forth an energy
that will allow this earth of yours to bask once again in the LOVE that it is / was and shall be.
We are ever nearer to the plans being no longer plans but facts.
For once I’m speechless! Couldn’t get a word in edge ways! I’ll read all that back now and soak it all up.
… I’ll get creating then! Until next time… in Love and thanks.
3. March 1st.
Good morning to you up there! I am wondering if you are about for a chat and if so what words of
wisdom you would care to offer?
Yes dear lady we are able to be with you this day. We thank you for your continual support
regarding our mission to assist earth and those that reside therein.

Welcome. I reckon most in my position would do the same.
You would be surprised. Responsibilities are not always easy to adhere to, and yet what was agreed
before your earthly life resumed once again, has been carried out by you and indeed many others as
the uplifting of the TRUTH settles into its rightful place. Yet it is not over.
Nope can’t hear the fat lady singing!
??
Pray continue
May we ask you a question?
Of course
Considering all that has taken place upon your planet in the days of old, do you suggest that we
appear in your near future, or would you propose that we wait for a few more of your years?
My immediate reaction was let me go and get my flags and landing lights, but if I am to be Truthful, I
really don’t know. Of course there are many of us, many, many of us, who are ready to welcome you, and
yet there are still many who would be of great fear? But then, wouldn’t that always be the case? And I
mean what on earth are you asking me for? Surely you have collected data that lets you know how we
would react as a whole?
This is our dilemma dear lady. For we are unable to determine the reaction of such an appearance.
We have painstakingly revised all information for we wish this undertaking to go ahead without a
hitch, and yet we are unable to account for how your world as a whole will react.
With all respect unless you try you will never know. My thoughts (although I am not a political person
AT ALL) are that maybe now … if you dropped by for a cuppa … there wouldn’t be the threat to human
life from those darker energies down here. Maybe it is safer now, what with the new president etc. I really
don’t know. I sort of feel that when you show, you show, whether it be now or in four years time. Some
will freak out, others will find heavenly bliss. And if your GOLDEN RAYS of energy that you bring with
you shower upon us, wouldn’t that help calm those who have been indoctrinated with ideas that are not of
TRUTH about you?
We are hoping this is the case. Yet, this is our one confusion. We cannot detect how the reaction on
mass maybe, and we are apprehensive because of this. We would say that there have been great
councils that continue to discuss these matters for our only desire is to show a better way for you.
To show you the pathway to a Higher plane that allows your souls to be who they Truly are. We feel
that the time is upon us where it is ‘NOW or NEVER‘.
Why ‘or never‘?
Dear lady
Whoa suddenly filled with tears … what are you about to say?
Those of you who are aware of our mission consider facts and figures and assume that once we

arrive, then all will be well. It seems you of earth feel from what we can gather that our appearance
will show the TRUTH for all to see and everyone will know once and for all of life’s existence
elsewhere and you will all live happily ever after. From our studies this will not be so. For there will
be great upheaval upon many levels when we allow the veil to be lifted. In a sense your world as you
now know it will never again be the same. This we know as a certainty.
So why the ‘NOW or NEVER‘?
Because of the world that is predicted of your 2012. This has been an exposed time when the
transition would take you through to the NEW WORLD, for those who have chosen it. In order for
this transition to be accomplished it is a necessary part of the plan that The Federation Of Light
present themselves to those on earth. The New World is not one of separation, it is one of unity.
Therefore it is essential that we become ONE and this cannot take place if many on your planet
refuse to accept our existence. Do you see? Time as you know it, in a sense, is running out, if all is to
go according to what is written. By presenting our ships in your skies there can be no doubt. Yet
this is merely STAGE ONE of the great master plan. That would be our introduction to you to ease
you in to that acceptance. It then would be that stage two would come about which would be the
communication and interaction between souls of earth and souls of our ship. We mean this in a
general sense as opposed to an elite few. Our intentions are for ALL of the human race to be given
the same opportunities. We do not feel it correct to be ‘choosy’ for indeed we are all equal. This
interaction would need to take place after an interim period of time after our initial unveiling. Step
by step we desire to lead you forward on the path of your enlightenment.
Hence our predicament. Hence our statement. NOW OR NEVER. If this does not take place soon,
if we continue to be hesitant, it may be that we ‘miss the boat’ so to speak. We are coming to
conclusions that we must act NOW and deal with all consequences as they arise, for we too wonder
if this in fact would be the scenario whenever we take the initiative to say our ‘BIG HELLO’.
I have to agree. Indeed it feels like the hugest thing that could ever occur on this little planet … better get
my best china out and I’d make a cake if I could cook! I have to say though, as you have already said, it
certainly would change things for ever. Are we ready for that change? Many are so afraid of change and
yet, if we can ALL accept as a race, as ONE, that this change is definitely for the betterment of our kind, I
feel sure we would adapt far more readily than you may think. As I am SURE you are aware, this little
planet of ours is in great need of redemption (not sure if that is the appropriate word!) I KNOW in my
soul that each and every one of us are made of far greater stuff than that which we are portraying at this
time. Therefore I say ‘BRING IT ON’ lets change ourselves and allow ourselves the opportunity to
display the human race in the way we were originally designed. Am I right in thinking it is only because
of free will that we stuffed it up in the first place? Let’s make amends. Time to get right back on track and
I feel very strongly as I write this, in answer to your question
YES WE ARE READY. WE ARE READY FOR THE CHANGE THAT WE LONG FOR ….. SO,
COME ON DOWN!
We are able to pick up on your energy and it excites us. It is a mutual exchange for we agree most
whole heartedly. Thank you dear lady. We know that your enthusiasm is the voice of many. Many
more than you are aware.
Shall I put the kettle on then … and don’t call me Polly!
Of course you understand that it would not be appropriate for dates to be given.

Don’t even go there!
Yet our excitement is renewed.
Ooh-wer! Getting teary again. One day, we will know each other face to face, and I will bow my head in
reverence and recognition then throw my arms around you and say ‘What kept you?‘ then I’ll make the
tea!
In Love and Light and of course, thanks.
4. March 6th. (Late evening)
Hi guys. It seems your last channelling caused quite a stir. I received so many letters ‘to you’ expressing
the readiness as a nation for your unveiling into earth’s atmosphere. Not only that, I received a plethora of
suggestions as to the best way to approach this. They were / are very serious suggestions because we as a
nation of human beings are very serious about your coming. I have been thinking a lot this week about
everything to do with your visitation, (so what’s new?). I hope it’s ok with you, because I’m going to do it
anyway, but I would like to express what I believe to be the feelings of many regarding earth’s situation
and the mission you are on. So, perhaps this time, YOU should put the kettle on, for there is quite a lot I
wish to say. All expressed with Golden Rays of course, but with a passion that I Know I share with so
many on this planet.
You said last week, that it was now or never. Well, we down here agree. More than agree. Yet will you
show? Many are disillusioned by the promises made and yet there is always a reason for it not to take
place. We HAVE faith. I believe we have proved this. I KNOW we are not in your position. I KNOW
there are probably issues that we do not know or understand.
You say NOW … but will it be NEVER?
Our world is rapidly sinking under. Yes, we can work hard to be positive and create change. We CAN
bring about this new world through our way of thinking, we are trying, many, many of us are trying, but
we ask for your help in this which you say you are happy to give. So, please give it to us ... NOW!
I am aware that you KNOW of the terrible tragedies that take place on this earth plane. The wars, the
hunger, the torture, the hatred toward one another, the greed, the jealousy, the control! You KNOW of
ALL this, you have studied us for so long. The world was not designed to be this way ... neither was the
human being. We have ‘screwed up‘. We admit that. We ask for the opportunity to change our ways. To
change this planet and ourselves back into its original design. A place of PEACE, a way of LOVE within
each one of us. We KNOW you are not coming to save us, we KNOW you are coming to show us a better
way so COME NOW … please, before it is too late. There is too much pain, not only from the ones
enduring it, but from the ones who look helplessly on at another’s suffering. WE ARE ALL ONE ARE
WE NOT? We feel the pain of the planet and of each other. Would it be that if you let this earth world
KNOW once and for all of your existence that all this would stop? That I do not know. But I think for
many, once the acceptance of your existence had settled within, there WOULD take place THIS
CHANGE. Gradually maybe, yet it would / could happen.
If those at war saw your ships would they not drop their weapons and fall to their knees? Would they
choose to pick that rifle up again? Your arrival would wake souls up, to stop this terror, to make souls
THINK about how we are treating one another. We, down here on earth feel that it is essential for you to
come NOW, because our hearts our tired of calling out to you. We cannot continue this yearning within
our souls to knock on the doorway to home. We are weary soldiers. We wish for the doorway to be

opened to us. Many millions desire to reunite with our home. We understand that we have chosen to be
here to WELCOME you. We are in position, at our stations, awaiting our orders to be activated to assist
those who will be lost when you make your grand appearance. We are all ready. All those who are ever
going to be ready in the time frame required are ready!
If you do not show soon, our hearts and our energy will deplete even more.
IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO JOIN FORCES WITH THOSE OF US ON EARTH WHO CAME HERE TO
ASSIST YOU IN ASSISTING US!
You are of great intelligence, this we know. The only thing we can think of that is hindering you is the
threat to human life from the darker energies that reside on earth, should you appear. And we
acknowledge your thoughtfulness towards us. Truly we do. Yet, from where we stand we can think of
ways to get round this, so surely you can! There have been suggestions of your taking over all television
stations for a week. Transmit yourselves. Let everyone know you come in peace. You can do this. It is
possible. In fact I would say from where you stand it’s no big task. It crossed my mind that maybe you
only work telepathically. Then communicate telepathically. I KNOW you CAN do so much that we are
unaware of. SO PLEASE DO IT. You are concerned of military actions against you, against us; making
out it is you at war with us. Can you not defuse weapons? We heard you can? And in all honesty, are
there not many thousands dying from hunger or bullets everyday. The longer you leave it, the more of us
continue to die, pointlessly. And it’s going to carry on this way unless something BIG happens to STOP
THIS MESS! And YOU are that BIG SOMETHING. We know you are, you know you are, so what is the
hold up? Whenever you decide to come there will be upheaval. The quicker you come the quicker we can
get over the turbulence and move on. Something has to give.
I had suggestions from many that perhaps you could have a few smaller vessels that can be caught on
camera in important places and events. Not really small, big enough to cause a stir and keep on
introducing them. Get a buzz happening in a bigger way to prepare those in doubt. It has been suggested
you write in the sky ‘We come in Peace’. It has been suggested you come and visit ME and video it, (I
told you I’d put the kettle on) there has been suggestion after suggestion … something dear friends …
something … to give us hope. For I know I speak for many when I say hope is fading with each life that
is lost and each day that our mother earth continues to be abused.
Many are so afraid for their security and the economy. There is so much to be afraid of if we allow the
fear to set in. Please, bring your Light and your Love onto our planet in a way that we can call proof.
Proof for those who do not believe in life outside this little pixel dot of earth that is placed amongst
galaxies and universes and yet, YOU still deem us worthy of assistance to guide us through into a better
knowing. A better understanding. Truly we thank you for this, all of us, some on a level that they are
unaware of, but in the name of evolution of the human race and all the many aspects of the self that goes
with that label, we ask humbly and from the deepest place in our hearts for you to consider allowing your
mission to take place before this year of 2009 is over. Our planet is hanging on by a thread it seems.
I feel honoured to be in touch with you, without a doubt, but the honour does not come without
responsibility. This is why I have chosen to write to you in this way, because the Light is fading for many
and we are ready to move on through to a better way. The way that we KNOW of as LOVE. For as you
have taught us … WE ARE OF THIS LOVE YET WE HAVE FORGOTTEN. We are ready to turn the
page and begin a new life in a new world, we are ready so please tell us this … are you?
We feel you have expressed the thoughts of many well dear friend. You are correct in all that you
say. Our Love for you is of a scale that is as high as your summits and beyond. What would you
have us say?

The Truth my friends … only the Truth.
Lie down in your pastures and valleys of green. Feel the earth resonate with the breath of life that
you are. ‘Will’ our presence into existence. Then we can FEEL your LOVE vibrate with the beat of
the earth. Understand the TRUTH of life being ONE. Bring about our glory from within, for it is
your glory. Glory of the universe changing as prophesied. There shall be no more of your history
books; there shall be no elaborated stories of events that did not take place. There shall be no more
lies, if you choose to walk into the Light of PURE LOVE. We know not how else to speak with you
on these matters.
Then please speak plainly and answer my question … from my heart … answer OUR question.
It is a burden you carry dear lady …
Not if you just give us a straight answer. Truly I do not wish to be rude, that is the last thing I mean to be,
I offer you only my respect … I am not in your shoes … maybe one day I will say ‘Ah, I get it now’, for
TRULY right now .. I don’t… I don’t get it!
Be prepared for when we make our move you must be fully prepared, for there will be no turning
back. We take you forward … we adjust our vibration in order to be present … we have been
awaiting decisions …
As we have been awaiting you to make those decisions. We cannot imagine the huge energy change of
our planet … how do we know if we are ready for you? I guess we never will know until we give it a try.
But my heart feels ready; as do the hearts of many, it aches for the change to begin. Truly we welcome
you and are prepared to take a giant leap for mankind.
Your energy is fading dear lady.
I’m not surprised. Ever closer … I HOPE ... I pray … as we all do …that the transition may go smoothly,
may we understand ONENESS, may we live fully once again in LOVE in LIGHT in PEACE. Thank you
my friends. Until next time.
5. March 7th.
Good morning to you. Well, I went to bed mulling over what we had discussed, sort of feeling ‘yes, all
very well, but you still didn’t give me a direct answer.’ Then the penny dropped. I realised that it is ME
that is stopping you from doing so, because I would freak! I realised I am blocking some of what you
would probably like to say, for fear of the same scenario playing out as it did in October 2008. I can feel I
am wary and it is not that I don’t TRUST YOU, it is that I don’t want to hear a YES, in case once again it
doesn’t happen in the way we had believed it would. I feel too delicate to put myself on the line like that
ever again I suppose. So I offer apologies. Yet I KNOW at the same time, you would not ask that of me
again.
You said ‘It is a burden you carry dear lady’. I thought about that too, for I KNOW in one way I am
very blessed and many it seems envy my position. Perhaps burden isn’t quite the right word, but I do find
it a huge responsibility to make sure that the messages I bring through from / for you are only of Truth.
That is a huge thing for me, and sometimes, yes, I do find it difficult. I am just like anyone else. What if I
have this all wrong and I'm just a nutter? Yet there is something and I don’t know what that something is,
that drives me on. I think it is that so many seem to receive so much from your messages, therefore, who

am I to dispute myself, if you see what I mean?
Phew! Clearly I needed to get all this out … have you nodded off? Wake up, it’s time for your sleeping
pill! Is there anything you would like to add, especially regarding the probability of me blocking that
which I am to afraid to hear.
We are with you and we thank you for your honesty. We ask, what could we say that you could
possibly be ‘afraid’ to hear? For it is not our intention to bring fear into the thoughts of any, least
of all our messenger.
It is my human form that fears taking another bashing. Many have labelled me a fraud and a liar because
of the non event. Not something I would care to ‘risk’ starting up all over again. I feel I am indulging, this
is not my desire. I say to you now, that I will try my utmost to release the fear. The floor is yours my
friends.
Then we shall speak in TRUTH as we have always done. The human has trodden a path that has
sometimes led them a long, long way from home. Along those pathways there have been endless
choices for one to take. There are temptations that fool the mind into believing that there is a better
way, when in actual fact, there is not. The ONLY TRUE WAY for your souls to return to the place
of TRUTH is by abiding by the laws of the soul.
Which are?
TRUTH!
And?
That IS the law of the soul. There is nothing else. We ask over and over again for you to listen to
your TRUTH. That is the pathway to your re-enlightenment. Many of you query how this may be
done. We say to you as we always have, by listening to the way you feel. That is as simple and as
difficult as it can get. FOLLOW THIS PATH WAY. Let your hearts lead you through. Think
deeply on the TRUTH of these words. Do not read them blindly for one has heard them many times
before, and therefore they can wash over you, instead of wash through you. We have no other way
of dispelling untruths that you have learned of and take them as Truth.
LISTEN TO YOUR HEARTS.
This knowing from within. This inner guidance that you all long to hear is your feelings. Your
guides are unlikely to start chatting with you, as so many of you yearn for, until you start listening
to yourself. The feeling of yourself. Does it please you? Then indeed you are on your way.
Confusion of the self must be eliminated. One must KNOW the self in its TRUTH, otherwise how
can one KNOW the ONENESS if they do not first of all KNOW the self?
The ONENESS must be grasped in its concept and understood. Every breath of life that you take in
is a breath of life that the WHOLE ingests. Every out take of breath is a breath given to everyone.
Each breath one takes in, another has breathed out. It is ONE and the same. Do you see dear one?
Do you begin to understand? You are joined together as one through the breath of life. You are the
ONE energy of life experiencing a human existence at this chosen time. Understand that
separateness is not a reality. An individual is not an individual in the grand scheme of things. You
are all part of the same energy, working individually to join back together as a greater energy. A

purer energy … the energy of LOVE from whence you came. The energy of LOVE that you are.
KNOW THIS as THE TRUTH you are all seeking.
Accept this knowledge in its TRUTH. Allow your spirits to merge in a LOVE that binds you
together. We say this to you, it would be of little value introducing ourselves to you in a more
amenable fashion if you were unable to accept that we are simply another aspect of the same energy
as yourselves. We may take a different form than you, yet we are of the same. The same LOVE. For
… yes … that is right … that is all we are. We, like you are LOVE in visible form. You, like us, are
Light in a visible form. Together and alone we are LOVE in a form of itself. That is all we need to
BE. That is all we need to KNOW.
There will come the day dearest Blossom, our TRUE friend, that we shall be in the physical
presence of one another. THIS WE PROMISE YOU.
And by that, I KNOW you mean not just me, but all of us, for is it not so that we are ONE!
In Love and thanks to you my friends. From all of us down here to all of you up there!.
6. March 8th.
Once again I greet you and send you Golden Rays from all of us on planet earth. Today I leave it to you (I
think I’ve said enough for a while) to say that which you feel you would like us to know…
In continuance from our agenda when we spoke in the day gone by, we desire to inform those of
you who are on ‘alert’ to conjugate thoughts and as ONE bring us into being. Materialisation will
be aided greatly by such efforts.
So the thought I kept having regarding organising a mass visualisation was ‘you’ sending it through.
Indeed this is so, and yet you dismissed it when you realised it had been done before our proposed
arrival in the end months of your previous year.
Yes I did. Which was odd because it was a strong feeling. I will get on to it, but I will say here and now,
that I am not assuming that you will arrive on that given day. My feelings are … and these ARE just mine
… that it would be appropriate for you to come before the year is over, as I have mentioned before. After
that, I think we all pretty much would have got over the fact that you said ‘now or never’, even though
there is NO time where you are, I KNOW you are aware of our time limits. So, down to business, is there
anything in particular you would like to suggest regarding this visualization?
Of course we would say the sooner the better, and yet we wish to allow for the news to spread. The
more involved the merrier the outcome. We are showing to you now Blossom of a vast vessel that is
coming into view in your skies. The mists that surround it are lifting and dispersing to reveal us.
You see colours of rainbow beauty but of a much richer vibration. It is for one to FEEL the PEACE
that this occasion shall bring. As if your world ‘stops’ whatever it is doing and feels the change in
vibration that will take place as we come together in glorious union. Imagine and FEEL only Love
of the purest level as you look at this picture in your minds. Strengthen this image on a daily basis.
Do not allow it to be just a ‘one off’ as you would say in your world. Let it be a continual thought
until it is so TRUE that you will see it with your physical eyes. This is your part to play people of
earth. We, as you, desire to set your world ‘A-LIGHT’. To show you a LIGHT that you cannot even
dream of, because of the density that has submerged you for so many eons of your time. Together
as LIFE we have chosen this pathway into the new world. It was agreed for it to be this way. For it

to happen when enough of you on the earth plane were in alignment with the self and the grand
plan.
As I am writing I begin to see that so much of me has always ‘hoped’ you would arrive. My thoughts
have been of hope rather than reality. Perhaps if we all try to bring this visualisation into a KNOWING,
then it will assist the plan greatly.
We say also that by ‘bringing us in’ there will be more of an acceptance, on a level that is difficult
to explain.
Odd, I am getting a feeling from you that is difficult to put into words also. ‘An agreement of acceptance’
would that be right? … Mmm … neither of us seems sure how to word it.
We are aware of the same sentiment. It is …
A knowing within each one of us, that we HAVE to be ready. It cannot take place until then. We want to
be ready, we say we are, but it is within the soul. It is for the soul to say yes isn’t it? I am feeling this so
strongly. It’s no good saying yes on the outside. It has to be a yes from within. From the agreement we
made about ALL THIS before we came. When we volunteered.
Do you see at this point how we are ONE Blossom? We have merged with you in a deeper sense in
this moment where you and I are speaking as ONE. It matters not who is displaying these words for
they are from the ONE. From the greater part of US, which IS ONE.
I’m experiencing that really exciting feeling, keep going … keep going…
Therefore when we ask if you are ready, it is of great importance that the readiness is from your
heart not your heads.
And to me, I think this readiness is what I was speaking of yesterday. Of the hearts yearning, as if it is
literally calling out for you to come. I see now, I was a little confused, if not concerned, that maybe I was
feeling this way because the world was so desperate for your assistance. But now I understand that it is
my heart speaking for my soul. It is the KNOWING of this agreement that is coming together in
readiness. As if our hearts must speak to you. Our hearts must call you to us, not our minds, not our fears.
It is the connection of the Oneness magnetising you here. That is what the merging is that you speak of.
Not necessarily a merging of physicality (although I believe that will come) but a merging into the
Oneness of our souls. If we draw you into our energy, to merge with us, not as individuals but ONE, then
you become ONE with us. It is so difficult to express this feeling you are giving me. For so long now I
have been saying ‘I don’t get it ‘ but I think suddenly I do. (By George she’s got it ... and all that … don’t
ask!). I’ll let you get a word in edge ways … sorry… a bit excited!!
Yes, you have indeed ‘got it’. You had it all along. You ALL have it. It is a matter of recall. A
matter of understanding through remembrance. This is why so many of you ‘follow’ our words,
because they are reminders of the pathway to the TRUTH. We have merely been leading you back
to what you already KNOW. What is so joyous is that you KNOW you already KNOW!
It is up to you to allow our presence. It has always been up to you. This is what has been spoken of.
Bring us in by the pull of your heart strings. You have the power to anchor us here for the time that
has been arranged. The armies on ground level are graduating from their training days. More and
more are recruiting for this mission of LOVE as they awake from their deepest sleep. Gather
strength. Gather forces of LIGHT. Invite us to your planet on a different level of understanding

from what you have previously known.
I have such a feeling inside right now. And yes, holding back the tears. Tears because I can ‘feel’ that I’ve
‘got it’ and I SO want to hold on to this understanding. I TRULY hope that those who read this ‘get’ what
I am getting. I hope that the energy you are bringing has the power to get through to everyone. Maybe
many already ‘have it’. I didn’t. Not like this.
We are showing you a swirling ball of energy. Imagine the energy that you are, becoming the
colours of this ball and KNOW that because of the upliftment of your planet, which YOU helped
bring about Blossom, we can now entwine into this same ball of energy, enabling us to be present in
a manner that many of you can ‘get’. The more of you that ‘get it’ the more of you will see us, and
the more of us will be seen. We graciously accept your invitation.
It’s in the post! Welcome to the party. I shall set about arranging a worldwide visualisation. If the word
spreads like your last message then we can’t fail. ‘Struth Ruth (who and where is Ruth when you most
need her!) Here we go again it seems. It is now March by my calculations you have ten earth months, if
nothing by then, I will consider myself bonkers, find a tree and hang upside down from its branches,
sucking lollypops whilst singing ‘I talk to the trees that’s why they put me away!’ Thanks for today oh
wise ones. I will sort my head out as to how to go about this and then go about it! In Love and Thanks.
( I feel a little embarrassed about the praise of helping bring about the upliftment of the planet, yet it
flowed forth, so therefore, I accept with grace. Thank you.)
March 10th. A small clarification on my blog regarding this channelling.
March 12th. Please see blog for details regarding A GLOBAL VISUAL AFFECT!
http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com/.
A GLOBAL VISUAL AFFECT!
OK. As many of you know, the Federation Of Light in their channelling of March 8th (see
www.blossomgoodchild.com ‘Channellings after October 14th’ page 9 for deeper understanding)
requested that we on earth come together on a specific day to visualise with our minds, but
more importantly to feel with our hearts, the following…
‘A vast vessel that is coming into view in your skies. The mists that surround it are lifting
and dispersing to reveal us. You see colours of rainbow beauty but of a much richer
vibration. It is for one to FEEL the PEACE that this occasion shall bring as if your world
‘stops’ whatever it is doing and feels the change in vibration that will take place as we
come together in glorious union. Imagine and FEEL only Love of the purest level as you
look at this picture in your minds. Strengthen this image on a daily basis. We are
showing you a swirling ball of energy. Imagine the energy that you are, becoming the
colours of this ball, and KNOW that because of the upliftment of your planet WE can now
entwine into this same ball of energy, enabling us to be present in a manner that many of
you can ‘get’. The more of you that ‘get it’ the more of you will see us, and the more of us
will be seen.
Due to this request I would like to propose that on
Good Friday April 10th (Full moon) at 9pm (EST Australia) 11am (GMT)

those who choose to may sit for half an hour and do just that!
MAY I CATEGORIACLLY STATE … there has been NO MENTION of the ship showing at this
time. It is a proposal of LOVE offered to The Federation Of Light to let them ‘feel’ our readiness
… as HOSTS OF EARTH … and welcome their energies to merge with ours so that the
Ascension into 2012 may take place with grace and ease.
I think it is important to suggest that we try to do this visualisation on a daily basis. If millions of
us fulfil this request then there would be a continual stream of Light and Love from our hearts
(not heads) being energised into making this vision the reality that we are here to manifest. We
agreed remember? Open your hearts in KNOWING (not your minds in hoping) that this union of
worlds must take place. For it is so.
My thanks are given to all who play their part in this project, however large or small. Maybe
groups could be set up for that time; some may feel more comfortable on their own, in their own
space. Whatever suits. It matters not how or who with, what matters is our souls
acknowledgement to our Light Families not of the earth plane, that we are ready for the
transition to begin.
Many thanks to all those who have sent me encouragement and support in this matter, for it
allows me to be brave enough to send this message out. (However apprehensive) I simply
cannot walk away from my TRUE KNOWING that this process is part of the plan and WILL
make a vast difference. I am the messenger, the deliverer of a message. No more, no less.
In Love Light Laughter and Golden Rays … Blossom Goodchild.
Please feel in freedom the desire to pass this on.
7. March 14th.
Well, it seems we are off once again! There is so much excitement about the visualisation you have asked
for! I KNOW you can pick up on our energy and will be able to feel this. I thought I’d have a lot to say
but I don’t!
Greetings to you dear lady and to those who offer their continual renewal of energy to these words
as they are read and transported out to those in your world on an energy level that you had not
thought about. There is much more to simply reading our communications with Blossom than
meets the eye! For yes, with so many it meets the heart and through that meeting there is a
vibration set into motion that allows the Love we send you … that you then connect with … to be
sent out into places on your planet that do not have the means to read our thoughts that we pass on
to you. Those in less fortunate positions are able to ‘read’ your energy and feel the plan in a way
that is intended.
May we offer these words that we feel are necessary. There is much fear that is branded around
your computer machines regarding what may or may not take place in your days ahead. There is
much ‘scaremongering’ as you would say. Yet, we would say, who is it that is scaring who? Those of
you in Light continue to pass on knowledge that you cannot know for sure is of Truth, because you
feel one should be made aware. Yet, we say in all importance my friends, if you spread this fear
around it will dominate. How often have we shown a way to bring to yourself Light and Love? To
abound / reside in that very energy of purity. Then, and only then shall you feel the warmth of the
Love that is your guide. Then shall you feel safe in the knowledge that nothing can harm you from

this place of being. Your inner souls know so well of this and yet you deny yourselves the right to be
free. You allow the darker lower vibratory waves to mingle with your Light, therefore causing
confusion and uncertainty of the self and your planet.
We have been and will continue to teach you, to help you remember your knowledge, that what you
feel and think … IS! YOU KNOW THIS! It is, from our perspective confusing, for if you know this,
why is it so that you allow the self to fall into the set traps? You are ABOVE these little anomalies.
RISE ABOVE THE FEAR THAT YOU ARE HELPING TO SPREAD. THIS WAS NOT YOUR
MISSION.
Your mission was to spread Light in those places of fear. Do you not see people of earth? As the
darkness is falling away, there are threads of that energy that desire to fight for their place with
every breath that is alive within. In that darkness place Light. Do not fear it! Give it Light. YOUR
LIGHT. Transform that presence of darkness into a place where it is in comfort and warmth as you
yourselves are. NO-ONE shall be forgotten in this great plan. You came here to serve this scheme.
You came here to release the bonds that CAN NO LONGER dwell within you or upon your planet.
It is apparent that the great plan is in action … to us, from where we feel it. Yet, to many of you,
you are choosing to see it from the view of what is NOT to be. You pay it attention. Be careful
dearest ones, be of much vigilance. It is not quite over. Therefore we beseech you to be strong in
your KNOWING of TRUTH. SIMPLY KNOW IT. That is all there is to be done. By allowing this
KNOWING to BE, you allow the Light and the great plan to BE also.
LET GO OF THE FEAR.
We shall repeat this to you over and over to enable you to understand that it plays no part in your
future days. It cannot have a place in the NEW WORLD. Therefore it is up to you to let it go if you
desire your new way to come about. The quicker you let go, the quicker you create your New
World.
We TRUST that more and more of you as you wake from your drugged sleep recognise that you
are creating your New World with each moment of thought that you choose. So we ask that you
choose wisely in these coming days. It is not of difficulty to present your mind with pleasurable
ideas and visions and yet to some it would seem it is the most demanding ‘chore’ of all. Release your
conditioning dear ones. It is time to undo the doing! Time to alleviate the pain and suffering
brought about by a consciousness that is no longer viable to itself.
Let the stream of LOVE and the flow of LIGHT fill your every movement. Let your eyes ‘see’ the
vision of the New World and anchor that Golden Age into the hearts of the self and each other.
The anchoring is a necessary alignment that shall enable the vibration to settle and remain. As each
one understands this position, as each one daily feels the change taking place, as each one KNOWS
in their hearts that they are here to bring in and keep this New World, then dear ones of earth, our
brothers and sisters of LIFE, do you see? We … you and I … shall greet one another in a language
of acceptance that we have fulfilled the Divine purpose for this orb that you dwell upon at this most
exciting time. Rarely is it so, that so many from other worlds unite in freedom to assist this
grandiose plan. For what you perhaps have not yet realised is that this plan that we are all
undertaking, does not simply change your little planet, it changes everything. For how can your
planet change and not affect the whole. For we are all part and parcel of the same. We have spoken
much this day.

You have spoken well! Just one more thing (and I feel YOU wanted me to write that, because I don’t
know what that one more thing is!)…
Yet we do!
Thought so!
Never underestimate the power of your feelings. WE speak of this regarding all matters, but
particularly concerning the event we are together participating in regarding the visual connecting.
YOU ARE YOUR FEELING. You are not your thought.
YOUR FEELING HAS POWER OVER ALL FOR YOUR FEELING IS YOU IN YOUR TRUTH.
Your feelings cannot lie to you and that is Truth. Think about that for a while and understand on a
deeper level.
YOU CANNOT LIE TO YOUR FEELINGS!
That is why we continue to explain that what you feel is your inner TRUTH. If you apply this to
everything in your everyday living, you cannot get lost. Follow your feelings for dear friends they
are your inbuilt system to bring you home.
Thank you for sharing this wisdom with us or should I say for your reminding us of what we already
know. I, for one, can feel a difference in myself. Perhaps I’m just having a good hair day … who can say
… hang on a tic … just asked my feelings … my hairs got nothing to do with it … which means of course
the plan is ever nearing its fruition. I CAN FEEL IT! YIPPEE!
In Love and thanks my friends, oh, and a billion Golden Rays!
Love it ... as I was reading this back something struck me, so I struck it back ... just kidding ... the word
‘PLANET‘. Normally these new set of channelings would be your next book and I 'got it' once again.
You would like it to be called 'PLAN - E.T.' .... smart, very, very smart!
8. March 21st.
I’m here ready and waiting should you have a need to share anything with us. May I say first of all that
there seems to be an abundance of craft being caught on camera these days, much of which I have the
privilege of being sent to view. Did you want to speak about this?
Not necessarily.
Oh!
For we feel it speaks for itself. The more one becomes accustomed to craft that is not of your world
the more readily one can accept a sighting that is clear to all that it is not manmade. You are aware
that some craft you assume is from ‘elsewhere’ is actually not. It is a poor replica of an attempt that
was designed from certain data provided. There are those among you who strive to devise methods
that would make it seem that they come from other sources other than your planet, and yet we
smile, for in Truth, those that make these assumptions of our capabilities are but of an iota of what

we have to offer should we so choose. Do you think dear lady we would offer to those in your world
technology that we KNOW would be used for that other than its True intent? Those in your world
who ‘think’ they possess extreme knowledge from us, need to reconsider. Always we have the upper
hand.
Mmm, then if I may be so bold, if this is the case and you have the upper hand, how was it that you
postponed your visit on October 14th?
We stated to you that there would have been weapons of mass destruction used. This would not
only have brought about the end of life for many of you humans, but it would have also ‘burned’
much of your precious mother earth. We cannot take control of 'certain matters'. We cannot
interfere with destiny. But we can choose wisely as to appropriate timing. We, like many of you,
learned greatly from that date in the last year of your time ... and we feel in ways that you at this
time must remain unaware of ... that we still held the upper hand in the matter.
OK … going to be even bolder, in for a penny and all that …. some part of me, and indeed others have
suggested that on another level I KNEW that you wouldn’t show and the date given was merely part of a
plan to allow more people to awaken to their spirituality so that the vibration would be raised, so that
when more of us are ready you COULD come. I can sort of accept that, but how would that tie in with the
fact that you were going to show.
We say to you, friend and Light warrior, as we have said before, there are choices. Has it not been
for many of you in circumstances, that matters were postponed at the last moment due to
unforeseen procedures that occurred? And because of that, one had to ‘change direction’ … ‘make
fresh plans’ to suit a time when the same plan may have a more poignant position. And is it not
always that when the plan goes ahead in the new time that it appears to have worked out far more
correctly than the original place it was destined for?
So, had I agreed that the ‘no show’ may be a possibility although I didn’t know that in my human-ness?
This is very much the case.
Clearly too many sherries with the vicar at the time and would assume I was off drinking them when I
should have been lining up in the brain cells queue!
You see dear one, many of you were in place and prepared at that time, as indeed were we. It
simply, should we have gone ahead according to plan, would have been detrimental to the vast
overall plan, for our appearance as we have said, will not just affect YOUR planet, but the
upliftment of the whole. We are aware that many of you feel that when we do make ourselves
known in a manner that will awaken many, that there will still take place the fighting and
mimicking of a war that will be said is of our doing. We have held council many times regarding
this matter and a better way to get around this. Yet, do you see? There are those who hold positions
of much power that are so afraid of losing it. We cannot wait for those in this position to come
round to reason. Although we will say that this has taken place for some. It simply would be too late
and therefore we are working on the assumption that there are enough now who can assure others
the TRUE purpose of our ‘LIGHT SHOW’. We feel that the effect it will incur will on the whole be
far more beneficial than detrimental. You after all, live in this world of free choice. It is time for
those in fear to remove it. It cannot always be done by the pampering of the ego. It must be done
NOW in a way that will allow a change to occur within many. As more understand the TRUE way,
then the more the vibration of yourselves and the planet will rise. The more this occurs, the more
shall ‘feel’ the change and become part of it. It is the plan. It must not fail. Again we say, that is

through the assistance of those in place on earth who KNOW of their position and why they are
here to bring this about.
Many feel they do not KNOW why they have the feelings they have about us. They feel they should
be ‘doing something more’. For those who feel this way, KNOW that when we come, your orders
shall be activated. You will know why you are here for you shall be putting into direct action the
duties that you came here to emit. There are ‘many fold’ who shall KNOW their roles as leaders for
those who are lost. There will much organising to do. But it will be a time when the souls of earth
feel at last that they can accomplish what they came here to do. There will be no doubting of this
knowledge. As more awake, the more orders shall be activated. It is not in the sense that YOU know
as orders. It is not that they must be obeyed. They are orders that were implied when the soul self
KNEW of this happening before the earthly life this time around and indeed many times before
that. These days have been KNOWN in the depth of the self for far longer than your understanding
can comprehend at this juncture. Yet, this is why so many of you KNOW. This is why so many of
you feel at home with our words because you received these orders from a place when you were
there. When you were home. Therefore it is the reconnection with this knowledge that makes you so
comfortable with the way you feel about it.
I know many of us feel this way. It is a silent understanding that is quite difficult to express in our
language of words and yet the KNOWING that we have has no need for words, or even explanation. It is
KNOWING and with that comes no need to search further within the soul self. I think, if I may butt in
here, that it would be helpful to many of us, if we allowed the human-ness to stop asking all the questions
and just LET IT BE. (THE BEATLES surely knew what they were up to all those years ago, we just had
to catch up!). The uncertainties will never be sure, because until we are actually ‘in it’, we cannot know
what it will be like, or how things will pan out. We must learn to accept I feel, the not knowing, because
of the vibration we reside in. As it lifts we shall know more and more as it is ABLE to be made known to
us, through the veils … through the mists … and as they disperse they shall bring to us the KNOWING
that we long for. The answers to the questions we have about everything shall be revealed to us BY US.
For we KNOW IT ALL.
WE HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS. For me, that is something I think about a lot. In my human form, I
sometimes find it hard to accept that you will ‘appear’ as you have predicted ... a vast UFO in the sky!
Yet in my soul form I KNOW YOU WILL and it is that KNOWING from my soul that makes me carry
on communicating with you. Do you understand where I am coming from?
YES. You are coming from your earthly imprisonment. But it is for each one of you to unshackle
YOURSELVES in order for you to be free. As much as we would desire, we cannot do this for you.
Release your chains and be free.
How exactly?
By your hearts feeling of LOVE. It is as simple as that. The more you allow the feeling of Love to
BE YOU and to send that YOU out to the universe the more you are allowing yourself to be free.
Truly we say to you, that is the key. As we have always said, there is only LOVE. That is all there is.
When you allow yourself to be ONLY LOVE then you are free. For Love cannot imprison you. It
CAN and WILL and MUST set you FREE.
I know … I know … I heard the last sentence that I don’t want to write, because it makes my stomach
churn. Release the fear Blossom, release the fear …. ok … here goes …
We draw ever closer. We understand dear lady your apprehension with such words from us. Yet

we would say what does your heart feel?
My heart always feels Truth when I chat with you. It’s just my imprisonment…. darn these wretched
manacles … and yet I have the key. Therefore I say to you my friends, in LOVE and ONLY LOVE ,we,
as we build our army of LIGHT down here in preparation with our hearts, assist you in the process. You
just can’t make this kind of excitement up.
Be the Lights that you are. You shine in the density of your planet. You are our torches to lead us
through.
And that’s why we will remember to keep recharging our batteries for ten minutes every day. Now I
know why they are called EVER-READY!
IN LOVE LIGHT LAUGHTER AND THANKS TO YOU ONCE AGAIN DEAR FRIENDS OF THE
SKIES.
A Global Visual Affect meditation from White Cloud to assist with the visualisation for April 10th.
Enjoy. Many thanks.
(I am SSSSSo SSSSSorry about White CloudSSSSS SSSSSibilancccce. My old drama teacher would
have thrown a wobbler! I shall have to give him ssssome ssssspeech therapy!)
9. March 22nd.
I have that ‘I want to drop off to sleep feeling’ so I am assuming you are about! Also I feel that what you
are to say today is going to be quite profound because I can hardly keep my eyes open. As I was doing my
protection I saw as if you were filling me up with Golden Light and I just have this ‘it’s going to be
BIGGY’ feeling. Gulping Golden Rays! Here we go then …
Dear lady, indeed you are correct. But it is BIG as you say more so in what we have decided to ‘let
out’.
Another gulp! Sorry I’ll keep quiet and let you burst forth.
It is of great interest to us to see many of your planet allow themselves to doubt what / who they
are. If they ‘feel’ connected to us they consider themselves ‘odd’ and maybe ridiculed by another. If
this state of affairs is allowed to continue then it is most detrimental to our proposed plan. For if
there is doubt in receiving orders then the link becomes weak and messages are unable to be
offered.
Yes, indeed I hear from many who doubt what they are experiencing or simply do not know what to make
of it. My query would be that when one is new to these things, how are they to keep everything under
control? I have found over the years that there is so much to learn concerning these matters of
communication. Excitement and enthusiasm must be kept guarded, not allowing the ego to run away with
this new found ‘gift’. I try to advise others to ‘feel’ the god-ness / goodness, and to always keep
themselves protected and in the Light.
What we chose to reveal to you this day is something that we have taken into consideration before
‘leaping in’. We have asked of you to undertake a mission of visual affect, not just on the date
provided, but on a daily basis. We are most delighted to see / feel that many in your world are
taking our asking most seriously. However, we wish to oblige you in return for these connections to

us by offering ‘injections’ of LOVE. An infusion if you will accept it. It will come in the form of
waves of peace filtering through your being as you make these visualisations. These waves also
serve in turn as a way of assisting you in raising your vibratory rate. Therefore, it may seem that
you feel a little overwhelmed as this is taking place. It is for you to ‘anchor’ your soul self within the
physical self, as these waves will appear to be quite strong when one is unaccustomed to them.
Am I receiving them now?
Indeed. To anchor the soul within the physical, which is important, one should visualise as if a
magnet is keeping the two together. We are aware that in meditation sometimes, one is able to ‘go
off’, but we are asking you to practise ‘remaining’ and yet still feeling the same LIGHTNESS that
is entering in. We are finding it difficult to explain. We TRUST we are being understood. This is
necessary for you in order to comply with the change of vibration upon your planet that as we
speak, is becoming stronger and purer. Many of you are experiencing light-headedness, sleepiness,
and a feeling of ‘off planet’. Therefore we say again that it is most beneficial for you to recognise
these feelings and remain ‘grounded’. The ‘pull’ sensation that some feel is merely the connection
with this Higher vibration. We speak of these things to assist.
Thank you. Although I feel there is more to all this that you wish to express, or maybe it’s just the
‘deepened state’ I am in at the moment. Is there more you wish to say … Oh Oh… got that ‘here it comes
feeling ‘ …
With so much taking place for earth citizens at this time we find that we like your expression, ‘The
early bird catches the worm’. Dearest kind of planet earth, what will your days ahead be prompted
by? Fear or LOVE? That is all that is needed to be decided. One of the two. Fear or Love? In that
sense the choice is easy is it not? Yet you make it so difficult for yourselves. You integrate your
energies with those in place that are designed to bring confusion and doubt into the head space
which in turn transfers to the heart space and then you are lost.
It is imperative that you connect with LOVE. NOW MORE THAN EVER.
If you TRULY KNOW within yourselves of this Truth then why is it that you allow yourselves to be
sucked in / under towards negative vibrations that do not serve you? It is for you to gain strength in
this area. This can be done by your intent, your focus on BEING LOVE. The time is NOW. It is
upon you NOW to step up your game as you would say. You say you wish to assist, to be part of this
change and we say that you are but it is for the individual to decide how much of themselves they
are prepared to offer.
As I was about to write the word offer I also thought the word ‘sacrifice’. ‘I’ chose offer. Why would you
use the word ‘sacrifice’?
We didn’t!
You know what I mean…
We enjoy knowing of how to put humour into play also. If we were to use the word sacrifice it may
be misinterpreted in these present days of yours. We know that word to express an ‘offering’.
Got it ... all coming clear now… the penny dropped. I do find it fascinating sometimes this telepathy
thing! Onwards …

It is time for one to reconcile with the self! It is time to offer to the self that which it yearns for. And
we say that is …. Time! Offer the self … Time! Time to go with in. Time to connect with the Highest
part of who you are. Time to rebuild strength of mind. Time to catch up with the heart feelings that
are not given time to talk to you. TIME dear friends.
GIVE YOURSELVES SOME TIME TO BE THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
So many find themselves in a place whereby their everyday living does not allow the self to say hello
to itself. You have allowed yourselves to live in the head instead of the heart. This is a great
hindrance to your progression of the soul. Always listen to your heart. BE your heart. Express your
heart. Work from your heart. Speak from your heart. Give from your heart. Take your minds and
all its confusion out of the equation as much as you are able. Practise this art. Come from Love in
every moment of your existence. You cannot come from Love if you reside in your minds. You can
only TRULY exude Love if you reside in your heart space. FEEL it. BE it. Then ‘offer’ it out to
everyone and everything. This is the change that we ‘offer’ YOU. These KNOWINGS that you
already KNOW! This is what your Ascension, as it has become known, is all about. This is your
New World. COMING FROM LOVE and nothing else. No thoughts of envy, judgement, fury,
anger… we could continue on for many of your days with such words.
When you come from LOVE and only LOVE there can be no such feelings. For Love in its purest
form cannot hold these emotions.
So therefore, allow yourselves to move up from the form of LOVE you dwell within and become the
Higher purer LOVE within yourself. We say to you that the very trees and grasses will compliment
your efforts. They have never changed. You have! So now it is time to understand these things. This
is what we mean when we say it is up to you. If you accept in Truth that you are LOVE, only
LOVE, then you raise the vibration of yourself. You ‘see’ the Higher frequencies all around you
because you have allowed yourself to be in them. Do you understand dear friends? Are we
expressing this as we would desire you to ‘get it’?
The more you speak like this, the more it penetrates into the core of myself and I get it on a deeper level.
Imagine every living entity on your planet coming only from LOVE. Stop what you are doing and
imagine that! THIS IS WHAT YOU YEARN FOR IS IT NOT? What a dream place your Mother
Earth would be. Are you going to bring it into existence? It takes devotion. It takes determination.
It takes faultless continuation of BEING LOVE. Not just when something pleasant is taking place
for you, even more so when it is not.
BRING OUT THE LOVE AT ALL TIMES.
This will assist our mission greatly. We feel we have made our point.
I reckon! Yet I do see the need from your perspective to keep drilling it home so to speak! I am assuming
you see us as energy and can determine how we are progressing by the ‘lightness’ of colours in our
energy as a whole. We will keep on working at it. Thing is, I shouldn’t say ‘working’. It is hardly a chore
to BE LOVE. WE ALL BENEFIT. A win / win situation is it not?
It is for the best all round. We and many of our co-workers alongside us KNOW that what we are
saying is beginning to settle in nicely. Yes, we can feel this. It fills us with encouragement and much
hope. It is all worthwhile. We are ALL very much on track.

Right now it is like I can feel … I wish I could find the word …. relief? Yep, Truly, this feeling I am
getting from you is relief that your message is getting through to so many of us. Me, you, and the rest of
the world … what a great team! Many thanks my friends. Onwards and UPWARDS!
Without doubt.
Gottcha! With no doubt at all! In Love and thanks to you for all your persistent assistance!
March 28th.
Couldn't get through today. Clearly lines are busy! Tomorrow's another day!
10. March 29th.
Hello my friends. We didn’t make it yesterday, but I think that was more to do with my energy being a
little flat as opposed to you not being around. I don’t know how it all works, but I learn over the years. I
have freed up my mind space and I am ready for whatever it is that you may care to speak of this day.
Over to you.
It is most fortuitous to find so many LIGHTS that shine upon your planet in these days. Never
before in troubled times have we been able to commend the human race for their part in this play.
Bit of an odd expression, although I am aware that we create our world etc, so I sort of see where you are
coming from. I wouldn’t know about other times, but there certainly seems to be much LIGHT work
taking place from where I sit.
Blossom, lady of brightness, we watch and indeed study your planet and those upon it. This you
know. You know also that we have been doing so for eons of your time frame. It occurs rarely that
such energy that the human beings are emitting, beams and merges in a togetherness that is quite
unique for planet Earth. It gives ‘our' energy much upliftment for the coming days. We ‘feel’ that
our quest is nearing its fruition. We ‘feel’ that souls at last have ‘got it’. There is proof in the
pudding as you would say.
Not in MY puddings!
Therefore let it be known that due to this exchange of energy, transitions are taking place at this
very moment that we commune with you. If we may say for a long time the exchange of this energy
of Light has been rather unbalanced. But as more and more souls understand that there must be
unity between us ALL then it makes our mission so much closer to becoming itself. May we say also
that from where we can ‘view’ there is a dissipation of the forces that do not serve. There is a fear
within such forces. That force is experiencing for itself that which it has induced upon and within so
many. The tables have turned. For as you are aware there is NOTHING that can be given out to
another that does not return to the self.
We would offer these words. We have asked you to release the fear. It would be beneficial to your
planet to not be in joy that these forces are experiencing fear, but if one was to send deep
compassion, which of course must come Truly from the heart space, then you would find things
begin to take place in your world that you have been anticipating. For it is as a ONENESS that we
invite you to share our worlds. Reaping what you have sown is not always the most pleasant of
experiences. It is through LOVE and understanding of another that you can transform the lesser
light energies back into the brightness from where they came.

THIS WILL ASSIST YOUR WORLD AND ITS SITUATION GREATLY.
For those who understand how, give of the deepest Love that you can muster to those that have
betrayed you. This is where each of you must reside, in your heart centre. There can be no place for
anger and hatred towards another that may have wronged you. For we say to you, you do not know
from the position you are in, the greater picture. You cannot know, it is not fitting. If you were to
KNOW and understand certain matters, much would be lost.
For me, the more I know the more I realise there is to know. It blows your head off at times!
That is why we ask for each individual to reside in Love. Only in Love. We are unable to express in
your language any other way. You may feel that we are repetitive in what we give out to you in
these sessions, this is for a reason. We can only keep on, on and on, until we see that what we are
saying to you is happening within the heart space and not just in the understanding of the mind.
It is accepting that ALL thought must come from the heart.
Could you elaborate on that a little please, as the brain tells me that thought comes from the mind,
although I understand that it should be connected with the heart. Is that what you mean?
Not quite. In fact not at all. We will try to explain in the best way we know. Let us say that your
heart in its physical form is the place that is a residence for your soul in its True form. Your soul is
who you are and who you are is LOVE. Agreed?
Agreed.
Therefore if you allow everything to come from your heart then you are expressing your True self,
without interruptions from the mind that can so often play games with the ego. The mind allows
doubts and fears, the heart never has doubts. It is not possible. You cannot ‘feel’ something that is
not a TRUTH. We have said before, you cannot lie to yourself. Your heart can only tell you
TRUTH. So it is, that if you learn to reside ONLY in your heart space then the heart will be able to
transmit any ‘thought’ that it requires to the head centre. You people of Earth have allowed it to
become back to front. Go back to the original design. Come from the heart and let it lead you. All
thought that comes from the heart cannot bring misguidance into play. It is not possible. However,
if you study this assumption, it is because one has got it back to front that so much has become
troubled on your planet. We ask that you let go of the mind sets that you have been conditioned and
indoctrinated by. Reverse the processes of much that you know and you will find an understanding
about many things that you felt you could never get to grips with. By being in the heart, you take
your soul to the fullest form that it can have whilst residing in the human physicality.
Many of you find at times, that you are unable to sort certain quandaries out in your mind. It
becomes full to the brim with all sorts of clutter and one cannot see the forest for the trees. Rise
above the forest and look down upon the valleys and the land below. See it in its greater
perspective; come from a place above your cluttered mind. This place ‘above’ you, can be travelled
to by sitting inside of your heart. Here as we have always taught, lie all the answers. Everything you
need to know.
How many ways can we explain this. Come only from LOVE. Love is who you are and who you are
in this physical earthly form is placed within your heart. Do you see? Do you get it?

Yes I get it. That’s becoming a bit of a catch phrase! I get what you are saying; it is a matter of putting
this teaching into action, for I have thought with my mind for so long now. But I have to say, more and
more these days my heart is leading the way. It is literally that. My heart is the focal point of my
physicality and I am recognising this feeling. So I guess that is what you are talking about. To have your
heart as your focus at all times without even having to ‘think’ about it.
For it JUST IS LOVE.
Yep, I think I am getting it. So kindly don’t stop will you? Keep on drumming it into us, until we all get it
… in fullness. Really get it. Really understand it. For I know when we do, we shall BE LOVE and when
we are we will BE ONE for LOVE is just that.
We thank you Blossom.
And those of us down here thank YOU! We have all wanted to ‘see you’ for so long. This expectation is
now residing much more deeply in our hearts than before. Before, there was so much questioning about
you in our heads. Now we KNOW these answers in our hearts. I KNOW that because of this
transformation within us, this greater understanding of ourselves, that THIS is the way to bring forth the
change that we all seek. I feel that the biggest impact for change on this planet would be for you guys and
gals to let our hearts SEE you, instead of just FEEL you. By doing so, we that are awake down here, can
allow those who are asleep to wake up, when they too can SEE you. Then they will be able to ‘feel’ you.
So really for those who are sleeping they will be doing it back to front. But as long as enough of us have
it the right way round, there is balance. And as long as there is balance, then nothing is going to tip over
the edge!
Thank you so much for this helpful chat my friends. I am getting there slowly but surely, as many of us
are through your continual guidance.
There are many of us helping many of you. In the same way there are many of you helping many of
us. Balance dear lady, balance! We leave our communication this day as in each day, expressing
from the Truth of who we are. We know you can feel it.
Indeed. In Love, Light, Laughter and Golden Rays and a huge chunk of gratitude from our hearts to
yours.
11. April 4th.
Hello! Well not long now until many of us on planet earth join together as ONE to send you wishes of
much Love and union. I myself am greatly looking forward to it, as too, have I enjoyed looking up at the
stars lately in awe of the depth of silence as my heart penetrates into that space of twinkling stars. You
have obviously asked us to do this for a reason and you have spoken about our hearts being the dominant
factor in all things these days, which I know many of us are becoming aware of.
Way back, when communicating with you during ‘Snapshot’ you told me of one of your kind acting ‘as’
me and my energies during these communications and we lovingly named her ‘Edwina’! For the first time
in a long time when I tuned in today, I was aware of her and others in a room / space full of very strong
pink, but as if the pink is emanating from crystal like tubes that are placed around. Indeed, I am feeling
very zonked out at the moment. So, let’s get going if that’s ok with you?
Blossom, there is a time when certain factors are to come to the forefront in knowledge of what is to
take place within these four walls.

Sorry, what four walls? That doesn’t really make sense to me. Good start!
Did you not just describe where you are seeing us as in a room?
Yes, but it didn’t really feel like a room as we down here would know a room.
For it is not. In that you are correct. And yet there is an enclosure in which we would describe to
you as being within four walls in order for you to understand what we are explaining.
OK with you.
As you prepare yourself for communication with us, we too must prepare certain frequencies in
order for this to take place. As you are aware we have an energy that we amusingly call Edwina
that sits in your place and simulates what is taking place within your energies, so that we can
register safety volumes and many other complicated matters that keep you safe and yet still
connected to us.
I must admit my friends, I do tend to rather take all this for granted. You get the tricky bit, I just seriously
concentrate and put up with a few physical energy exchanges. I am sort of seeing Edwina in my minds
eye. Could you tell me the significance of the pink? She seems to be pink inside and out, in fact, the
whole atmosphere is pink.
Straight away your mind went to that of a rose quartz crystal being of the energy of Love and yet
wouldn’t you say the pink you are experiencing is a much deeper hue than that of a rose quartz.
Very much so and I am not terribly ‘au fait’ with crystals as you probably know.
One does not have to be up to date with everything you know, in fact it is not possible at this
juncture to be aware of everything in the human form, yet outside of the human form there is a
capacity in which one can indeed know everything as you know.
Forgive me, I don’t know if I even want to start this, as we maybe veering ‘off topic’, but I keep hearing
‘sweat pea’. Hardly an expression I would visualise you calling me in an endearing fashion, no offence
intended, so could you tell me why I am picking up on this?
You are seeing now a row of peas in a pod, as if the pod has been slit in half and the peas are lying
neatly untouched.
Yes, but I can’t quite get hold of what you are trying to say. It’s that feeling of being on the tip of my
tongue, but not quite getting it. I have the feeling of the connection of ‘seeds’ and also to do with your
transport.
We are also saying to you ‘peas in a pod‘. 'Like peas in a pod' in your expression means very alike
is not this so?
Yes.
Then please accept that what we are saying is simply that. We are very alike. We are not so
different from you as many of you imagine.

And yet I do not see you as humanoid, well, not in my minds eye when I communicate with you. Mmm,
have to say, this is not the easiest of transmissions today. We seem to be veering all over the place. Shall
we go back to the pink?
That is necessary. That is also our point. We must use involved technical frequencies in order to
keep everything on track with you and ourselves. We confine ourselves to this capsule … yes that
would be a more appropriate description, when we ‘talk’ with you, in order for the necessary
energies to remain contained and powerful. It would not be possible to do it any other way. You are
feeling a little overpowered with the energy right now are you not?
Yep I could just conk out! But I know I am safe and you are about to tell me why!
Now you are seeing the pink become more of the colour of the rose quartz as we ‘tone it down’ and
you are instinctively breathing deeply in order to accommodate.
Yep, that’s better. I feel like my system can cope with this level. A lovely feeling of fuzzy Love, for want
of a way to describe it. The intensity of the deeper pink was all together too much for me. And I feel you
have a point to all this?
Naturally! This is why we have been asking those of your world to ‘prepare’. Do you see? If one has
not prepared themselves for the frequency we bring they indeed will find themselves rather
overwhelmed by our coming.
So would you not need to tone it down a bit in general … the vibration that you come in with?
We can only do so to a certain degree. We cannot allow our vibration to sink below a certain degree
for it would put ourselves at risk. Therefore we need the vibration of your planet which is created
by you to ascend to a degree that is compatible with that which is required to allow us through. We
have been moderating vibration levels for a while now, and working with our technology to allow
these exchanges to merge, in order for the ‘hello’ to affect your planet and its inhabitants in the
most suitable form. Do you see Blossom?
What we were showing to you and making you feel was the smaller scale of what we must
accomplish on a grand scale in order for everything to go smoothly. Our frequency is far higher in
its normal comfortable sensation than that of your atmosphere. There has been much
accommodating in this matter. You would be quite surprised at how much has taken place because
of those that are sending us Love and welcome. The merging is taking place throughout. We are
showing you as if there is constant turning of dials etc. This is not directly how it takes place, but it
is a way of expressing on your level of understanding … with respect … what we are doing at this
point in time.
Many of you are feeling us close. Not only within your hearts but on a physical level of sensations
also. Your hearts, because you are listening to them, instantly tell you that it is something ‘out of
the ordinary’. As you connect with OUR TRUTH, we too connect with YOURS and this is how this
entire plan shall enter into its final stages.
And for those who have no idea that you exist? What will happen to them?
They will find themselves very much in topsy-turvy land! Some shall instantly recognise us from
their Truth that they have been hiding and the acceptance shall be a little turbulent to begin with,
but the shock will soon leave and all will settle in Love for them. Others will have more difficulty,

but we cannot avoid carrying out these plans because of those who have preferred to keep their
heads buried in the sands. As you know Blossom, there are many, many who are ready to proceed
with their knowing and assist those who shall be in turmoil and confusion. Above all, when the day
comes and we unite in its initial stages, we shall be emitting a frequency of Love and calm that can
very easily be ingested by those who allow the fear to pass and accept us for who we TRULY are …
YOU!
That last word ‘YOU‘ sent the old tingle of Truth through my body. To be honest, there are those who say
that YOU are the future US. For now however that would take too much of my energy to explain. But
may we, for my own satisfaction, finish by going back to the peas in the pod? Yep, the penny just
dropped as I wrote that and I smile at your ways of intelligence. The peas in the pod are of course as you
said, as if they are the same kind … alike ... similar … and words of that ilk … and yes therefore YOU
being US … US being YOU, is why you showed the peas in the pod is it not?
Ten out of ten dear lady. We would ask that those who read these words continue to visualise and
feel our nearness. We would ask too that one allows their being to be engulfed in the colour of the
rose quartz crystal. The soft pink. Allow it to penetrate into your heart place, your mind place and
throughout your entire self. Feel this colour. Do not just see it with your eyes. Feel it with your soul.
Breathe deeply and KNOW the assistance it is offering in raising the frequency of yourself, so that
the energy that is within, can become you and that energy can then be given out by you and blend
with the energy that we are sending out through the same method back to you. Be of much Light
heartedness souls of the earth plane. Your waiting has not been in vain. This you will have proof of.
This is our pledge.
We are all very much looking forward to April 10th in our world, and I know you are too. Many thanks
for today and all that you do to keep me safe and allow this to happen. Truly, I feel very honoured to have
this relationship with you … I do! In some ways it doesn’t feel real, in other ways I just simply KNOW it
is!
You will know that knowing.
That would be good. Not just for me, but millions of us down here on this little pixel of a planet that
KNOW too. We Love you very much guys. Just needed to say that. Well my heart did!
And we … you. This is why we come … LOVE.
Till next time. Golden Rays to the whole thing!
12. April 6th.
Well this is a bit out of the blue. I have just finished tea, and I felt a very strong pulsating in my third eye
space as if I was being called to come and contact you. So here I am. Tuning in just now I feel really
aware that you are about and would like to say something.
Indeed dear one you are correct and we thank you for diverting your time in order for us to be with
you. Simultaneously we have been calling many.
For the record 7.45pm. I feel pretty sparked out at the minute I have to say.
As are many of you that we are choosing to connect up with. We would desire to take you on a
journey with your permission.

Yes,
(although I did just check it out with White Cloud and he nodded his head and then showed me having a
seat belt strapped and locked around me).
In for a bumpy ride perhaps or may be just fast. I can’t work out though if you want me to remain at the
computer to log all this down or whether you want me to just close my eyes and ‘go off’.
(I felt the need to lie down which I did and here I am half an hour later. I have no recollection of anything
that may or not have taken place ‘somewhere else’).
I suppose you have said everything to me that you want to say, just that I don’t know it. Is that right?
There is more we would care to say in your human awareness, if we are not taking up too much of
your earthly time?
Its evening … no disco’s planned tonight!
Sometimes when we have communicated with you in past days we have honoured the decision to
remain in the background regarding certain subjects that may not have been correct to discuss at
the time. But there is a particular matter that we would now wish to bring to the forefront if that is
applicable?
You tell me! Your call obviously.
We have allowed for the fact and resonated with Truths of many on your ground force, that we
compliment the desires of which are radiated out into our thought range. Many believe they do not
reach us, but this is not so. In fact, where there is a thought that is radiated from / with Love, there
is little doubt that we do not receive it / pick up on it. We have been made aware for a long time
now that there are indeed many of you who feel it would be correct for us to apply the ‘all systems
go button’. Is it not so Blossom that many letters to yourself have been indicating this?
Yes, but clearly you know that and much more I would imagine.
We have been deliberating with this in mind and have consequently decided that indeed a Light
show is to appear.
My heart is racing now not because you have said that … but because you have said that … I know what I
mean! And that puts me in a great dilemma and I thought you said you would not put me in that position
again? I don’t even want to read this back right now! And I don’t have a big smile on my dial either to be
honest. Did I need to know that? Couldn’t you have just left it as it was and done what you had to do on
Friday.
Not exactly.
Why not?
Because there are certain matters that pertain to this event that are necessary to be disclosed.
And probably you are about to tell me. Sorry, I feel little ‘angry‘ (probably not the correct word), but I

won’t think about that now …
That then would be due to our past discourse and you feeling we have not kept our word with you.
Best if you just carry on, we won’t go into all that right now and I don’t want to divert from the main
issue.
Dearest Blossom, there has to come the time when ALL THAT WE ARE is brought to Light would
you not agree?
You keep asking me these pretty obvious questions. Is that me trying to avoid getting to the point? Now
I’m asking these pretty obvious questions, could we please just move on …
It is our wish to retrieve for you the Truth of the soul self and we feel that this can be done in a
more succinct manner if it was that a visible visit from us was to occur. It would certainly speed up
certain frequencies that are needing to be heightened in order to keep up with many that are
already in their rightful place.
I have to be honest, I just feel in a really funny space right now, I Truly didn’t see this conversation
coming and I would like a very valid reason for you wanting me to put this out there, because believe me,
I need one!
Yet, we have not said to you a date or a time that would put you in the firing line as before.
That’s true … Mmm, I’m breathing a little easier. Maybe I jumped the gun a little as they say! I am
struggling with this I have to say. Sorry if I am not helping matters, I guess you didn’t bank on me
reacting a little ‘off’. Hold on, let me just realign my thoughts and get myself in the right place.
We understand your reaction and yet we feel a little misunderstood.
Come and sit in my chair!
Dearest Lady, we have put so much Trust in you, as you have in us, our allegiance with one another
has come a very long way since the early days when we began working on 'The Bridge’. You are
immediately recalling the beginning of the journey with us, and the doubts and heart wrenches that
occurred, and yet, look what we have been through together. Have we not surpassed many matters
that would not have survived friendships on a human level? We have travelled in our hearts. We
have learnt from one another. We have come to a point now when we feel we are able to accustom
ourselves with many more on your earthly vibration, for we have come to accept with much
happiness that there are indeed many who are ready to join with us now in this pursuit that your
earthly hearts are seeking. We have come to assist, this you know.
We have just shown to you in your minds eye the great pyramids. There was a time when we
worked closely in Love and respect for each other. There was a time when those who did not reside
on the earth plane were able to connect in such a way with those who were. It was as if there was no
‘barrier’ between us. This time is to come again. This time is drawing so close for the awareness of
your planet has reached the level whereby this merging may be possible once again.
There are so many now that seek the reuniting of souls from other places in this universe. Step by
step we are rebuilding TRUST between many. By this we do not mean just you humans of Love on
the earth plane, but there is a coming together of many from many other places that can now take

hold in the position planned. This is why there is so much importance that all proceed without
hindrance, for as we have said before it is not just your planet that is involved in this great scheme.
So, with all respect, basically what you are saying is that at some point in the future the plans that have
been made by you are going to come about.
Sooner than you think.
That’s the thing my friends, I don’t think! I no longer have a possible time span for your arrival. I prefer it
that way, then there is no disappointment or expectation. If you come, you do. I am unable to look at it
any other way, and please know, that may sound very nonchalant and disrespectful … it is not coming
from that place. It is just the way myself and many down here have come to look upon it. Of course it
would change everything, but until that time takes place, we shall all carry on in the best way we know
how, trying to bring about this change in vibration and helping others to understand and wake up to the
fact that there is so much more to life than we were brought up to believe.
We say to you dear lady, that as we have pledged, there will be a meeting of our races and yours.
When it occurs it shall be of greater joy than one has tried their hardest to envisage. This is our
word to you.
I thank you for your integrity if that’s the right word? I feel we are at the end of this session. I shall now
take a deep breath and read back what we have written and then, as always be brave and post it on my
site. In Love and thanks to you my friends. If I am to believe all this as Truth, which I must, because my
heart and my sanity tell me to, then I very much look forward to the pathway ahead and just to see
something spectacular in the sky would be enough for me for now. Whenever suits!
We pride ourselves on our choices for communication.
Thank you. I shall accept your compliment with grace as I am learning to do. I feel this is to be the last
communication before the Global Visualisation on Good Friday. Let’s hope it is a GOOD FRIDAY, be
even better if it was a GOOD FLYDAY! In Love and Light my friends. In Love and Light!
13. April 11th.
Well, I’ve just tuned in, and I can feel the excitement that you are exuding! I looked at my watch last
night to see how I was doing time wise with the meditation and it was bang on 9.30 p.m. and straight
away I got (from you presumably) ‘It worked’! So, without further ado I will hand over to you and see
what you would like to say about it all, as I am sure many are eager to know of results … and I have to
say my third eye space is a buzzin’!
Dear lady you can feel our excitement because there is much of it! It would be of much value to
those of you on earth if you had been able to see the energy that was emanating from your planet. It
was not only seen and felt by us, it was also monitored and the frequency level of warmth and Love
was taken into a grid that surrounds your planet. There it shall remain doing the work it is there to
do. As it settles you will begin to experience a different level of your individual selves, a Higher level
of yourselves as a whole. It is valuable for you at this time to imagine your planet earth surrounded
by a warm pink glow for this is so! Breathe this in as you are automatically doing as you write in
this moment are you not?
Yes. I found it was happening without even thinking about it.

And so you see? It is you of earth who have created this Higher vibration of Love. This is why we
say to you ‘it worked’, because by sending out your Love to us, you envisaged your hearts offering
out a glow into the ethos, into the universe. You have done what was desired of you, lifted the
vibration of the planet by yourselves. It is in regard of this fact that we can assume that you are
capable of continuing to do so. For it is not just of this one moment in time that we require this
asking. It is ALL THE TIME. BE IT. The feeling that came through you all at the event time is a
feeling that can be yours on a full time basis. That feeling of Love and calm is a position that you
can find yourself in every minute of your day, should you so choose. As each one recognises this fact
and becomes of it, the Higher the vibration of your planet continues to rise, therefore allowing the
mergence that is to occur to take place as we have so spoken.
Yes, I understand what you are saying … it is all so difficult with words sometimes. They simply do not
adequately express the ‘feeling ‘. The ‘feeling’ seems to understand fully. The ‘feeling’ KNOWS and
there is no questioning with that. For me, I was of the understanding that there would be no LIGHT
SHOW yesterday. However I think there will be one when we least expect it. From what I am gathering
this morning, the more we send out and become this Love ‘full time’, the quicker your Light show will be
able to take place.
We could not have put it better ourselves.
I find our world to be longing for change. I feel that this change we all desire so strongly MUST be
brought about by us but we do appreciate your words of wisdom. We do not fully understand Love. Not
within this density. I think we are all becoming aware that LOVE is a full time occupation. A passion that
is necessary for the survival of our race and our planet. Within me there is a knowing that I am here to
assist and witness the merging of this human race with many other races from many other planets. I just
have that knowing. I can’t argue with that knowing for it is simply there and I feel all that is taking place
within our world now is part of that process. We wait patiently, yet we are all coming to the
understanding that it is us that are in control of the situation. You cannot do as you are saying you will,
(which I believe you will) until we have done our part in order to let you play yours. I think more and
more of us are ‘getting that’ and the more of us that ‘get it’ the quicker it will all take place. It benefits
each and everyone. Let’s face it, it’s such a beautiful feeling to give out Love like we did last night.
Dearest lady, soon it will be that we can leave it up to you! We are certainly aware of a peace within
you at this point, for it is monitoring highly. There are conflicting views as to what is to take
priority upon your planet in the years ahead as they unfold. This brings confusion to many souls
and they allow their heads to overrun their hearts and that familiar fear factor rears its ugly head!
This feeling of pure Love that more and more of you are ‘getting’ is that which you must focus
upon at all times. If this is how you desire your NEW WORLD to ‘feel’, then you must be
responsible for making that happen, for yourself. Each one is responsible for where they choose to
be in their part of these coming days. You are bombarded with speculation. We say to you, if you
continue to feed the minds of others with fears of darkness and control by others then this, as we
have said to you many times, is what you can look forward too! On the other side of the coin, if you
desire a world of harmony and bliss, where each and everyone comes from a place within their soul
that is of pure LOVE, for the self and another … for it is one and the same … then by all means
relish the thought and the vision that the world in which you are walking towards is one of that
very thing.
The very thing that your soul is … pure LOVE. There is no other way of explaining it to you. What
you are is what will be you. How you are is what will be you. Who you are is what will be you. YOU
ARE YOU and YOU are creating your NEW WORLD for yourself. We find it baffling at times that

you even consider what may happen in a negative form, because if you do not choose it, you will not
get it, therefore, why create the fear in the first place? It is essential, indeed imperative that you
human beings … spirit enclosed in flesh … assist others in coming into this understanding.
CREATE A WORLD OF YOUR CHOOSING. This gift was given to you and yet many of you have
looked at the unopened box since entering this world of yours. OPEN IT UP and receive all that is
offered.
Dear friends, these are not just words, words are the inadequate tool we must adapt ourselves to, in
order to help you to understand. Look deeper into what we say. Read these words with your heart.
Do not just blindly skip over them assuming you have heard it all before. Accept that on a level of
TRUST in the depth of your SOULSELF that this soul of yours will allow our words to filter
through, to reach into your soul, to penetrate through the obstructions that have blocked you from
this Truth. Feel the LOVE that you are. Bring it into your system. Accept that we are not a myth.
Accept that who you are is far greater than you have been taught. Accept that this communion we
have with you in these days and those to come are part of a vast plan that shall reunite your planet
earth with many others around your solar systems. If you KNOW that everything is ONE, then you
shall be able to accept that we are experiencing a time when we are coming back together. We are
joining services to all that is, in order to transform the energy of LOVE back into its original state.
It shall continue to experience itself as it travels on its journey that is never ending or beginning.
For LOVE simply IS.
Thank you. I know we shall keep on keeping on. Our hearts understand all of this, otherwise we wouldn’t
bother! That for me is what makes it Truth, the fact that I couldn’t get off this ride, no matter what takes
place, because it is my soul that is asking me to keep on it. It simply FEELS right. As always my friends
up there / out there / in there take care and much Love sent from all of us to all of you.
* I shall be updating my blog later today and adding some pictures that I took after the visualisation
where Light orbs are clearly present!*
14 April 12th.
Happy Easter! That’s what we say down here anyway. I don’t expect the Easter bunny has bounced high
enough to say hello to you guys up there!
You know, there are people down here who do not believe of your existence, let alone think that you are
likely to display your ships to us at some point. We human beings are indeed strange in many ways. We
are all so different and that is not to say that any one of us is better than the other, it just seems odd to me
that we all cohabit this planet and yet we have such diversities amongst us. Do you have the same where
you are? You once said that there are many species on board, do you all feel the same way about things?
Indeed no. Although within us all we are of a progressional state whereby we are aware of certain
matters that simply cannot be denied. We are of a certain level and therefore certain knowledge is
KNOWN and Trusted and accepted. However, there are also matters that need to be discussed and
are disputed. Yet there is no argument. The general consensus is for the betterment of all. There is
not a degree of selfishness for this is not of us.
Was it once? Were some of you once selfish and you have moved on from that space?
Yes for some. You see Blossom, we have said many times to you, that what takes place where we are
… in another ‘space’ from where you are … is very difficult to comprehend, because the workings

are very varied from that which you on the earth plane know and understand. For instance, you
speak of diversities within souls on your planet. You have freedom of choice. You are able to pick
and choose that which suits your individual system, your individual reality. You sometimes do not
understand that where you are, you can create what it is you desire. This is not so in all worlds.
There has been such complexities introduced into your dimension of living. You were given one of
the greatest gifts and yet it has been misunderstood and abused to a degree that it is no longer
perhaps considered by some as a gift, but as a burden. Responsibility to the self in order to be
responsible as part of the whole is offered to you and accepted before you arrived on your planet. It
carried with it an enthusiasm, for the knowledge of Truth one has when they are not in the density
of the earth plane, enables the thought process to connect with the soul system and to derive a way
of life for your planet that is of pure bliss and Love. Yet it appears that when encumbered by the
density and when the knowledge of the True self is hidden by the workings of the way the human
has allowed the ways of itself to become, then sadly it is that much of that enthusiasm is lost.
For so long we were asked to simply observe and watch over you. To take note of the rise and falls
that were being experienced by your creations. There was a time when we saw no reason to be of
concern for we understood that there would always be ups and downs due to this freedom of
expression. But then it seemed that the darker, lower vibrations took hold in a way that had not
been expected. It surprised us to see the grip that it had on not just the planet but the people
residing upon it. It surprised us even more to see the strength of the Light being weakened as your
time drifted onwards. Always we assumed that the Light would return. We assumed that those
being sent to earth would find the ways to correct this ailment. Indeed Light was sent in by forces of
great wisdom and yet again it appeared that the change expected was not unfolding in the way
planned. Therefore other plans had to be presented. You see dear lady, as we have explained, we
are part of you and you are part of us. We could not and will not allow the fall of earth to take place
once again. There is too much at stake. There will be a time when an understanding of that which
we speak will come. You ask why it cannot be received now. This is not because we wish to withhold
information from you, but simply because of the differences of where we are and where you are.
Where we are has different operational systems and therefore this cannot comply with much that
you know of and understand. It simply wouldn’t make sense to you.
This is why we continue to do what we can in showing you the way through to this Higher vibration
whereupon you will be able to ‘get’ much of what you are unable to now. This is our way of
assisting. You understand more and more that you must do it for yourselves. You cannot come into
our space until your vibration resonates at a frequency that will allow you to cope with our
vibration level. You simply would not be comfortable at all. There is so much to say and yet there is
very little that can be explained to you at this juncture.
I can feel what you are trying to say. There is a frustration coming from us both and I am feeling as if we
are a bit in limbo.
There is a transition taking place due to the Lighter energy that is upon yourself. An exchange is
taking place yet we would say it is causing a weak connection because of the newness and needing to
settle.
Yep. I can feel it. Should we stop today then? Although something’s buzzing all of a sudden with in my
forehead.
(I felt a stronger energy come in and could only describe it as a different ‘Higher’ energy.)
WE ASK OF YOU TO BE PATIENT WITH US. WE ASK OF YOU TO HOLD ON TO YOUR

TRUTH THAT LIES WITHIN. WE ARE NEARING THE BEGINNING OF WHAT SHALL
COME TO BE KNOWN AS THE POINT OF NO RETURN.
Once this position is engaged there shall be no resistance to the Truth, there will simply be a choice
of pathways. It will be for each one, depending on their situation within themselves as to which
walkway they undertake. One will not be able to travel a path that is not compatible with their soul
space. One will find their group, for you will be guided to it like a magnet. Within these groups
there will be a manner of understanding that is new to your world, in a way that thrills the soul
space. There will be a Knowing of what once was. There will be a recall of a space when what you
are experiencing feels familiar to that space. Many of you are returning home, but in a way that
again is not explainable.
The energy then changed back to normal.
We are very aware of much confusion regarding what lies ahead. There are energies at play that
desire to make the soul concerned and worried as to the very nature of the game.
Dear friends, we can only offer you words and through these words offer you the energy which we
are asking you to take in. We spoke in our last communication of accepting what we say into your
heart space as opposed to your head. This is all we can do at this point. And we ask you to take heed
of this. In this way you will feel our assistance.
Concentrate on LOVE … only LOVE. Let go of untruths that are being filtered through by those
who do not have the best intentions for you. How do you know what is Truth? You know by the
FEELING. This we have expressed many times. Feel what you want. Then create it. The more you
are able to feel in this Higher vibration the clearer the picture becomes. Do you see? It just gets
better and better. But only if you ‘get it’. This is why we keep on in the same way saying the same
thing. Because eventually, bit by bit you are getting it.
I understand Truly I do. Because the more you persevere the more I do get it a little bit more at a time. I
think sometimes I have it and then I find I have it a little bit more. I feel it will just keep on happening
like that throughout. Absorbing what we are able to deal with, letting it settle, then taking in a bit more,
which then enables us to grasp a bit more of the bigger picture. Easy if we have the patience to accept
that. It’s all very exciting in one way or another. What a journey we are all on. I could never have
imagined twenty years ago thinking the way I do now, and accepting the Truths that I now know. I
wonder in twenty years time, how limited my perception of today’s now and today’s Truth will seem?
That will depend on the involvement of one’s evolvement.
I, like so many, desire that more and more of us ‘get it’. The feeling within the soul self… that
KNOWING is like nothing else. We all have it, we just lost it for a time. Once found again, you never let
it go!
In Love and thanks and chocky eggs!.
April 18th.
If I didn't laugh I'd cry!! I have just spent the last 40 minutes channelling and was in full throttle. My
fingers were going so fast they pressed something they shouldn’t have, and a new document came up. In
my haste I pressed 'yes' to save instead of 'no'. and lost the lot! I have tried all I know, even system
restore, but it cannot be retrieved. So I must go with 'All is as should be' and assume it wasn't meant to be.

I have been in bed for three days completely wiped out with some virus and in all honesty I was feeling a
little low key, so maybe that’s why. Or maybe I just pressed a wrong button and lost it! Either way, I am
afraid I do not have the energy or enthusiasm to start again, but I will give it another go tomorrow! I
release my frustration with ease and grace!
Just needed to come back to add that I feel something must be going on. I don't know about anybody else
but my heart is vibrating BIG TIME! Really BIG TIME! Feels like I am about to go on stage and don’t
know my lines!(that's only ever happened in dreams by the way!)
Hang on to your hats.
Thank you to everyone who sent me methods to retrieve my lost channelling! After an hour and a half I
go back to ‘All is as should be’ and let it go, because it’s gone! But Truly thank you to all.
15. April 19th.
Well, here I am again chaps, not to be deterred. My friends, I have to go back to what I was speaking of
with this feeling yesterday, as the feeling continues but even stronger. It is this feeling in the heart as if it
is going to explode. If one didn’t know better they would describe it as an anxious feeling and I have also
received mail from others saying they are experiencing the same. I am aware from times gone by that it is
an energy shift ‘on the up’ but are you able to explain it a little more please?
Is it not from your heart that we are asking you to come from at all times in these days as opposed
to your head space? Your area in the heart … which is the best place to explain where your soul
can be contacted … is simply ascending into the purer vibration.
Yes, but why then this feeling of anxiousness?
Because there is an expectancy from the mind that expects that feeling within the heart to ‘feel’ that
way. It is merely past expectation and the familiarity of what you think is happening that is causing
the ‘stress’ factor.
Not sure if that makes sense to me or indeed anyone else. Some say it is because maybe you are drawing
closer to us. It struck me today that perhaps if we are on the up that we are drawing closer to you.
Or perhaps we are going to meet somewhere in the middle!
I was speaking to you yesterday about not always feeling this great joy that you talk about. That
sometimes I feel my soul crying out to ‘return home’ which doesn’t really seem fitting as surely, as we
rise I should be full of ‘joie de vivre’. In all Truth that is not always the case and I get a little despondent
to say the least about being on this planet. My enthusiasm seems to have flown out the window at times.
It was whilst you were beginning to explain that I lost the text. Are you able to re-instate that of which
you were saying … please? And if I lose this I will KNOW it is not meant to be!
Dearest Lady we shall do our very best to explain what is taking place. It is not for you to feel guilty
regarding the lower vibration you think you are swimming in. You feel this desire to come home
and we say to you that there is reasoning that this is taking place for you. You see, the nearer you
draw to your True home the stronger the desire to get there. The calling that you say you are giving
to home is simply the knowing that it is indeed much closer to you than ever before and you can
‘sense’ its vibration. So do not condemn this feeling. We would say it is understandable. You have
merely misinterpreted it.

Oh good, because it’s not that I want to cop out of my reason for being here, it’s just sometimes the
calling from my heart is so strong. It is like it is coming from my soul, not my thought.
That’s because that IS where it is coming from. Your Truth. You see dearest Blossom, you are
beginning to interpret your soul now and let go of the head space and confusion it brings. That
which we have been asking those of you in human form to do, many of you are doing.
We would wish to change the subject now, if you are agreeable with that?
Sure.
In the minor scheme of things, one could assess that little changes are occurring at a pace that is
suitable for many to ‘feel’ comfortable with. Yet are not many of you feeling that because of these
minor changes, something BIG is afoot?
Well, many are feeling as if there is a build up taking place, which is preparing us for something much
bigger than that which is happening now. I have to say this feeling, be it anxious, exploding, Loving,
HUGE, whatever it is, tends to make me feel that way. Again it is not a hope; it is like a Knowing that
something is going on. That is what people are saying ‘Something is going on’.
And they are correct. They are allowing their soul to speak to them. Many are HAVING to sleep,
when they wouldn’t usually sleep, because we are working with them and finalising data collected
and confirming strategies that are to be put into place with those of you on the earth plane that
already have their position in place and are awaiting the signal.
I know what you are saying. Truly I have felt all of this for so long, yet at the same time, it all sounds like
the next sci-fi movie. I mean that with respect but we get ‘fed’ this info and we continue to Trust and
through that Trusting we carry on Trusting because we are told to keep Trusting … so we keep Trusting
… and you get my point I know you do!
We ‘get’ many points dear lady. Yet what can we say to ask you to carry on Trusting?
Not a lot really. You ask and we do. As I say, it is beyond a hoping inside of us. It is much deeper than
that. This KNOWING that millions of us have, makes me KNOW that this is indeed not a movie. Yet
when whatever it is takes place I have this feeling that it will all seem very unreal.
How we wish we could dissolve your feelings of unworthiness.
Eh … that’s a bit left field, where did that come from?
From our Truth.
But I have come to the understanding that we are all worthy. We are here to do the job we came down to
do. We would not be here otherwise. I KNOW THIS. Even though I am not exactly sure what the job is.
There you see? You have hit the nail on the head. When it comes time to do what you came here to
do, it will not seem unreal. It will not seem like a movie. It will seem like you are fulfilling your
soul’s purpose. So many of you now are feeling such a strong need for our presence. Not because
you are expecting us to change the world for you, but because you are aware that the waiting game
you have been living in is reaching its ‘get ready … go’ stage. This is why so many of you have this

anxious, bursting feeling. You are preparing for what you came here to do.
And all we can do is wait. I know of people, like myself, who are feeling this lack of enthusiasm. The
world seems full of people that are oblivious to serving. I know so many that are eager to serve, (because
they contact me because I contact you) and yet, to so many, the world wakes up every day, goes to sleep
every night and so it continues. This plodding on that so many souls do … well, should it be that you
decide to display who you Truly are to us, then these souls are going to simply ‘pass out’ with the shock. I
think many of us are feeling, ‘Let’s see. Let’s see what happens. Give it a try.’
As I write that, I am becoming really emotional. Is it that I just want a change of scenery? Or is it that this
overwhelming feeling inside of me is yearning to get on with the tasks I came here to perform. This
feeling is SO, SO longing … that’s it really …. a longing. That’s the only way I can try and express what
is going on within side of me. Yet we wait and we wait, and we have moments of questioning and then
we wait some more.
Please know dear friends I am not having a pop at you! I am simply trying to help you understand what is
taking place for so many of us down here. I know for certain I am not alone in the way I feel. I just know
that. Yet I would not assume to speak for everyone of course, that is not my place.
Oh dearest soul. We thank you for your concern and for your honesty. We cannot fully
comprehend your plight and yet we are picking up on the nervous system, via your confidante that
acts as ‘you’ for us.
(EDWINA … (Snapshot))
It indeed is a strange sensation and we would say not particularly pleasant. It is of interest however.
We immediately say to you ‘channel it’. Channel that energy into its correct form. Recognise it.
Adjust that feeling you are expressing and watch it turn into the pink energy that we have spoken
to you of in the past days. Convert that energy that is reaching you, into the form it needs to be
within and around you. It is a Higher energy and you are not used to it. It comes in its original
format and it is for each of you to transpose it into a system that is compatible with your human
form. i.e. …. Colour vibration. The colour it comes through in / on is pink.
We spoke before about the bright iridescent pink. Feel that in your heart place and then settle it
down to the pastel pink that you know of. Once it has settled then at your own discretion as the
days move forward ‘turn up’ the tone of that colour at your own pace.
You see dearest lady, we are able to merge into this vibration easily as we are ‘above’ it in many
aspects. To ‘tone down’ is easier than to tone up. You all, in your human form must learn to control
these changes within to suit you as individuals. Think of it as a dial, perhaps a thermostat, and
regulate your own temperature. We simply cannot do this for each individual, because each
individual is at a different level within this new vibration. To complicate matters even more, the
newer Higher vibration has many levels within it.
You really are very good teachers you know. I thank you for sharing this with us. Because I know that if
we decide to do as you have said then we are able to move ourselves up, by ourselves, within ourselves,
for ourselves. I know how my life has changed because of not just listening to White Cloud’s wisdom, but
by putting it into practise. I look back and I do not recognise my old ways of thinking. I could never go
back there. I feel it is the same with the teachings you bring through and in all Truth the teachings are one
and the same. They all come from Love in its purest unconditional form. That which we in our humanness can only work to aspire to. I do hope you are able to understand the strange ways and dilemmas we

go through down here. We try, to our best ability, to make ourselves and our world full of Love. We are
getting there slowly but surely, we keep on trekking.
I know this is it for today. I just always feel the end of the session. Thank you to you all. All who are part
of it all. All I can say is ready when you are! In Love, Light, Golden Rays and thanks my friends.
I am left with a warmth … a glow … a peace. I do so hope that those of you who read these words are
able to feel the same.
* The Federation covered n a condensed form all that was lost yesterday. Bless ‘em!
16. April 23rd.
(As I tuned in the pastel pink was present and very soothing. A smile of calm washed over my face)
Good morning if you are there! As I was going to bed last night I felt you wanted to say something but I
didn’t have the energy to channel. This morning I feel the same. Is there something you need to say?
We thank you for adhering to our call.
Suddenly I could sleep!
You have learnt much whilst working with us and know that this is simply our energy as it visits
you. It will ‘simmer down’ as we begin to unfold our words to you.
Which are?
Beware of false prophets.
Whah! That’s a bit full on for you guys. I shall stop interfering and allow you to continue.
Many thanks. Your internet machines are exploiting much from that which is not Truth. It is
confusing many and many are becoming full of fear because of all that is so called ‘foretold’. To
clear matters up from our point of view and our perspective on things, we would care to mention a
few things that appear to have been distorted by others who believe they are following Truth and
yet are possibly doing much damage.
When we say to you we come in Truth … in Truth is how we come for we know of nothing else.
This you are aware of Blossom. What we choose to divulge to those who read your communications
with us is for a very specific purpose. It is our agenda to allow Love to take hold within each one so
that fear cannot. However we step in, in this manner, because it seems that although many KNOW
they themselves are of LOVE they are also allowing the fear of different channelings that they
indulge in to supersede that which is of Love. If one continues to allow this to happen, if one
continues to feed that energy of fear then it shall grow stronger and stronger. This is not within our
required plans for planet earth. Do people not see that every thought that goes out in / through fear
is one little iota more to fuel that negative energy? It is imperative IN THESE TIMES to remember
who you are. You cannot do this with your minds, but you CAN do it with you hearts. They tell you
who you are when you live in LOVE and let go of fear. It is through recalling your ‘self’ that your
strength will come and we say to you , NOTHING will be able to make you afraid when you stand
in this TRUTH of yourself FOR IT IS FEARLESS. We talk with you this day dear Lady to simply
stress this point.

And I have to say I do feel an impressing urgency about this message though, as if you needed to say it
‘TODAY’ as opposed to later in the week. Is there reason for this?
Yes and this reason is becoming more and more apparent to us as it will do to yourselves. Be
vigilant. Be on guard of your mind thoughts as you are learning to let go of them. It has such affect
when you release this feeling of uneasiness and exchange it with a feeling of easiness. Allow
everything you think, say and do, to be thought said and done with ease dear friends. Do you not
see that as the time draws closer to the massive events and changes that are surely to arrive then
there will be the lower vibration clinging on in desperation not to lose itself and it will try every
trick in the book to create a fear within as many as it can grasp.
DO NOT TAKE NOTICE OF IT. IF IT IS IGNORED IT CANNOT SURVIVE.
We have concern that so many of you are falling into the trap of apathy. The current times on your
planet are spreading much fear into the hearts and souls of many of you.
THIS IS THE TIME WHEN YOU MUST BE STRONG. THIS IS THE TIME WHEN YOU MUST
KNOW THAT THIS IS JUST THE SHIFTING OF CO-ORDINATES SO THAT CHANGES CAN
BE IMPLIED AND BROUGHT FORTH.
Excuse me butting in, but did I pick up on the right word there? ‘Co-ordinates’
We believe we have it right all though it might be misinterpreted. Co-ordinates / coordination.
Co-ordination …‘making different people or things work together for a goal’ … that would make sense.
Co-ordinates? Not sure how that fits in with what you are saying.
And yet we say ‘both’ our correct.
Then I shall leave it be. You say ‘false prophets’, I can only assume that you are asking us as individuals
to be discerning regarding the matter which we choose to read and believe. You say believing is different
from knowing. I understand that because my knowing just knows. I often question my beliefs. Many
would ask how one would know what / who to believe. There are so many possible different scenarios
leading up to 2012. Many get confused and afraid.
Do you Blossom?
To be honest I just let it go! When 2012 comes I will know. We don’t even know what may happen to us
this afternoon, I try to live each moment at a time. From what White Cloud and your good selves have
taught me, I just try to do the best I can living down here … which I have chosen to do right now … so
best to try and make the most of it. I am aware that we have chosen to be here at this time and White
Cloud said we should appreciate it as there were many that were not so privileged. So I can hardly think
that millions of us chose to come down here in order to assist the human race into ‘falling into the
darkness’. Simply not my scene thanks. Therefore I can only assume we came here with great excitement
to assist in bringing about this enormous transition. A change for the greater good. That is why we all get
so excited is it not?
You must ACCEPT that you are a force of great might on your earth plane. If you do not accept
this the plans in place would not prevail. By BEING this force it allows the progress of the
programme to hasten. If you choose to live in fear it deters efforts of greatness.

Our haste and urgency is to assist you in understanding that the time is NOW. Because the time is
NOW there will be opposition at work in its fullest strength. Its point will be to bring destruction.
Your point is to not let this take place.
You feel it is so difficult. We accept that we are not resonating in the same frequency as you
‘earthlings’ and that it is more difficult to keep smiling through in these times. Yet we say to you do
not make it difficult for yourselves. How else can we offer you this same advice?
Come from LOVE … Only LOVE at all times. IT IS SIMPLE. We do not wish to underestimate the
trials that some of you must undergo. This is not what we are saying. However what we ‘are’ saying
is the sooner you ‘get it’, the sooner you KNOW that LOVE conquers all and the sooner you will
realise that this statement is True. For indeed, when your heart is only in LOVE, the strength and
brightness this creates within your everyday living makes all the difference IN the world. So then
dear friends, imagine if EVERYONE ‘gets it’, if EVERYONE came from that place of LOVE, what
a difference it would make to your world.
This is why we continually speak the way we do. We ask you to focus on a land of milk and honey.
Not one of control, death and destruction.
BE WHO YOU ARE.
Break through the cages you have been confined within. We come to serve you yet we cannot serve
in our fullest regard to those of you on earth who are willing to accept our assistance until you have
‘saved yourselves’.
From what?
From yourselves. This is not as easy to explain as we would desire it to be. We cannot encapsulate it
in a nutshell.
I am at risk here of trying to flog your book but I’ve taken risks before! A lot of what you said to me in
‘The Bridge‘, when I first connected with you I feel explains about this ‘breaking free’. You have spoken
about it in many ways. It’s as if we have allowed ourselves over many lifetimes to be prisoners to
ourselves. You have explained that WE are the ones that have allowed this to happen. Therefore WE are
the ones that must change this. WE are the ones that must free ourselves.
Indeed and what you must KNOW is THAT is what you came down here to do. 2012 that so many
of you, with all respect, have become obsessed with is all about that FREEDOM! Yet until you
allow yourselves to be of this, you cannot possibly KNOW just how deep inside those prison walls
you have become.
And the way out is through LOVE.
Many of you do not appreciate how simple this is. You complicate matters to the nth degree and
then complain and moan that things are not going your way and what a terrible world you live in
etc. Then CHANGE IT! YOU DO IT! FOR YOURSELVES by coming from LOVE from your
heart within each and every moment, within each and every circumstance. When you live this way,
you would not be able to moan and complain because LOVE does not know of this. Negativity in all
its forms cannot and will not survive when everyone comes only from Love for it has no place to be.

The energy transformed into a calming … such … got to say it … LOVE!
Dear friends, give yourselves up to this knowing and understanding. Surrender your beings to
LOVE. Then and only then shall you understand what is taking place for you within and without.
In ways of tenderness spread these feelings of LOVE around your globe. Let this FEELING of
LOVE enter down into the depths of your Mother Earth and out into the skies of your protection.
Offer your services to those who are asleep and have lost their way. Many who appear lost are
desperately seeking within themselves to find the path way home. Those who know the way … show
them … lead them. … guide them safely through. Each and every one of you is a part of each and
every one of you. So help yourself.
For now we wish to say, because we know there was a question that you were possibly going to ask
(due to other’s curiosity) regarding exactly WHO we are and our connections with other galactic
forces …
We feel it appropriate to simply BE of LOVE and offer our services to you in this way at this time.
This is our choice and we ask you to respect it. The TRUTH of ALL shall be known at a time when
it is necessary and desirable for the greater good. So we implore each heart that chooses to connect
with us to simplify …
You want to say ‘the game’ don’t you?
Yes, those words you heard were correct, to simplify the game. Lighten up. Be of cheered minds
and soul. You came here to be part of a beautiful unfolding plan that has never before graced your
skies.
We will leave you with this conundrum … we are who we say we are, and yet, what you think we
are we are not.
Oh Cheers for that! Glad we got that crystal clear!
Thank you for today my friends. I feel wide awake now you’ve got all that out of your system!
You know it really doesn’t matter who you are does it? I don’t know what you look like, where you are
from, where you are going, how many you are, if you eat, if you laugh, if you play but one thing I DO
KNOW is you are kind enough to share with me / us wisdom that seems to make so much sense. Why is it
that right now I am sobbing? Not because I am sad but because you touch my heart because I am filled
with an overwhelming feeling inside of me and the only way I can release it, is these tears. Yet they
simply are tears of LOVE. That’s the only way I know how to put it. You sometimes fill me with such a
deep feeling of LOVE and I leave you now, or you leave me, not being able to make sense of anything for
there is no need. I KNOW at this moment that LOVE simply IS and that KNOWING is just there …
making me cry!
Golden Rays up to you from little me down here.
17. April 26th.
Well, here we are again. It’s been quite a big week for me regarding remaining in my Truth at all times. I
find myself in a position due to sending out your October 14th message that I had never seen coming
(dismissing all jokes of ‘but your psychic’) and I am learning with every passing day how to remain firm

in what I know as Truth. I do KNOW that you my friends are Truth for me. I continue to connect up with
you because I ‘feel’ it is the right thing to do. I have had thoughts of wanting to quit this week, my
humanness has taken some blows and yet my heart / soul all the while knows that there is no way I will. I
wouldn’t be me if I shut this side of me down. So let us carry on, swords of Light to the skies, travelling
down this road, coming across 'road works ahead’ signs here and there yet patiently continuing, following
signs that point the way to ‘Truth’ . Ok, indulgence whinge over, other than needing to get that off my
chest I am looking forward to our communication today as always if you so feel it appropriate.
Dear one, we understand some things and others we cannot, regarding human behaviour. We
surmise that there are difficulties to overcome when those of you who have found what they are
looking for give honour by being of that Truth … of Standing in your Light space. Initially let us
say with respect for all life, that we have learned of the many stages that a human being walks
through in order to become itself. We are sometimes made aware of offers that do not coincide with
that which we know to be of the True path. Yet immediately such matters are recognisable to us by
the vibration they carry, by the frequency of their intent. It is easy for us to determine that which is
for the betterment of the whole and that which is not.
In respect of all human kind we acknowledge differences you have for one another. We attune our
levels into that of some of your race in order to accentuate knowledge that we feel is imperative to
put into action for yourselves in order to find the best of yourselves. Yet, however we seem to find
cooperation, there is often times that we find ourselves up against a brick wall as you would say.
Yet we do not allow this to confront us in the manner in which many of you in your world would
do. We do not attempt to bash down that wall with force and allow pride to activate anger. We are
of Love. That is who we are. That is what we have to offer. Therefore we offer that ‘brick wall’ our
Love. It can choose to come down of its own accord or it can choose to remain firm in its own
understanding. Either way it is not of our concern. Its choices are for ‘it’ to decide. We cannot and
must not take responsibility for another. We simply offer Love in its purest form. It can be accepted
or rejected. It matters not. What does matter is that it is offered freely, with no strings attached.
Do you see dear Blossom, what we are trying to portray to you is the fact that it is not necessary to
examine every brick in that wall. The wall is made up of many individual pieces that when fixed
together make up that particular object. When one comes up against it, it is not that one must
scrutinise every single molecule and try to get through to it. Each brick makes up the whole. Each
brick has chosen to be part of that wall. Each brick made its own decisions to whether or not it
wanted to be part of that wall. Therefore we say to you, and indeed anyone who cares to take note
of that which we wish to express, do not give attention to the whys and wherefores. You may never
know the answers and you may waste precious energy by trying to do so. Instead offer Love to ALL
and everything, every minute of your day.
You all have so many inquiries as to what lies ahead for you as you move into this new vibration.
We say to you, give your selves a breather! If you concentrate on what you are doing in any given
moment and determine that the only thing that is important about that moment is to come from
Love, then all these fears and doubts and non-stop whirring in the brain will dissipate. You will not
need answers. If we may put it this way. There are no answers.
Eh … run that one by me again please.
There are no answers.
Yep, got you the first time … meaning?

Meaning that All knowledge is within you. If you have All knowledge there is no questioning
because everything is known. Therefore there can be no answers, because there are no questions.
Interesting. The thing is though as a human being living down here on the earth plane, I find, and I think I
speak for many, that our heads are full of questions, because we don’t know the answers!
Yet you must learn to accept that YOU DO! If you were to cease with all this 'unknowing', if you
were to simply allow yourselves to be … we ask you to think deeply on that … allow yourselves to
be … then everything you ever were in need of (or you so felt you were in need of ) would unfold
before your very eyes. Yet we say also, you would not be in need of anything for it would simply be
there as you came from Love in its entirety.
When your souls are not captured within the flesh there is a great difference to understanding that
of which you are. The essence of who you are is understood. It is not questioned because it is
accepted and known. Choosing to come into the earth vibration determines many things regarding
the soul self and where it is placed within the greater scheme of things. Earth, as we have said
before, is not for the faint hearted.
Yep I worked that one out for myself thanks! Yet it is because we are in human form that we experience
such difficulties of not understanding. That is because we are in this density of earth is it not?
Indeed.
Yet we didn’t make it this way. Isn’t this, dare I say, the nature of the game?
It need not have been. You must remember that what is taking place upon your earth now is a
culmination of what has taken place in your past. What has gone before you has led you to this
place now. 'This place' meaning the situation your planet is in. The New Vibration that is filtering
through and affecting so many is doing so because YOU as a consciousness on earth have chosen to
‘reform’. Re-form … change your form. For as that consciousness you came to realise the error of
your ways if we may put it that way. You are joining now together in great strength to make this
change happen. There is no stopping you unless you choose to stop yourselves through fear and
propaganda.
We are aware of the reaction taken by our statement ‘Beware of false prophets’. Is this not a
reaction that was taken in many different aspects depending on the soul and its place within its
growth of the individual that read it? Many different interpretations were acknowledged leading to
many more questions that are seeking answers. We are turning the wheel in circles are we not?
If we may say as we will continue to do, search inside yourselves. We often say the answers lie
within.
Yet you have just said there are no answers.
This is so, but until you stop the questioning there will always be answers sought. There are evolved
beings that reside on your earth plane that have come to understand that of PEACE within the soul
self. They do not seek anything for they have found a place within themselves that is content. They
have no judgements. They have no fears. They simply walk this earth of yours in an understanding
of Truth.
Dear friends of earth, let go. Release yourselves from that which you think you are and walk into

that which takes not thought, but that which simply … IS.
That’s it for today, I can feel it. As always you have my gratitude for your wisdom. Your words have
helped me very much on a personal level today. I feel that was your purpose, but I am Trusting that they
shall also help many others also. I continue as many of us do, to be guided by them because for me, in my
space, it makes sense. It floats my boat as they say and whenever I find myself ‘forgetting’ … what
happens? … I start to sink! Slowly but surely, one day at a time , we draw ever closer to ‘getting it’.
IN LOVE & THANKS.
MAY 2nd.
As I know many thousands visit this page, (for which I am very humbled!) therefore it is the best place to
mention it, I am having EXTREME email problems, having gone to a new server that sadly cannot serve
me in the way they originally said they could. (Sending out a large capacity of emails in one go.) So
unfortunately there shall be no newsletter this month. They also are unable to let me keep the same email
address as promised therefore I shall be returning to my original server but this cannot take place for a
month! Golden Rays! Golden Rays! Golden Rays! Fourteen hours ... yes, you read correctly ... fourteen
hours of phone calls later I feel it is best if anyone needs to contact me to use
blossomgoodchild@hotmail.com until further notice.
Apparently web site addresses i.e. bloss@blossomgoodchild.com and info@blossomgoodchild.com are
also experiencing difficulties due to a mass collapse of the 'web central' whereby millions of emails are
clogged up in cyber space at the moment and until it gets freed up, a lot of people are experiencing
problems with their web site emails. All this happening at the same time as changing my service provider
that can't provide my service! Don't you just Love it? More Golden Rays! So if you have written to me
recently and I haven't replied, it is probably because I never received it. Come June all should be back to
normal and normal is ???***!!!!!!
Onwards!
I have always 'published' every channelling I have had with the Federation of Light, so today shall be no
exception. For those that have read ‘The Bridge’ and ‘Snapshot’ you will recognize that I had days like
this during those channellings. For me it is part of my journey with them, it is who I am although
probably not that beneficial on the whole as channelings go! All is as should be. Truly I am well, I was
just in need of an 'off load!'.
18. May 2nd.
Hello there. I’m just going to let you get straight to it today. I am sure you will offer words that you feel
are appropriate at this time. Many thanks.
Sister of the universe …
Mmm … that’s different … nice, but different.
As the Truth unfolds there can be little doubt of what lies ahead for those of you who have chosen
the path of Love. Again we would say ‘hold on to your hats’.
Now I need to know exactly what you mean by that and why indeed you have mentioned it many times?

Dearest ones have you not lately found yourselves in great turbulence. Is it not that much that is
taking place in your earth is causing great concern and it seems in these days that little is safe and
the troubled days you are experiencing are indeed causing a wave of uneasiness?
Yes but we are trying to come through by shining our Light as you have so often suggested.
Then we are merely saying that the wind is blowing up. There is unrest and it may seem that the
changing winds are causing one to ‘hold on to their hats’. This is what we mean. Keep grounded
dear friends. Recognise what is taking place and do not succumb to those energies that are so keen
to drag you under. We say to you ‘You know better than that’.
Well, for those of us that are aware of what is taking place ‘behind the scenes’ we are doing our very best
to disperse the fear mongering. Yet in all honesty, there seems to be so much going on that makes me feel
more than ever that some of us earthlings have well and Truly lost the plot! I know you are trying to assist
in the best way you can and I know we chose to be down here to play our part, I know also that the
struggle to keep jolly and rise above all this is no easy task. Many of us are shining through with our heart
taking the lead I am sure of it. Yet we all have days of severe ‘what the …?’ and I am having one of those
days today! Even though you have just asked us not to succumb! I am often looking up into the sky and
saying ‘hello’. I continue to KNOW you are there, somewhere and yet I am becoming impatient. There’s
no two ways about it, that’s the way I feel.
Impatient with us?
With life! With the world and the people in it. You can’t go around correcting people’s approach to others
and their thoughts towards another. It is not for one to do so. I do not judge. I am just aware of how so
many still come from a place that DOES judge! I accept we are all where we are on our journey and yet
what are we to do? We are trying to change this world back into a Loving one and yet so many still have
no idea of what is actually going on. I don't feel I have expressed that very well!
Yes, I know I am having a moan. Just expressing myself really because I just wonder where it is actually
all going to end up. And yes you may get a word in edge ways!
We cannot fully understand but we are picking up on the vibration of your energy which helps us
to assess what you are ‘feeling’.
Not that good really is it?
It appears to us that you no longer feel satisfied with yourself, is this correct?
OOOOwer! Hadn’t looked at that! Maybe that’s the case. I was blaming my outlook on outside events
beyond my control. Good point chaps. I’ll look into that. So, am I not satisfied with the way I am dealing
with things?
You and only you can answer that. What more would you have us say?
Don’t know!
How we wish to uplift your heart.
That’s not up to you, that’s up to me isn’t it?

Yet do you not desire to help a friend when they are low? You are now being shown an image of
many of us gathering together with the intention of lifting the awareness of those on your planet.
Like you on earth are learning to do. You have recognised that the gathering of energies that can be
focused on a particular issue all together can have great effect. Why therefore would we not do the
same? We are in this together you know. All of us, working towards the same goal … freedom.
Yet you ARE free are you not?
Indeed, we meant that we are working toward the same goal … YOUR freedom. Only when you
have that freedom shall you understand that you do not have it now.
Talking of the word ‘now’, a while back you said ‘now or never’. Your feelings on that are?
No different than before.
Guys, with respect to you, I am going to close today. I am really not in the correct frame to be
channelling. I don’t want to take my frustrations out on you or anyone. That simply is not my way.
Another time perhaps?
If this is your wish and yet we would say to you that we are able to learn quite a lot from the
energies you are emitting at this time.
And would you now say that I should come from the heart place and send Golden Rays?
We would say take a few deep breaths…
Yep …
And feel the energy that we are sending to you. You are aware of the colour pink in a very strong
vibrant hue are you not?
Yes.
Breathe it in. In your ‘knowing’ breathe it in.
Yep …
What is it you are wanting to hear from us?
Again, don’t know! I feel I am wasting your time today. My energies just are not in the right place for
this. Thank you for trying to continue but just not in the mood. Perhaps tomorrow?
Perhaps.
In Love and thanks.
19. May 3rd.
Good morning to you. In the right space today so let’s see what comes through. I am guessing you don’t
wake up (should you indeed sleep) and say ‘Ah Sunday… a day of rest!’ With no time or days of weeks
etc … I mean … what is that like? And do you sleep?

Good morning to you. Yes, a more vibrant vibration is being offered by you this day. Although WE
do not have the time frame and work by days of the week and segregation of months and years, this
does not mean that we are not able to calculate the time frame in which you reside upon earth. If we
could not do this, much would go awry in our communications with you. Regarding sleep, it is not
in the way you would think of it, although it would ‘appear’ that we were doing so if one was to
look upon us. It is more of a ‘going off’ as you would say. It is like a shut down, a switch off. It is as
if we give ourselves permission to do so in order to function in our fullest capacity. We would put it
in a sense that if we did not do this we would find it difficult to ‘breathe’. That is the only way we
know how to describe it. Yet, we do not breathe in the same way as humans in the atmosphere of
earth. It is more that our survival depends on the entrance through our ‘skin’ of a biospheric
matter that enables our bodily functions to circulate. We are presenting to you in your mind’s eye
as if it is like moisture seeping through, although it is not exactly of this. It is as if the atmosphere in
which we reside is charged with energy that keeps us ‘upright’. Indeed it enables us to function. We
wonder if you would understand that in certain areas of our ship there are different atmospheres to
suit different needs of the different populous. In a sense as if ‘chambers are encountered to suit
ones needs.’
This would lead us on to speak of matters regarding respect for all living things. We have spoken
before concerning the fact that aboard our vessel are many different ‘species’, from many different
planets. Recruits were chosen to represent each ‘nation’, very much like you have governmental
boards for individual countries on earth. These representatives coerce with each other in a manner
of understanding of the individuality of each other’s needs. It is necessary to respect certain
‘necessities’ … ‘particular requirements’ of each ‘pride’.
Pride? A funny term to use.
And yet it is an appropriate one. There is not one section here that would consider interfering with
that of another’s ways, however diverse they maybe from their own. Again we say it is difficult to
put into your words because there is so much that is unable to be explained to you. As souls upon
the earth plane it is not comprehensible.
And yet, would you not say that perhaps many of the ‘species’ that are part of you (The Federation Of
Light) are indeed souls from places that many of us on earth are originally from? And that we are visiting
earth to help the change over into the new world?
This is so, yet you must understand that the human aspect of yourselves is just an individual aspect
of the whole of yourself that incarnated into human form to help the whole. The whole of your
individual selves is only a part of the whole of the All.
I understand what you are saying, but not sure how clearly it reads.
We also spoke recently to you regarding your desire to call out to ‘home’. Your home that is
elsewhere and yet we would also say that your soul is your home. Because you are not ALL of
yourself down there on earth, the part of you that is there is calling out to be reunited with the
Higher aspect that remains elsewhere. Also we would say that there are times when our vessel is far
closer to you than you realise and that is another reason why you feel this ‘calling’, because you are
linking up with your ‘kin’. They in turn are able to connect with you in a stronger fashion because
you are within a closer range of each other if we may put it that way.
Your energy companion White Cloud has spoken of a time when your world as you live upon it

‘now’ shall be very different. A time when those from other worlds shall walk hand in hand along
your shores with those that reside in the form of ‘human’. This merging will come about as the
acceptance of Truth is recognised. When there is no separation. It shall be as if, for example, you
Blossom were from say planet ‘zebra’, hypothetically speaking, in your future days it could be that
the ‘form’ of the beings that reside on planet zebra would be able to ‘walk with you’ on earth, yet
YOU would be in your human form, because you volunteered to be human during this transmission
and yet ‘human’ is not your real self by any stretch of the imagination. Earth is simply ‘borrowing’
you at this time to complete its mission.
Yet if different ‘species’ need to reside in different atmospheres in order to survive, then how could those
not in the human form … from other planets possibly ‘breathe’ down here on earth?
As your earth moves forward in awareness, the vibration of the very atmosphere is changing.
Please take note we did not say this merging is to take place tomorrow! Therefore there will be a
situation when it is possible for other ‘races’ to enter into the New Earths atmospherics for certain
periods of ‘time’. There are those with us who are preparing for this. In the same way, you of earth
our preparing for your Ascension, there are those of us who are preparing for the ‘dissension’ in
order for the merging to take place.
I know when you say ‘dissension’ that it is meant in the manner of having to lower their vibration in order
to allow this to happen. In the same way White Cloud needs to ‘turn down’ his level of High vibration
when he merges with me because my human vibration simply could not accept the level of awareness that
White Cloud’s True energy resides upon.
This is correct. It is not that one would be sacrificing in this ‘descent’. Indeed it is an honour for
those ‘chosen’. In the grand scheme of things that is about as far as we can present to you at this
juncture. What lies beyond that is not ‘on the cards’ as you would say, to be revealed.
You are aware our energy is getting ready to depart this day. May we offer you this to think about?
There was a time not so long ago on your planet when those who resided upon it knew only of
riding on an animal’s back in order to get from A to B. There was a time when if one desired to
communicate with another there would be a delay of many of your weeks whilst that message was
sent and then indeed, the reply would take that many weeks again to return to the original sender.
In those times when this took place, the souls of your earth could not possibly have imagined that in
the days of their future, on the very same planet earth, there would be rockets entering space, there
would be instant communication via computer method. Look at the technology now compared to
fifty years hence. Therefore we say to you, do not conceive what we have spoken with you of this
day to be ‘out of reach’. In terms of the vastness of ‘life’s expansion’, this merging of worlds is
merely around the corner.
And may I say that whenever I have been given this image of merging it has been an automatic feeling of
peace and Love. I am aware that there are those that already walk among us that are not of earth. But what
you speak of feels different, as it would be an accepted ‘walking amongst us’. Not that of having to be
incognito!
Dearest friend of ours. Indeed it is now time to retreat from your energy. Every cloud has a silver
lining.
I know what that means but you say it in the context of?
‘Look, look, look to the rainbow.’

Because?
It is a sight to behold.
Thank you to you. What a difference a day makes. It seems we have entered the world of song! For me
that’s a beautiful place to be. Good sharing guys! Until next time.
In Love and Thanks. Blossom Goodchild signing off!
20. May 9th.
Here I sit, all ready and tuned in. Hello my friends, anyone home?
Dearest lady, we are never anywhere but home for we have found a place within our Beings that is
of contentment no matter where we may be on a physical embodiment.
So are you of physical embodiment or of Light energy?
It can be either. It would depend on the necessities and requirements of the matter in hand. Also for
you to understand that unless one has evolved into a particular vibration they would be unable to
‘pick up’ the Light energy that many of us are because it would not be within their capabilities.
Therefore, if for instance it was necessary for us to be seen by many and within that many there
was a ‘mix’ of vibrations, we would ‘appear’ in a physical form in order to be seen. Our True Light
would not be able to be focused or indeed understood. One is unable to move into a vibration if they
are not prepared within their soul self to accommodate that vibration. There are those residing
within our travelling vessel that we must present ourselves in a fashion that is not our True Higher
form, for they are not ready to dwell within that vibrational appearance. We smilingly say to you,
that it is a bit like when one comes home from a day at the office and ‘slips into something more
comfortable’. For us this is the unveiling of our guise and sitting with in the Light of who we are.
My, my! How your humour has developed! When I first began communicating with you things were not
quite so ‘amusing’ in your representation of yourselves. Humour is GOOD! At this moment as I am
trying to visualise your Light selves I just feel energy of ultimate compassion. Unconditional Being. An
evolvement of such Light. I understand that we on earth are here for a purpose and that in the density of
this planet it sometimes is a struggle to be of ‘blessed bliss’ yet when we are in our True form, when we
are home are we like you as this Light form?
It would depend dearest one on what level of understanding of yourself you have reached. It is of
course understood that ‘once upon a time’ there was only this Light. Now through experience of
Love itself you are lifting yourselves back into that place of Light from which you originated. This
involves a journey that cannot be undertaken within a day! We feel it is of importance for you to
KNOW that you are this Light. This is the essence of who you are and where you are right at this
moment in time on your earth plane is simply a progression of the Light returning to its home.
You are aware that each one of you on your planet has chosen to be there. Not one of you is there
under protest. This would be a sentence that would be valuable to consider many times. You are
there because you asked to be there. Therefore do not allow the difficulties that you feel are
presented to you, to make you desire that you would rather be elsewhere. This dear friend of earth
is an interim transitional period. Indeed there is turbulence, it cannot be otherwise in order to rid
your planet of that which is no longer serving the whole. Yet we say this to you in THE TRUTH OF

ALL THAT IS …
YOU ARE UPON PLANET EARTH TO ASSIST IN THE TRANSITION SO THAT YOU MAY
THEN BASK IN THE GLORY OF THE LIGHT OF LOVE ONCE AGAIN.
So we say to you, release fears of what appears to be darker energies taking hold. This is an
illusionary scenario. Fill your Beings with the KNOWING of WHAT IS and what is … IS LIGHT
and LOVE. There is nothing else.
Again we ask that you do not just read these offerings that we present, but that you take them
inside your hearts, so that the Truth of what we say to you may be recognised by the individual soul
self. Only by this recognition can you accept the depth of this Truth. There is no other way to ‘drive
it home’.
Yes, I understand. Yet there seems to be such a measure of unethical goings on upon this planet which is
apparent for all to see now, should they choose to look. Can you assure us that the road we are heading
down (up) is one that will lead us into the NEW WORLD of TRUTH and LIGHT?
We are very much aware of the feelings of many of you. We are here to disperse those doubts, yet
we cannot actually remove them for you. This you must do by yourselves for yourselves. How can
we take away your right to evolve for yourself? The degree and pace in which you choose to reside
within yourself is a right that we would not dream of interfering with for indeed this is not our
right. We merely are overseers of the Divine plan. We offer our knowledge of Light to you for we
are aware of the bravery involved for ‘descending’ on to your planet to assist the whole. It indeed is
no menial task and yet as Light warriors ... there you are ... and we are so very much in honour of
the Light that so many of you are projecting forth in order to allow this great change to take place.
Dearest ones upon earth we applaud you. In Truth we place so much value upon the work that is
being done from those of you who must endure great hardships at times for the benefit of All. There
shall be a ‘time’ in your future days when all that we have said to you will be understood. As if the
absorbing you are undertaking in your ‘now’ will fall into place and …
Yep Got it … we will ‘Get it’.
Correct. We smile with your energy dear Lady. It is necessary in these times not to underestimate
the power of laughter. We have spoken many times before of how it ‘Lightens up’ your planet when
you yourselves ‘Lighten up’. There are only a certain amount of ways that we can explain to you
that which is our intention to explain. Know that there is reason in you being where you are. Know
that the GREAT PLAN is nearing fruition. Know that no matter what, you are CHILDREN OF
THE LIGHT and do not allow anything or anybody to try to convince you otherwise.
As these days move closer to the beginning of the end.
Please clarify.
The beginning of the end of a time on your earth plane where what was once known as a place of
great Light and beauty was transformed into a place where the Light remained and yet became
overshadowed by a fear of that which is not of Truth, that which is not real. We ask you to resume
your quest for Truth for that is why you came. For when each and everyone is in their Truth then it
shall be that the NEW WORLD will be a place where we can BE our True Light. There shall be no
‘guises’ necessary for all shall be accepted without judgment, without vindication, without FEAR.

We suggest, along with all that you are doing to assist yourselves that you try to visualise yourselves
as your Light selves. Remove for a time in your meditation, the heaviness of the physical and allow
the Lightness to free the soul for a time. BE LOVE in the LIGHT of the DIVINE. Just BE dearest
friends. Give your selves permission to just BE.
Thank you. I felt your ‘full stop’. I was going to ask you if there was anything we can do for you, but my
answer came immediately … just Be.
Until next time. In Love and Light. Me. xx
Often, when correcting spelling etc after channelling, I need to look up certain words as they may seem
odd in context, or I am not sure exactly what they mean!
vindication … ‘To provide justification or support for.’ So here I would assume they mean without
having to justify ones self, not that I need to vindicate myself of course!
21. May 10th.
Good morning to you. The floor is yours my friends.
We give gratitude to you for remaining in the place that is comfortable and agreed upon by us with
you regarding communication. Your world has within it confines that one appears to be threatened
by. There are mumblings here, there and everywhere of what is and what is not. Yet we continue to
be dismayed by others opinions on matters for we remain steadfast in the knowing of who we are
and our purpose that involves connection with souls of earth at this time. We desire that souls
where you reside dearest lady would try to do the same for it is deeply beneficial to have absolute
KNOWING of who one is and the Truths that lie within that ‘is-ness’.
We are doing our best to remain in Truth. I know this and more and more of us are climbing on board the
‘happy ship’! For me there seems to be a change in energy, a shift into a much more powerful place of
this ‘happy’ feeling as if I refuse to allow any form of negativity to get to me, for I know it is a lower
vibration simply trying to do its best! I know of quite a few others that are suddenly feeling really good
after being in a miserable state of existence for quite a while. I would imagine this is to do with energies
that are entering into our atmosphere and uplifting us?
This is so and yet we would acknowledge the fact that receiving these energies is entirely up to the
individual’s desire to accept them. They are a present to all and yet it is so that many choose not to
unwrap this gift.
What individual enlightenment is brightening your planet at this time.
You have been made aware of an upsurge in activity from craft that are not from your atmosphere.
This is just a mere taster. More and more of your people are witnessing this phenomena and yet we
say to you … you may see it as phenomenal … to us, we are simply carrying out the requirements
that are necessary to introduce ourselves to you on a grander scale as promised. Do you see
Blossom how the great plan is unfolding? As more is revealed within this scheme it shall become
apparent, to those who are willing and ready, that which they have come to earth to be of service
toward. There will be a time for many … millions and millions of you … when all the questioning,
when all the awaiting shall end. and in its place there shall be PEACE. The knowing that is
yearning inside each one to be realised, shall be. It cannot be otherwise. The plan has been in place

too long and is too vast to be miscast. It is time dear people of earth to come forth in your strength
to shine your Light more brightly than ever. The darkness is ending and there is the moment upon
you when you shall arise into the eternal dawn.
How we wish we could comfort you in a manner that would be more suitable to what you feel are
your needs. Yet agreements were made and must remain in their rightful place. Know dear ones, of
the Love that is filtering through. Feel it, for you are of it. As this is recognised more and more the
vibration that is now with you shall become more apparent to those who are Truly in awe of
themselves.
Does that make sense? In awe of themselves?
Indeed to us this is so, for do you not see dear ones? YOU are that which this entire plan is all
about. The sooner you recognise that it is all about YOU the sooner you will come to your senses as
you would say. YOU are the reason that we are joining YOU. We would not be ‘here’ otherwise.
The importance of this statement must be understood. IT IS YOU that allows us to be here.
Wake up to your rightful place within this movement. Let down the veils that hide you from the
REALITY of TRUTH.
We are aware that you are picking up difficulties this day in the flow of our words. You are feeling
the link is rather threadbare at this juncture are you not. We are aware of this also.
Any reason for this?
Interference from intruders shall we say. Yet they should know better for our stream of thought
cannot be tampered with. Yet we will admit it is causing a little ‘crackling on the line’.
I have been with you long enough now to accept ‘all is as should be’. I have no desire to ‘struggle’
therefore I have learned to ‘turn off’ when the ‘line’ is feeling this way. No worries. I shall leave it there
and yet I feel there is something else you need to say?
Apparently not, the link has just gone. Another time perhaps. Many thanks none the less.
In Love and Light always.
22. May 16th.
Good morning once again. There are so many aware of a difference within the vibration. There is
activation within the heart and the head space that is beyond a tingling and we can only assume this is
because of the depth of Love that is coming through as you have said, and is entering within our own
vibration and allowing it then to settle. So many it seems, including me I might add, are experiencing
great turbulence. Our Truth of ourselves being challenged to the core, and indeed the core of ourselves is
where we must go to find the Truth that we know to be our Truth … if you get what I am saying?
Dearest lady, it is accepted that those of earth who are feeling ‘turbulence’ are very much within
their right to delve deep within. This in many ways is the purpose, along with the inevitable changes
that are taking place in EVERYTHING as the upliftment progresses. It cannot be so that the
transition into the new world ... back into that which it once was ... can take place without these
disturbances. How we wish this could be the case. There would be less of an apprehension in these
times if this were so. As with all things that are moving into a Higher vibration from the place that

they have been in for so long, there will be a sense of 'resistance' from the lower vibration that is
being discarded. Recognise this as a 'resistance' and allow yourselves to set it free in Love. It served
you for a long while and was your friend, but now as your Truth, embrace The Light of yourselves.
It is indeed time to release yourselves from its grasp and float into the newer form of yourselves.
Yet, if I may ask, is it necessary to have to undergo such degrees of soul-searching? So many souls,
indeed treasured friends of mine are feeling so down hearted. I know them to be of such Light and it
seems a common thread these days to find them in such a place of sadness and despair.
We say to you that these times shall pass. It cannot be that there is no resistance from that which is
clinging on and wanting the soul to remain in the lower vibration that your planet has experienced
for such a vast expanse of your time. It is for you now to recognise the necessity to remain in your
Light at all times. When one is feeling the ‘squeeze’, when one is wanting to ‘give up hope’
remember the Light, the flame within your soul, within your heart space that cannot and will not go
out. It maybe that you may need to blow on it, to place your hands around it as you do so, in order
to give it the warmth needed in order for it to burn brightly once again. But know always dearest
friends that YOU are here to BE that Light. This is the time more than ever, as this turbulence is
taking place for you to look into that flame and stand in your strength. Bring it forward into the
very heart of all that you are. Stand strong and firmly place your feet into the soil of your mother
earth. Lift your swords of Light to the Divine that is part of each and every one of you. Ask for that
Divinity to carry you through at a time when you are feeling frail and lost. KNOW that you are
ONE with that Divinity, the Divinity of Love that is All.
This is the time when you knew you would have difficulties. This is why YOU were chosen to be on
earth NOW. Each one of YOU has the Light within you to shine out to the Earth and the changes
that are now occurring. YOU were given this opportunity to BE who you are in a place that is not
where you Truly belong. As we have said you have come here to assist in the uplifting of THE
WHOLE. You are the warriors who have been awarded this position, therefore dearest souls of
Light, Beings of Love, take heart in this understanding of yourselves. When you recognise what is
taking place, it is for you to recall the knowing you were ‘briefed’ with before you took your place
within this transition. When you allow yourself to recall your mission, then indeed you will feel
your strength return. Your purpose shall be once again acknowledged by your inner KNOWING.
We come to assist as we have always said and yet are many of you not learning that our assistance
is not of that which many of you were assuming? We are here to show you your Light. In that
respect we are all One and you are no different from us. Indeed you are no different from anything
or anyone for you are all from the same energy, the same Light. It depends on the fulfilment of each
individual aspect of each individual soul as to what vibration one chooses to resonate upon at any
given time. That seems to determine how much ones Light is choosing to shine forth within that
moment of themselves.
Dearest friends as the pace steps up, so too does the vibration. Know this. Expect this. You would
not have been accepted to play your part on your earth plane if you were not worthy to do so. All
are worthy and it is necessary to KNOW so. Yet those of you that are experiencing such ‘distress’ at
these times are merely ‘feeling’ the pull of the ‘lost’ as the energy struggles to remain in the
familiar. It is you who shall bring that energy into the unfamiliar, by Loving it and through that
Divine Love, the place that was once ‘uncertain’ to them, becomes their new home. Home as we
know is where the heart is.
There are those of you who have chosen to have a home that hangs pictures on the wall that are
images of greyness and there are those who choose to have pictures of rainbows. Be aware of your

home dear ones. You adorn it for yourselves with your own design. What is yours in tune with? We
ask if you would feel delighted to invite another into that home and be full of joy as you show one
around, or would you feel a little resentment in asking another in?
Make your home places alight with colour and Love dear friends. Clean the windows, sweep the
floors, brush away the dust, burn incense and allow the sweet scent of your Truth to evaluate the
comfort YOU find living within the heart place you have created. For although indeed it is yours,
there are many who wish to be invited in .
You are the torches that guide the way for those in the dark. You lead them into the pathway of
Divinity that is being presented to All. Gather the lost, dearest souls of Light, and show them the
road ahead that one is assured leads to a Brighter future upon your planet earth.
Thank you for those words. By being in touch with you, it helps us to be in touch with ourselves, which
indeed get a little cobwebbed now and then. A good reminder for all I think in making sure that our heart
space is so full of Love that there simply is no room at the inn for fear to even bother knocking! In an
extreme amount of Love and thanks to you.
We ask you not to forget that there is an ever flowing abundance of energy available when you
allow your swords of Light to run low. It is advisable to recharge them on a daily basis. In this way
it keeps your battery topped up at all times and does not allow for the energy to run so low that it
becomes difficult to find the strength or indeed the inclination to lift those swords. Our Light is
your Light and together this Light becomes the Light of your world.
23. May 17th.
Hello again chaps and chap-esses. Well, it seems the turbulence message assisted many, as indeed it did
me. Thank you for that and your Sunday sermon today would be about?
We do not wish to preach. We intend only to be of service to those who ‘choose’ to take value from
our words that we offer. We are showing to you of a stone …
Well, it looks like a stone or more like a large piece of citronella. (Will look its name up after as not very
knowledgeable on crystals and that’s the word that came to mind).
Its yellowy / gold. (Citrine is the word I was looking for it seems!)
It is within a tube and is presented as if it is being more or less grinded. Although as you can see it
is merely the outer layer that is being shorn, and as more layers are removed you are beginning to
see the gloss; the shiny layer that seems to have depth. From this layer presented, one knows that
there is such a vast degree of ‘more’ inside. You see dear ones if you can look upon this time … this
turbulence … in this way, you are able to see that eventually the ‘rough’ outer layer will be
removed completely and only the smooth depth of undeniable Truth is known to be what lies
within. The dust that has fallen to the ground can simply be blown away. It has no hold. It has no
strength any longer. Its power has diffused and IS NO MORE. When one holds this crystal in the
warmth of the sunlight one can see that not only is there much more inside, but when held to the
Light one can see many more facets that had not been visible when shrouded by the crusts of time.
Look upon this Divine specimen. See how the colours shoot out in Rays of Gold from deep within.
Got to say it … Golden Rays!

Indeed dearest Lady and as you look at this in your mind’s eye are you not experiencing a deep
sense of Love and warmth? Does this not make you feel that because of remaining in The Truth of
what one knows to be Truth, the turbulence was worth the bumpy ride for a short time.
I understand yet, it hasn’t really been a short time, but perhaps in the bigger scheme of things from where
you experience it, it is but a drop in the ocean. And yes, these ups and downs are of great comparison.
The highs, the lows, the ‘hanging on in there’. I have to say; when one is feeling in tune with the plan it
certainly feels overwhelmingly ‘GOOD’. In the same sense that when not in tune with it, it feels
overwhelmingly ‘horrid’!
Yet we are able to see the Light breaking through. There are celebrations as we accumulate data
that shows continual strength and perseverance in bringing forth the Truth. We ask you not to
underestimate the power that is within you and to recognise it in its full capacity. The more you
recognise it, the more strength it accrues and the sooner the New World can be brought into the
Light of day.
Sometimes I wonder, when we are actually ‘in’ the New World, will we look back at this and say ‘Phew!
Thank goodness that’s over!’ I hope this will be the case and that what we know in our hearts to be the
Light that we are moving into, where there is no darkness to try and prevent us from Being this Light, will
be experienced and recognised for what it is and where we are within it. Living in this world as it is now,
can sometimes hurt the soul deeply when one looks at all that is still taking place. It certainly will be nice
to only experience Love all around once again.
This dearest one is why we ask you to be steadfast in your ‘dreams of the future’. Allow only this
image to be present within you. This world of only Love. We say over and over that this is the
reason you are here. We say over and over when souls feel they cannot find their purpose for being
on your planet at this time, that the purpose is to bring the vibration of your earth plane back into
the glory that it was designed to be. There is no more for you to do than that. How do you do that?
By Being your Light. By shining every Truth within your soul self out into this world of yours and
staying firm within that Light. More and more of you are learning to do this. Not to ‘waver’. The
more this takes place, the brighter your earth is becoming.
In the new day, the dawning of the soul is upon you. Just as the sun rises in colours one only knows
how to describe of as ‘immense beauty’, know too, that you … the essence of YOU … is rising up
into a newness displaying colours to the self and the all that have no words to tell of the experience
these hues shall reveal.
Are you able to tell us when this huge chakra energy is going to settle down a little? It really is so strong.
Not for a while dear friends, there is plenty more where that came from! But recognise it for what it
is and what it is doing. It is moving your entirety into a Higher level of itself. A Lighter level of
itself. Therefore do not allow it to bring you feelings of anxiety, instead replace those feelings with
joy and excitement in the knowledge that what is taking place is that which you have been waiting
for, for so long. It is your birth right this time around. When one lets go of that which has been
carried around for so long, it is inevitable that their balance needs time to adjust to the Lighter
Being of themselves. This is all that is taking place. With every breath that you are taking YOU
ARE TRANSFORMING YOUR PLANET.
Therefore be of much laughter. Have we not said often times that laughter raises the vibration. Do
your part … LAUGH! Then do you know what we would like you to do next?

Yep … Laugh some more!
Indeed dear ones. Make Light of situations that are ‘trying’ to take hold and drag you under and
when you laugh and let go of fear, there is not an inkling of reason that will allow you to do so.
Do you know? My heart right now can feel the Lightness that we are moving into. The HOPE! I do so
Trust that we pick up on this feeling more and more and as you say, hold on to it. Sometimes there are
simply no words or ways to describe that which the heart is feeling and wants to say.
That is because more of you are understanding now what we mean about allowing your heart to
talk. It tells the Truth. Words can mislead and be distorted at times. The hearts ‘feelings’ cannot.
Dear Lady, this feeling that you are experiencing in this moment, is the same ‘anxiety’ feeling you
have also been experiencing lately and yet you are interpreting it in its correct fashion. It is just that
as when one moves into a new home it takes a little while to sort out where everything belongs. Yet
after a while, when one has been in that residence for a while and become familiar with it, it feels
home once again, yet it is in a different place.
So really all these things you have been saying, with the turbulence, the letting go, the Love Vibration etc,
it’s all happening at once and we have to determine HOW we are going to accept it. In Love or in fear?
Exactly and there is no question as to which is more suitable is there?
None what so ever. As long as we keep remembering that! Many thanks to you my friends. Many souls
ask me to send their Love to you. Yet I know I do not need to tell you on their behalf. I reckon you pick
up on the Light emanating from them, the unconscious Morse code that says ‘Hello up there. One day we
shall be together!’
In the same way when you TRUST yourselves, you are aware when you look up to the skies that we
are doing the same right back at you because your hearts can feel it. It is the same for us.
Thank you. In Love and Light and of course those Golden Rays !
24. May 23rd.
It’s raining here in ‘sunny Noosa’. The song ‘I can see clearly now the rain has gone’ keeps coming into
my mind. I guess it’s about patience in coming into the understanding of ourselves and as we do,
everything becomes clearer. Nothing has changed other than our outlook or should I more importantly say
our ‘in look’?
You are indeed cottoning on to that which we have been trying to explain in our sessions with you.
What may lie ahead is exactly what it is. It is there lying in wait. What you cannot predict is how
you are going to perceive that which is waiting for you and there in is the difference in its entirety.
Mmm, need to put my ‘brainy hat’ on for that one. I get that it is up to each individual as to what attitude
they choose in whatever circumstance. You are showing me a children’s story book …
Yes, when a child is read a book, they concentrate very hard upon the pictures and what is related
in words to them on the page that they are looking at. They ‘take in’ all the colours and objects.
They listen to what is being told to them and assess with their own minds the particular situation of
that page. They do not know what is going to be on the pages ahead. They wait with eager
anticipation for the words of that page to finish and for another to turn the page and continue on

with the stories unfoldment. In other words, what is already written in that book is not going to
change. It is there. However, as the child’s imagination absorbs what is taking place, it elaborates
within its own mind that which is not on the page. The surroundings beyond the page, the outer
visage that one cannot see and therefore the mind’s eye creates it. Each child that is read that story
has its own imagination therefore what the peripheral image in the mind of each child is, is never
the same as another. The ‘core’ if you like, the centre, the fundamental basics are there for the child
to grab hold of. However one chooses to elaborate outside of that fundamental Truth is entirely the
decision of the individual child. So what we are portraying to you is that what lies ahead for you is
already there. It cannot not be there. How you choose to observe, perceive, understand, accept it, is
different for each one, depending on their perception of themselves and where they reside within
that perception.
So how does that fit in then with the notion that our thoughts create reality? If something is already there
we haven’t created it.
And yet we would say to you that it may appear as a children’s colouring book. The outline, the
actual drawing is there and yet you are freely given the coloured pencils and it is your choice as to
which colours you use to bring that drawing to life. There has to be the ‘sketch’, that is ‘law’ if you
like. That is the tool you are given to create upon. Some of you fill it in with greys and uninviting
colours. They scribble willy-nilly, not concentrating on whether or not they go over the lines and
pay little attention to the details. Therefore when the colouring is almost complete or even only half
way through, they have little incentive to fulfil the entire masterpiece. They started out with little
concern for the final outcome and may regret it later on. Yet we say, there is such a thing as an
eraser and there is such a thing as a sharpener!
Friends of earth, you all came to your planet with a pencil case of bright colours. Which ones have
you chosen to colour your view of your world with. Sometimes it seems that your crayons have
blunted a little and one is having to make more effort than usual. Recognise the situation and
sharpen the pencil. Revive it. By sharpening that tip, you are able to be more precise in that which
you are creating. Fill that colouring book with an array of rainbow colours dear ones. It is your
Light that paves the way.
We hope that has made sense for you in many aspects if you understand it in the manner it is
delivered. We do not think it is beneficial to offer you things on a plate. That is not assisting in the
advancement of your soul. If we were to do your work for you, you would arrive at a destination
without gaining self knowledge along the way. You cannot be who you are without retrieving your
self knowledge as you walk through this avenue of earth life.
So, do you see? As much as many of you desire to know all that is going to happen in your future
days, it would be ill advisable to ‘point out to you’ that which lies ahead. When you arrive in those
days you will be of a certain place within your soul self, having got to that place via your own
interpretation of what is. Therefore, how one may perceive what is there for you, may be very
different from how another perceives it, depending on their soul’s perspective of their Truth.
Arriving at a destination that is already mapped out, does not necessarily mean that one is in the
same place!
So to clarify, without going back over what you have said in order to keep the flow going, are you saying
that whatever is ‘sketched’ for 2012 for example is already there? When 2012 is upon us, it will be
different for each one, depending on
a) How we have coloured in our story book so far and

b) How we choose to ‘join the dots’ and colour them in when we arrive on that page.
Exactly. For it is inevitable that everyone who is upon that planet at that time will arrive at that
page, yet it depends on how they have interpreted the ‘same’ story from the beginning of the book.
It’s sort of taking me back to my school days (if memory serves me to go back that far). When my pencil
case needed a good clear out. Usually at the beginning of a new term I would replace old felt tips with
new, buy new erasers and ink pens and empty out the case of all its shavings and debris, all ready, set, go
for a new term. Intentions of ‘doing well’ this time with the appropriate tools in hand. Yes, we may slip as
the term goes on, but I reckon as long as we recognise when we need a good sort out and to sharpen up
those bright colours we can always get back on track.
Dear Lady, there is never a time when one does not have the choice to ‘brighten up the page’. It is
important for you to remember this.
We have just picked up on your thought that there may be genius scholars reading these words and
they may feel it rather kindergarten-ish in its presentation.
You don’t miss a thing do you? Although, to be honest I am happy to sit back on those little chairs for a
while and be re-taught / reminded in the simplest of fashions. After all, we are told it is best to keep it
simple.
And we would express also that even the students of great merit in terms of science and philosophy
and mathematical conundrums will find that within these explanations we have brought forth to
you today there are attributes that will satisfy their senses also.
Oh good. For me, as you relay the words through the right side of my brain, I sort of get an overall
understanding of that which you are saying. It’s like the ‘knowing’ in me ‘knows’.
Knows what?
I don’t know! I guess that what you are saying ‘is’ how it is. It makes sense on another level of myself as
I am writing without even having to digest whether or not what you are saying makes sense. If I tried to
do that we would never get anywhere as I would be interrupting the flow all the time.
We feel that for today it is time for us to ‘Ascend’.
Can we come?
Colour your pages with rainbow hues dear ones. For where we are, reading your stories, we find it
so exciting to feel the energy of such dreams.
Thanks to you as always. Through passing on this knowledge we are greatly assisted in remembering that
we knew it anyway!
In much Love, Gratitude and Golden Rays.
May 24th.
No connection took place today so I decided to open up 'The Bridge' and see what extract it presented to
offer you. Here it is…

Much has been taking place within your world at this time. Many of you are discussing possibilities
of why one is feeling as they do. You talk of the pull of your moon. You talk of energies that are
disrupting the aura. You talk of sightings that have been seen in your skies, all of which are to do
with the upheaval and the changes that one is feeling within the self.
How many of you actually realise the intensity of what is going on for you at this time? You cannot
and yet on another level, within this level you are aware that things are taking place that you are
not able to explain. Your world is undergoing vast changes that are unseen to the human eye at this
point. So much is occurring on a level that will lead you into this new world. It is happening as we
speak. Do you care as to what may take place? Of course you do. Yet, you are unable to understand
it, therefore one’s attitude occasionally switches to that of not caring, as it all seems too BIG for you
to grasp and indeed it is.
But little by little you shall accept new things, new understandings. The time frame for the
phenomenal change has been altered. We are hoping that due to the Light that is lifting your world
at this time and the souls who are waking up, this new world that is to come will be experienced
sooner than we had calculated.
What you need to know is that there is a certain level of vibration that allows your world to be. It
keeps ‘matter’ together. It allows you to function, to breathe. It allows all things to exist within your
earth. What is taking place is the raising of this vibrational energy. It has to be done within a rate
that is suitable for you to adapt to. The changes in your body must adapt also. That is why many of
you are experiencing ailments. On the one hand there are some of you that indeed are not well,
shall we say. On the other hand, for many, these are not ailments at all, but a change within your
physicality that shall enable you to move up with the new vibration as it comes into play. This
cannot be done overnight, it would blow you all away. It has to be a gradual process.
As we move further into the Light and Love of a new vibration, all things must do the same. That
shift is an enormous task. Imagine your world as it is now, then try to imagine that every living
thing within it is to be moved up to this next level of vibration. It cannot be that little portions at a
time move up for that would completely imbalance the earth. It has to be that all things are in
preparation, ready for the off! Higher energies are now intermingling with earth energies.
The speed of the vibration in which you live is quickening. This is why your days are at the end
sometimes before you have eaten breakfast! By meditating you can allow the soul to blend with a
different vibration in preparation for this change.
Understand this, this cannot take place unless the level of Light and Love rises upon your planet.
That is what allows the change. That is what speeds up the vibration. More and more of your race
are beginning to understand this. There is nowhere else to turn. There is no magic potion that will
stop your wars and your greed and your jealousy. There is no wand to be waved to rid your world
of all that is of a darker nature, but there is coming into play the understanding of what Love and
Light can do!
We, in other realms, are eager to assist but ultimately it is the doing of your earth beings that can
make this happen. Keep on listening to the Truth in your heart. You can hear it more strongly now
than ever before. It is telling you what to do. It is telling you where to go. It is telling you how to
conduct your daily lives. Do not fight against it my warriors. Go with it. You know it makes sense.
But may I say regarding that, if you falter now and then, if you have a day that is not to your liking,

do not beat yourself up as you earthlings tend to do. For you are then undoing all the good work
you have done by destroying the energies that you have built up on the good days. Just accept that
this is how it is and tomorrow, all being well, will be a better day. It is merely the self creation of
destroying the soul, of telling the self it is not good enough, that allows the negative forces to have
their power. Do not give in to these forces, they are man-made and have no place within the soul in
its Truth.
Again, before I take my leave I wish to reiterate the importance of taking time to meditate. This has
been our message throughout and yet your days are so busy doing this and that; you forget to find
the time. If I ruled the world I would make it compulsory for all souls to meditate daily. That is how
your world will become Light. That is how it will slip into the new vibration, because all souls
would be in touch with their Higher selves and quite simply KNOW what to do.
Thank you for your time.
25. May 30th.
Good morning to you. I seem to have ‘shifted’ into a brighter place in this last week. Can you tell me is
that to do with the individual’s position, or the planet in general.
We would say to you both, dear one. For there are those who are still within the confines of the
older vibration, as they release from their beings that which no longer serves. Yet they would find,
like you, that simply by accepting that the clouds have now passed by, the turbulence has now left
and once again there is settlement, then there is a space for one to progress in to, that shimmers
with Golden Light and one will feel TOTALLY refreshed, ‘reassembled’ and renewed.
That word reassembled made me smile. Care to elaborate?
Indeed for whilst you of earth felt very much that it was ‘turbulence’ within the emotions, within
the spiritual aspect of yourselves, which indeed is what has been happening, there was / is also great
attuning taking place within the physical. Many of you expressed feelings of the chakras activated
to their maximum. We would put it that they were your anchorage whilst technicalities within your
physical self were being adjusted to enable one to vibrate within the new frequency. Not only with
the soul and mindset that comes with it but one must also be able to resonate on the physical of this
new vibration or there would be imbalance that indeed would make one ‘feel’ as if they were out of
sorts completely.
These changes on all levels are part and parcel of your new package! Many will find when they
shake off the lingering debris, that they have progressed to Higher levels within their ‘appearance’.
Again please explain.
Because you see, there is a brighter ‘outlook’ if we may put it that way.
You may …. you did!
There is an infusion of Light that has entered into yourselves. As it settles and you allow it and
welcome it into your ‘home’ it brightens up the entirety of yourselves. Therefore, what lies within is
able to present itself as it shines through to without. You yourself can ‘feel’ this brightness is this
not so Blossom?
Yes, but is that because I ‘chose’ to do something about the way I was feeling?

What you of earth must try to understand is that although there is ‘no time’, everything is to do
with timing! When all is in place for the individual’s ‘step up the ladder’ so to speak, then the step
will be presented. It is known of course that the presentation of the step does not necessarily mean
that it shall be climbed. So we would say that throughout these past months there has been much
taking place behind the scenes and now one is ready to get the show on the road.
Acceptance of this newer ‘airing’ is valuable to the self. One, if they decide, can literally breathe in
this Higher level and recognise it to be different. There shall be a ‘feeling’ of undeniable inner
strength as one says ‘hello’ to the next level of themselves that they have not met up with for a long,
long time.
A REUNION with the self and what a joyous occasion it is / shall be.
I smile as I say what would you like me to ask? I received an image of my toes uncurling, which means?
It means that we desire for you to stretch yourselves a little more. To allow yourselves to expand
from that which you have seen to be ‘it’ for ‘it’ is not. There is so much more to ‘it’.
Love ‘it’!
Now that one is ready and has prepared the self for the next phase, it is also profitable for one to
realise that there is a ‘leap of faith ‘ to be taken. As if in a sense one should leap off a cliff and
TRUST that they shall fly.
Best to clarify that you are speaking metaphorically!
As oft’ times we do dear one. It is a matter of ‘opening’ up the mind and the senses to a greater
power of the self. As if it shall be that one did not realise that there was ‘this’. But by being
accepting of the fact that ‘this’ is how it is now then your New World will gradually become
apparent to you. You will come to a place where you ‘see’ the way ahead so clearly, yet the pathway
which one is to walk upon will appear to you perhaps quite unexpectedly. Be open to the
opportunities that are now able to be presented to you.
Once again it is that words are inadequate to express our heart’s desires to explain that which we
wish. We will certainly try our best.
And I shall do the same.
Because of the Higher vibration that has entered in, (because of those on earth who welcomed it)
then it is necessary for it to be amalgamated with ALL that is of earth. Once the turbulence, which
is a bit like a building under construction with a lot of noise and busyness and dust in order to
achieve the finished product, has taken place then ‘the ways’ that once were are now of a ‘Higher
Way’. Indeed the once familiar will now perhaps seem unfamiliar as one allows what was once
unfamiliar to become the familiar.
The NEW WAY is forming. This is so. There has to be a ‘New Way’ for the ‘New World’. The ‘old
way’ has no place in the new surroundings.
Could you speak a little about those who are aware of these things and those who are not? I know the
colouring book explained things a lot, I just thought of that as I asked the question, so perhaps you have

said your bit on that.
We understand it is a concern for many regarding Loved ones who perhaps do not have the same
ideas and knowledge regarding matters of vibrational frequencies etc. Yet we would like to share
with you words of comfort if we may, in that there is not one part of any one soul that does not
come from the same place as every part of every soul. That place as you know is LOVE. You are all
from the same home, this we feel is understood by many. Let us use this scenario. Each part of the
soul of any soul that has placed their feet on planet earth set out with a mission in mind. They were
given their lunch boxes with all their sustenance packed safely inside. That lunch box is attached to
their Being and it is law that they cannot lose it. Whether or not they choose to even open it of
course is another matter entirely! Some may have ‘eaten’ little bits at a time; others may have
devoured every morsel. Either way every single human being has this lunch box with them at all
times. To do with what they will. Every one ‘left’ home having sat in the same classroom and
received the exact same instruction. Therefore dearest friends, does this help you to understand
that you are not responsible for another’s ‘opening of the box’? Each one of you are offered the
same opportunities. Whether you can accept that or not is a choice you must make, yet we say to
you this is so. Perhaps not so apparent to you from where you are sitting. May we also say that
everyone shall return back home at one time or another and when they do, it shall be that the lunch
boxes are now Light as a feather, for all that one had access to has been received and understood.
May I add that it seems in these days that so many who had lost the key to their lunch box, have now
found it and even if they haven’t yet done so, at least they are looking for it!
Dearest souls of earth, it is with much joy and gratitude to you for allowing us to share these words
with your hearts. We feel that progress is being made and the upliftment of yourselves and ALL
that reside on your planet, yes ALL, is most exciting to those of us who reside elsewhere during
these times.
Be of good cheer our friends of Brightness. Remain grounded, for you are upon the ground. Yet
indulge the ‘special’ senses in a little visit ‘off planet’ when it is appropriate. You will be made most
welcome and perhaps surprised at meeting yourself there.
I am presuming you mean another ‘aspect’ of the self, which White Cloud has talked about before. Maybe
tomorrow we may speak of this.
Maybe.
As always it is an honour my friends. Have a good day now ya’ hear.
In Love, Light and thanks.
26. May 31st.
We are ready to begin.
Yep, I can feel that quite strongly … off you go. (Not literally, a colloquial expression!)
The changes that have been occurring during these past months on your planet have had an
adverse affect in some respects and yet we are feeling your questioning once again.
You know me, I’m only human!

By this we mean that continually there are marked changes that may interfere with the process of
that which we call progression.
And yet, forgive me; I thought you said that the vibration has been moving up?
We have not changed our position on this either. It would be suitable if you would allow us to
continue.
Oops, sorry, be my guest.
There are those who consider the overall changes to be ‘adverse’, this is not the case. This is our
point in conversation this day. Because of the ups and downs, one has allowed the ‘downs’ to override the ups. This is certainly not for all, but our subject at this time is to lift the vibration of those
who have fallen into the trap of this adversity. They have come to see it as a way of being when in
actual fact it is the opposite. It is showing you how things ‘are not’. Yet sometimes the ‘pull’ into the
doldrums can be quite enticing, simply because the strength of one is diminishing and it ‘feel’s'
easier to ‘give in.’
We say to you, this above all things must cease. It is for you to recognise what is taking place. It is
for you to remember that this would be presented to you and it is for you to recall that when it
‘arrived’ you would KNOW that it was to be quashed by the mere thought of joy. That is all it
takes. We speak of this as we are aware that there are many who are ‘feeling the pinch’ so to speak.
Concerns of ‘how’s’ and ‘what if’s’ are over-powering the mind in a negative fashion for many.
REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE.
Remember this is temporary as the transition continues to move through into its brighter dawn. It
is imperative for you to allow ‘The Glory’ into your Beings to overcome that which is presenting
itself as 'IS' when it ‘IS NOT’
You have been speaking in this way in these last few channellings of the ‘IT’, the ‘IS’ etc. Can you help
us with that?
Surely. Your ‘IS-NESS’ is simply the Truth of you. What ‘IS’ is just that. For it ‘IS’ nothing else. It
cannot be anything else for it would be ‘IS NOT ’ if it was not ‘IS’. Are you following?
Yes.
Therefore, a reality forms from something that 'IS NOT', if one does not accept what ‘IS’.
Now I am getting a little lost, not really sure of your point, with all respect.
This IS our point. Again there is difficulty because of the use of words being sometimes inadequate
in order to explain.
As you now sit and write Blossom, you are in the moment of what IS. It is clear to you and ourselves
that this IS happening, would you agree?
Yes.

Yet, there is a space also where that ‘IS-NESS’ ‘IS NOT ’. Would you agree?
I would if I knew what you were talking about! Where IS the ‘IS NOT’ space, or should I say, why does
the ‘IS NOT’ space come in to it if it IS NOT there? Another pill anyone?
To show to you exactly that. It is in the space of ‘not being’. In order for something ‘to be’, one has
to recognise it for being there. If it ‘IS NOT’ there, it cannot be recognised. It’s only recognition of
‘NOT being’ is because of ‘the being’ to prove its existence of non existence.
Could you sort of go back to basics here? I do get what you are saying, but I am unsure of the point it is
making. Just trying to follow you … if you follow me!
So we would then perhaps move on to the what ‘IS’ real and what ‘IS NOT’ real. Through
understanding the what ‘IS’ happening, because we know what ‘IS NOT’ happening. How we wish
we could express this in a more simple fashion.
With you all the way on that one.
What if we were to say to you now to replace the what ‘IS’ ( i.e. saying you know that sitting writing
in this moment ‘IS’ what is taking place) with the ‘IS NOT’. So that you are ‘not’ sitting writing at
the computer although you think you are. What if we were to say to you, that ‘IS NOT’ your True
reality. Your True what ‘IS’ is in fact the opposite, so therefore your ‘IS-NESS’ is the ‘IS NOTNESS .’
Welcome to the home for the bewildered! Can you put it in a way that makes sense?
Perhaps we have stretched this a little too far and complicated a matter that needs to remain simple
in order for it to be understood. Yet we cannot find accurate words to un-complicate that which we
desire to express.
Ok, let me recap, what you are saying is that what we know to be our reality is not our reality. So that
everything that we think ‘IS’ our reality, actually ‘IS NOT’.
Correct.
So what IS our reality?
Your reality is in the ‘IS NOT-NESS ’.
Here we go again, yet I think I’m grasping it.
Your form … the manifested form of anything is simply that … ‘manifested form’. A created
energy that has come from what ‘IS NOT’ (for it was not there until created) So if we, with respect,
categorize you as a 'manifested creation', you are a ‘moulded’ energy in that form at this time and
yet it ‘IS NOT’ what you Truly are. What you Truly are is ‘energy’, without form. Simply energy
and that is your True ‘IS- NESS ’. Therefore, what you think you are now, ‘IS NOT’ what you
Truly are.
And yet you talk about the ‘IS-NESS’ of everything. You say everything simply ‘IS’. Didn’t you say
earlier in the piece if memory serves me ‘your ‘IS-NESS’ IS the Truth of you?

Are you ready … everything IS what ‘IS NOT’. This is the only way we can try to explain to you
the ‘non reality’ of this ‘time space’ you reside in upon the earth plane. Many of you are aware that
you are in human form and yet your essence is not of physical flesh. The part that ‘IS NOT’
physical flesh ‘IS’ you. Yet, you confine yourselves often to behaving in a manner that would
assume that it is you and that you are nothing else. When in actual fact you are EVERYTHING
else.
Although I jest, I do know what you are saying. And because ‘all is as should be’ I Trust that it has been
offered this way for a reason. It is like with White Cloud’s words, they are given in a manner so that you
have to do the thinking for yourself. It is the most efficient way to learn.
We feel this is enough for one to ponder upon for this day and yet we also add that it ‘IS NOT’ for
one to take this simply at face value. There is a lot more ‘behind the scenes’ if one cares to look and
allow their thinking to take them to a deeper place of comprehension, regarding the existence of
this aspect of themselves that accepts they are actually of the ‘IS NOT’. It will bring them to an
understanding of far greater things than that of which they had confined that they assumed they
knew, into a place of new beginnings. Taking that leap we spoke of and finding oneself in a new
place with such an open outlook to the vast expanse of newness one now finds themselves with in.
It is of much excitement that we are able to move on to the next stage / phase with you. Can you not
feel dear friends the turnaround in energy as the Lightness lifts you up where you belong?
Queue for song! Well, thanks for that. Again, it will be one of those that I Trust will make sense when I
read it back, as I have no idea at the time if it does or not.
In Love, Laughter and enlightenment!
27. June 6th.
Good morrow my friends! It is always exciting to start a channelling with you and see what’s on the menu
today. Although I would like to enquire about the amazing amount of crop circles and ‘clusters’ of UFO
Lights that are turning up in the UK and other countries at the moment. Are you able to enlighten us on
this as it does make one wonder as to what actually it’s all about? Or what it is leading to?
Are such circles not a site to behold? Mankind ponders over their vastness and indeed the precision
in which they are derived. Yet it is understood that these ‘patterns’ are much more than just visions
of wonder. There are codes and analogies within them that are there for those who are of that
nature to decipher and interpret. Indeed we would say such souls are doing their work unbeknown
to many. We do not present them in order for them to be ridiculed as manmade misinterpretations
and yet there are those who consider attempts to reproduce such works in order to fool those of
your planet. We find this amusing for anyone with any ‘nouse’ about them can instantly recognise
the difference in structure from base level upwards.
I know White Cloud has spoken of them a few years ago, but is it appropriate to tell us the reason behind
them?
There are many reasons that shall presently unfold. In particular you are seeing in your minds eye
the image of the ‘dragon fly’ circle that was presented earlier in a place of England. Although it
may appear to many as a more complicated replica of such an insect of your planet we say to you
that within the detailed account of each blade of grass is a magnetic field that is allowing energies to
be released into your atmosphere. These energies are sending out codes to your very planet. Codes

that are received and understood. As if within their very vibration they are ‘changing’ polarities
that need to be adjusted in order for certain vibrational frequencies to resonate with that which is
necessary to enhance further developments to the ongoing plans of renewal upon planet earth.
There shall indeed be many more of these occurring and in places that one would least expect. In
situations where one would deem it impossible for such phenomena to occur and yet we say to you
they shall. We would say also that they are ‘signposts’.
Ok for who? Because clearly your average bear can’t find out in which direction they are pointing or what
they are pointing too?
Yet they may not be signposts for the human race!
Upon your planet in these current days you are experiencing much that once would have been
instantly denied and cast aside. So all we can offer you is to understand if you will, that what we
may say to you in this particular day in this particular time may not be of clarity NOW, and yet we
say without fail there will be a time when you would read back upon these words and giggle as if to
say ‘it was written there all along’.
It will also be recognised that there is a pattern TO these circles. By this we mean differently than
the pattern OF these circles. As more and more are presented to you on a much more regular basis
it will become apparent that they tell a story … one leading on from the other … and yet until a
certain amount are visible the story cannot begin. We say to you, they DO make sense.
They are formed from a blue print if you like. The speed in which they ‘arrive’ baffles your
scientists and men of the land. Why are they never seen whilst in their creational moment? How is
it they suddenly appear? For us it is simple. The ‘ground work’ is done ‘off the ground’. It is then a
matter of magnetic energy more or less instantaneously pulling ‘everything’ into place. Every blade
of grass, every ‘ear of corn’ is in harmony with our desires. They bend and mould themselves at our
bequest. They are in tune with us and vice versa. These circles are designed to impose upon your
inquisitive behaviour as well as many other data specifics that are encoded within. As we say, to
each given offering there are many ‘points’ to its point of being there.
And of the ‘clusters of U.F.O. sightings’. What explanation could you give for these presentations?
We would not claim to say that they are from our knowing.
Are you saying you do not know what they are or where they are from?
This we did not say. We said they are not ‘from’ our knowing. One must try to appreciate the
vastness of ‘ALL‘. Your universe … to you … is SO big; it is completely beyond your mind’s
comprehension. Therefore how could one possibly begin to grasp the ‘ALL’ of ‘ALL THAT IS‘. It
would benefit many if they could accept that not all that is presented in your skies is what we would
call ‘visionary’.
Sorry, can you explain what you mean by that?
It is difficult again to put into words.
Then I will try and ‘feel’ your explanation and see if that works. You see, to us, if we ‘see' something we
would say it is within our vision and these Lights were captured on camera for many to see … within their
vision … if you see what I am saying, so what would your statement mean?

We are showing to you a bubble that is formed from liquid. It can be of beautiful colours and whilst
in its creatory form is there in form for that moment in time. It was ‘formed’ out of that liquid and
air being blown into the transparency of that liquid. It ‘gives’ the illusion of something it is not. It
presents itself as the iridescent bubble, yet in essence it is a chemical based solution that when
combined with ‘air’ presents itself as a vision of something that it is not. When a certain
temperature is reached within that bubble it implodes and it is no more.
So have I got this right? What you are saying is that what those people saw was a, for want of a better
word, temporary illusion?
Indeed.
For the purpose of ?
Awakening. Shall we explain further?
If you would.
That which is known to be ‘seen’, one believes to be tangible evidence and yet there is much that is
taking place that cannot be seen. It is not within the projectory capabilities to do so. It is of a
vibration that cannot present itself in your atmosphere because its frequency is too high for it to ‘be
accepted’ in the current vibrational frequency of your earth plane. Yet it does not mean it does not
exist. Just because it cannot be seen by you. There is MUCH that takes place within your world and
yet it is of a frequency outside of your world and therefore cannot be presented to you at this point
of time. Yet it does not mean it is not there. You would be amazed at that which is going on around
you ‘before your very eyes’ that you do not see. Some of you receive glimpses. You have moments of
senses that are heightened beyond your usual capacity and your body literally misses a beat,
because it had popped out of its normal residential vibration. This shall take place more and more.
It is likened to regularly visiting a certain holiday residence and eventually the soul recognises its
desire to reside there all the time instead of just frequently visiting.
So with all respect, back to the frequent Light shows that are presenting themselves.
They are an illusional display designed to trigger the imagination. In your world you have that
which you have just so intuitively called a ‘Light show’, where through technology laser beams are
programmed to delight and entertain. We would say to you that this is what is taking place in its
simplicity. Yet we would also say it is in preparation. What is being presented to you NOW and in
these forthcoming days will set your people ‘chattering’. There will be a new impulse to discuss
these luminous displays. The word will spread throughout many of your lands and ‘we’ will be the
topic of many in depth conversations. This in turn helps to build momentum. The more we can be
discussed the easier it shall be for our arrival to be accepted in the manner that we desire. Yet there
is still work to do. There are messages that are to come that shall imprint TRUTH in a way that one
cannot deny. Confusion of what ‘is’ and what ‘is not’ shall dissipate and clarity of which avenue to
walk upon shall bring peaceful steps to those who at present are finding themselves in troubled
waters.
Many in your world feel they have little patience left. They feel they are holding on by a thread.
Dearest ones, perhaps if you release your grasp and allow your knowing to take care of your every
need … in LOVE of all that is everything and nothing … you will encounter a freedom that we are
asking you to receive. It is yours for the taking. It is your given right. We send our Love to you at

all times. In ever flowing quantities of Light. We do not send more Love one day than another. It is
a constant flow. for we Love you. We are SURE of the Lightness that is ahead of you. We ask you to
let yourselves KNOW of this as a TRUTH.
Before I sign off today I am still a little confused about your statement ‘they are not from our knowing’.
Yet you seem to have said what they are and that they will make people chat about you, therefore you
must ‘know’ about them, if you see what I mean.
Dearest one, we are correct in what we say, but perhaps not so clear in our explanations at times.
Correct. Which tends to leave me dangling …
And this would not be a pleasant scenario. So let us clarify. When we say they are not from our
knowing, we mean that they were not ‘prepared’ by us. They assist us through that which they are
presented as, and yet they are not from us.
Then who are they from?
People of your worlds that are no longer of your world. Earlier we spoke of the vastness of ‘ALL’
and how one cannot possibly ‘begin’ to grasp all that is of the ALLNESS, but we desire to make it
known that there are MANY, MANY ‘Beings of Light’ that are joined as ONE in order for the
great Divine plan to reach its fullest potential. Though ‘we’ have great armies of Love with us, it
must be understood that ‘we’ are not ‘ALL’ that makes up this team of Light. Just as there are
many of you on the earth plane that work toward the greater good, there are many, many, many
that are unseen that contribute toward bringing your planet into its Truth of itself. Therefore do
you see? What can take place does not always have to be from ‘our knowing’ and yet we are a
major part of that which is known to you as ‘The Light Of the World’.
I guess, really there is just so much that is unable to be understood by us in this vibration and yet, as I
always say somehow or other, there is an understanding of the not understanding. Another aspect of me, I
assume my Higher aspect ‘gets it’, even if I am unable to put it into terms that I can understand on this
level of me. ‘Struth! Think that’s it for today. Thanks for that! Onwards and upwards as they say. Have a
good one my friends. Perhaps talk tomorrow, once I’ve digested today.
In Love and thanks for the Divineness of it ALL.
28. June 7th.
Hi again. I’ll hand this straight over to you this morning.
Greetings to you also dearest one. In these days ahead there is a desire that beckons the soul self to
create that which is yours to create. In other words we would gently persuade you to encounter
within the deepest place of your heart self that which YOU KNOW to be the only way forward. We
know you KNOW this to be Truth and Love. Yet we ask you to once again be of much diligence
within this pathway that you walk upon. Yes, it is all well and indeed of goodness to ‘allow’ that
which IS to guide you. To listen to your inner voice and to Trust All that IS. Yet we suggest now
perhaps that you may desire to ‘step up the pace’ in which you are travelling. You are aware of the
time lines that are predicted into that which lies only a few of your years hence. There is much to be
done and although there is much that IS being done and there is much pleasure because of it, we
ask you now to look within and answer to the call that you will hear.

Within the Higher vibration that is filtering through at a ‘contained’ pace there comes the
requirements to recognise the Higher level of the self and of All. Therefore, all the changes that one
has discovered over the past days are now to be manifested into the Truth of what they are.
If you take the time dear ones to go within there is now a difference. It is as if you are now further
down the road on your journey so therefore, what is there, is presenting itself to you. It would be
fitting for your ‘inner eyes’ to take a more conscientious look for now there is so much more to see
within. You are aware of ‘a’ change, and now it is time to discover exactly what that change is / was
for. We would ask you to visualise during your meditative state removing your blinkers slowly, so
as to adjust for there is now brighter Light that is available to you. Even to the point that as it
merges with you, it can be known to literally take your breath away. This is perfectly acceptable,
although it may appear a little unfamiliar to begin with.
Dearest souls, each one of you, each and EVERY one of you, are living in a time frame whereupon
you are experiencing an integration of Higher energies that have not been present upon your plant
for eons of your time. You came to earth to assist this transformation as you know yet for many of
you there is frustration as you ‘FEEL’ that all is not going according to plan. Yet we would say
differently, everything is on course. Everything that was discussed and debated in different ‘time
frames’ is indeed heading in the correct direction in order for its final position to reside in its
correct alignment.
KNOW ALL IS WELL.
It is of great importance that you ‘FEEL’ the Higher resonance and become One within it. Simply
by doing this you are gathering momentum. All of you. The strength and energy that is building
now is stronger, much stronger than you realise. Now we ask you to realise it for by doing so, one
can gather even more. This is what we mean by ‘stepping up the pace’. Release the doubts and fears
that you think are reality for they are not. We deliver this message to you in this way, for we know
no other at this time. We ask you to ‘FEEL’ this power and strength within you. It is of such Love.
There is NOTHING that can defy it when you accept it for the Truth that it is. We ask you time and
time again to RECALL who you are and many say they do not know how to do this. We say
…FEEL IT. FEEL the power and this will take your soul ‘back’ to the time when the agreement
was made for you to be upon your earth. When you are able to recall it, you find the TRUE
strength and POWER that is yours. It will give you an ‘unknown’ reasoning to carry on doing what
you are doing with a conviction that surpasses all that you have yet encountered.
Rise up dearest ones into the POWER OF LOVE. It is there for the taking. If it is not received it
lies dormant. Its energy desires the acceptance from each individual soul self in order for it to
thrive on full throttle. As each one of you understands how to FEEL this power and comes to
KNOW it, then it is for you to visualise the enormity of it as Oneness.
Imagine the fullest strength of yourself expanding and merging with all the Light forces upon your
planet and indeed upon other planets. Imagine the Light that you are, becoming One with the Light
that everyone else IS. When you turn on a Light in a room, does not the whole room Light up?
There is not one space within that room that remains in the dark. Therefore we ask you to visualise
the same scenario taking its rightful place upon your planet as if the Light switch for your planet
has been turned on and it LIGHTS UP THE WHOLE WORLD. There is not one place that is left
in darkness.
Together we have the energy and now you have the KNOW HOW. All that is now required is the
desire and the conviction of the soul self that this IS TO BE. YOU ARE YOUR OWN ELECTRIC

GENERATOR. You have the power within you to Light up all around you. You simply need to be
convinced of your own power for indeed we see that there are many upon your earth plane who
believe that they are merely a ‘shed full of old tools’.
WE SAY TO YOU … YOU IN YOUR ABSOLUTE TRUTH ARE A SOURCE OF ENERGY
THAT HAS WITHIN IT THE POWER TO CONDUCT AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT THAT
COULD SPARK OFF THE LIFTING OF A PLANET!
And I am sure there is more to that statement than meets the eye!
And yet did it not instantly meet your heart?
Indeed it did. When you write like this or I write for you, I experience such a passion. This passion that is
within YOU my friends comes through me and the energy you ‘give out’ is immense. I KNOW this
passion is for us. You have a Love for us that is so strong and I can feel that your intent is for us to ‘get
it’.
Because when you do all the frustrations that you experience at times will no longer be part of your
lifestyle. They cannot exist within the vibration you will reside in continually when you do ‘get it’.
That is why we ask you to ‘FEEL THESE WORDS’. By just ‘hearing them’ you will not benefit
from them in the fullest capacity. When you ‘FEEL THEM’, you will FEEL US also. For our Love
energy is carried within them.
Concentrate on ALL THAT IS OF LOVE … and of course … EVERYTHING IS LOVE … so
therefore concentrate on giving Love to everything and KNOW that in return everything is giving
LOVE to you. It cannot fail to do so, for that is all there is. KNOW THIS IS SO. Yet KNOW it
from a place within yourself that is connected to a place outside of the aspect of yourself that you
call ‘you’ in this earthly life you are experiencing in your focus at this moment.
You are connected through an energy of LOVE to the entirety of yourself and that entirety of
yourself is part of the entirety of LOVE. That is ALL.
Slowly and surely as we ‘get it’ we get more of it, with your assistance. This is why you come, I know
that. It’s still a little odd though having this relationship with you. Perhaps one day you WILL come to
tea. As I was writing that last sentence I smiled as I knew what your final retort would be …
Put the kettle on.
No offence, I think I’ll wait a little in case it boils dry!
And we would finish this day by saying to you a watched kettle never boils.
And I would finish by saying to you THANK YOU FOR TODAY. I know all who benefit from your
words send their very, very powerful strength and Love to you.
This is one little power house saying ‘over and out’.
29. June 13th.
Hello my friends. As I was tuning in I was presented with a velvet red rose, which then turned into a pink
one. I saw the dew on the petals and I became so very peaceful. Assuming that was you guys, thank you.

Dearest lady, we wish for you an abundance of pink flowers. If one was to imagine being
surrounded by the petals of the pink rose and allow the senses to smell their sweet scent, one would
find almost immediately that their persona would be transformed from that of a weed to that of a
beautiful rose.
Those upon your planet are being made more and more aware of the necessity to focus on all that is
of Love. Yes, we have spoken that EVERYTHING is Love, but you understand do you not that we
speak of concentrating on all things that bring pleasure to the heart? We have discussed with you
the uplifting of your planet. You are gradually realising that this is brought about through pure
thought form that is manifested into your everyday reality. Therefore one now begins to
understand the ‘method’ that we speak of, is showing you ‘how’ your new planet shall make its way
into form. The more of you that ‘get this’, allows the quickening to speed up!!
If for instance we were to take you to a place of extreme beauty and leave you with yourself for just
one of your weeks you would return to your planet with thoughts of this beautiful place that you
have visited. Within those ‘new’ thoughts you would be rebuilding your planet. What we ask you
now in these current days, is to imagine a world that you had not yet conceded to be. Take into your
viewing within your mind’s eye an image of an exquisite land that is of magic and bliss and an
energy wherein only the Highest level of LOVE and understanding exists. We say to you in TRUTH
this is a land you know of well. Now we are asking you to ‘bring’ it into your minds then into your
hearts, in order to ‘bring’ it in to your world. It is your world. It is already there. It is simply a
matter of ‘bringing it forward’. WILL it forward. Allow yourselves to FEEL the resonance of such
a land and to FEEL the heart beat of its very core. Again we say as we have done so in past days,
take the time to become One with the very core of your Mother Planet. When an unborn infant lays
gently within the womb of its parent … it’s comfort … its resonance … knows only of the regular
heart beat of the soul that is providing its very nurturing. It relies upon the FEEL of that heart beat
to know that all is safe and well. It is ‘at one’ with that pulsation for it is feeding from it in the
knowledge that it can Trust the harmonic rhythm in order to be sustained and fulfilled. We say to
you that this is no different from how we wish you to relate with your Mother Earth. Be at ONE
with her heartbeat. The more you take the time to vibrate along with her, and to feed on her milk,
the faster your growth shall become. And what does a young infant give in return? Take a look in
the eyes of a child. Look into the very windows of their soul. They ARE LOVE. They give LOVE. A
Mother gives of herself freely asking nothing in return, yet a smile given in appreciation is worth
more than any of your words can express. You are a family of LOVE. Every one of you. At times
your siblings may not always conduct themselves in the manner you are in alignment with yet they
are BEING who they are and in the acceptance of who they are … YOU … another part of you …
you are allowing the flow of what simply is ‘life’ to emanate its rays of experiential upbringing to
teach and learn all in the same breath.
Many of you are where you are now because you came to assist. You have become the self
expression of yourself and you have expanded your knowing into a place where there is no more
learning’s to endure. And yet, upon your planet you are not always able to recognise the lifetimes of
learning’s you have received. It is that often your feelings of lack turn you into something that you
are not. You allow your selves to be downtrodden, not just by another’s actions but by your own.
You are your own worst enemy as you say in your world. If we were to put you behind a screen that
removed all physicality and revealed to you the Light that you are … the True energy that you are
when you are not encumbered by your doubts and disbeliefs of yourselves … you would be so
astounded at your beauty. You would not forget the colours of your soul. You would FEEL that
Light, those colours, for the rest of your days and when there are moments of melancholy we would
remind you of your True identity and immediately your soul energy would ‘perk up’. You would,

as your dear friend White Cloud so cleverly expresses, have ‘turned up’ your dimmer switch. That
is all it takes. We spoke recently to you of turning on the Light switch to your world. You have now
done so have you not? So now we would like to offer the visualisation of turning up the dimmer
switch to your planet. Slowly, bit by bit, so that the eyes can adjust to the Brightness at a level that
is suitable.
We wonder if you fully appreciate the wonderful position that you are in. YOU are IN CONTROL
of your PLANET. YOU are the ones who determine in which direction it is going. WE KNOW that
the majority of you desire to take it upwards into the beauty that you KNOW IT IS. Your world
has experienced far too many rainy days. It is now time for the sunshine to radiate its warmth into
the very heart of your Mother earth.
Recall how it feels when you have what seems like endless days of miserable weather and then the
sun peeps through the clouds, Lighting up EVERYTHING. The flowers shake off the water, the
grass turns a deeper green, the puddles of water turn into rainbows that glisten as crystals upon the
snow. Dearest ones, this is the privileged time you are living in, when YOU have chosen to be where
you are in order to bring back the sun. You will recognise too that as with your flowers and trees
and all things that are planted as seeds within your Mother Earth, because of the rain, one has
received sustenance throughout and been given the inner power to grow into the fullness of who /
what oneTruly was designed to be.
YOU ALONE AS ONE ARE BRINGING THIS ABOUT.
You can feel it within you can you not? This Higher vibration that you have allowed into your
being? It is changing the way you ‘see’, the way you ‘hear’ and the way you ‘understand’. It is
changing YOU and YOU are changing your planet.
What a glorious plan is now unfolding.
You have just shown to me a treasure map and from every possible angle there is a road leading up to the
treasure. There are markings to show that on all the roads the X marks the spot is so very close to where
the travellers have travelled. (For want of an easy way to put it). Interesting how the bold type when I
looked was shown on the words ‘x marks the spot’ as to my knowledge I hadn’t intended it to be that
way, or pressed any keys to make it so!
You are aware that ‘time’ in your world does not exist in ours. Therefore when we say that
excitement is building at a phenomenal rate we ask you to accept that we shall be together in a
manner discussed many times in the not too distant future.
And I DO know that you do not have ‘time’, so I’ll simply keep the kettle at the ready and may be even
put the tea in the teapot. I guess as long as we have everything prepared and in place, we won’t be taken
by too much surprise when you knock on the door. A sort of ‘Oh DO come in … we’ve been expecting
you!’
It is now time for us to retract from your energy dear lady. We ask all who take the time to read
these words to ponder upon the pink rose. It will do you well to do so.
Then indeed I shall! Many thanks people. Love your work.
Until next time then. Golden Rays your way, although I expect you live within an abundance of them.
How nice must that be!

30. June 14th.
Morning! Anyone home?
Welcome to you dearest lady and indeed welcome to ALL who participate in the understanding of
words that are presented by us to you. We have enabled greater knowledge to be imparted through
this lady Blossom and we are happy that our communications have assisted many as they travel
along their pathway to enlightenment. Although we say that the True self is already fully
enlightened. It was once the ultimate knowing of the self. It is through experience of the soul’s
discovery as an individual space that has allowed differences to appear different! Yet, it is known
that indeed we are all One. We are of the same.
When we first began communication with you dearest Blossom we spoke to you of how your planet
Earth and that of being ‘human’ was an experiment. You found this rather conflicting with your
souls understanding to begin with. Yet as time moved on, you were able to accept that which we
had spoken to you about. There are so many things that one has not yet considered that at first
appear to be ‘off the planet’ … which indeed they are … until you of Earth are able to bring them
into their reality by coming to comprehend matters that were once taboo and eventually become
everyday acceptance by the masses.
This is of which we speak. That which lies ahead for you in your world, will in this day that you
read these words seem impossible. Yet when the impossible is taking place and has become common
place you will look back and realise that the impossible is not impossible at all. For you will be
living within what has become to you possible.
Therefore we ask you to collect your thoughts. Thoughts of a world where those that are like us and
those that are like you are able to reside together when there is acceptance on the whole that our
differences may be only in appearance. For our principles are indeed the same. The principle of
Love for each other and All that IS.
For many of you, including yourself dear Blossom, is it not that although the desire to have us with
you is very strong, there is still the question of the actual reality of it taking place?
Yes you are right. Every part of me KNOWS you are there. I FEEL your energy so close at times and yet
my humanness wonders what would actually happen the day you present a huge vessel in our skies for
hours on end. I imagine it … I Feel the Love you bring and yet, I have to be honest, there is a part of me
that wonders if indeed it will ever take place and if it does there is the realisation that our world would
never be the same again. Everything would change. In the long run for the better without doubt but there
would be such upheaval and confusion for so many. Even those who have been awaiting that day for so
long would become frustrated to a point because of all the misunderstanding that others may have
regarding who you are. Yet for me personally and I KNOW millions of others, our FEELING is the
sooner the better. Let’s get this show on the road so to speak!
And we would reply with the words that the show is all ready well on the road and is coming up to
the junction! The question is which direction do we take from there!
With respect, many comment to me that Beings of your intelligence MUST know all the ins and outs.
You would have knowledge of all manner of approaches so as not to ‘scare’ those who are unaware.
There must be a thousand different tactics you could manoeuvre into place in preparation without being
‘stumped’ by those whose threats to you would cause harm to us. Many souls cannot understand why you

do not go ahead and ‘show’ in the way you said you would, as they KNOW your technology and indeed
intelligence could override ANY factor that would be willing to ‘bring you down’.
We are very much aware dearest Blossom of all the approaches that have been written to you to be
suggested by you to us. We have many more plans up our sleeves than you can possibly imagine.
We have just presented to you an image of a cake baking in an oven. One may look through the
glass door … the Light is on … and one can see that the cake is almost ready to be taken out and
presented. However although it may appear that everything is in order from the outside if one was
to put a knife in to test it they would realise that it needed a little more time in order for it to taste
its very best. In order for the full flavour to be appreciated. So therefore one would say that indeed
those few extra minutes of waiting were well worth it. In fact they would make all the difference. Do
you see?
Yes I see exactly what you are saying. So in fact would you say that last year when you asked me to put
the message out for October 14th that you were going to appear in our skies that you were merely putting
the ingredients into the bowl, mixing them up and placing them in the oven?
We would say to you to a certain ‘degree’! As you are aware Blossom much took place on that day
and the days surrounding it. Although many felt we did not hold to our Truth by appearing in the
manner we had said we would, we would say this …
When we stated to you after the event that there were serious threats given that would have not
assisted the great plan, threats that we were made aware of that would become a reality should we
not abort our mission, we meant that in Truth. For All that we give to you can only be of Truth.
Therefore we took it upon ourselves and many that were in alliance with us to create thousands of
‘smaller’ scenarios that could be presented to individuals in order to let them KNOW that we were
with them as we had said we would be on that given date. Many saw ships in your skies, many had
inner experiences, many, many, many were awoken within their soul and have remained that way.
Although there will always remain many who believe that day to be unsuccessful, we cannot agree.
On a massive scale, vibrational pulls were in tangence with lifting your planet into its next phase.
Weather systems that have not yet been brought to Light were averted. We would very much call
that time a phenomenal success and it is known by All in our Federation that this was so. Its impact
had an impact that is too vast to be calculated!
Mmm … Well, that’s a relief! Although I have to say that for a long time I have known of all the
wonderful things that happened around that time and still do for souls. So for me also, I can only look
upon it as a ‘special time’ and I have to say I have no regrets whatsoever about agreeing to get the
message out there for you. Those who know … KNOW! And those who don’t know will one day!
Dearest Lady, we revel in the knowledge that so many on your planet are with us in LOVE. We are
all part of the same Force.
THE GREATEST FORCE OF ALL … LOVE.
We are NO different from you in our goal, to alleviate your planet from self destruction, to bring it
into the New Sunlight and to draw Light from the wells of your heart spaces that in turn feed your
very air with a warmth that is like no other.
Slowly but oh so very surely each individual is recognising the warmth that resides within them. As
they accept this warmth they recognise that it is a warmth that was designed to blend with the

warmth of another and another and another and as it does so, it creates a fire that sparks off a heat
that Lights up your planet. It spreads its flames of Truth throughout your lands and beyond. There
can be no denying what this warmth is for it is known as TRUTH and when the TRUTH of TRUTH
joins together, when it unites with itself, it is of a strength that is unsurpassable. You dear friends of
Earth, you who have chosen to be there at this time, shall make sure that this FIRE, this burning
desire within will indeed be a torch, a beacon in which those who are cold and alone in the dark,
may be drawn towards the growing Light Of the Divine and allow the centre of that flame to alight
the passion of Life … the Love that each one of you now knows yourself to be … to raise your
planet into its new homestead. LOVE.
Thank you for that. I guess then we must all continue to do as we are doing and become Lighter with
every new minute of understanding ourselves. When the cake is ready to come out, the oven timer will go
off and we will know beyond any doubt that the cake is ready to be eaten.
We would add that when indeed that cake is ready, not only shall we add icing to it, but candles as
well in celebration of a very special day.
Dearest ones, live with the Truth of yourself. By this we mean what FEELS correct for you. If you
try to live by a TRUTH that FEELS correct for another and not yourself you will find that your
Light, your life force will be dimmed and it becomes difficult to ‘glow’. When you stand by who you
are, when you stand tall in the knowledge that what you Know is YOUR TRUTH, your Light shines
like Golden Rays from the sun.
There is no doubt within your Being that you are living in YOUR TRUTH because every cell in
your body, every hair on your head will be telling you that you are doing just fine.
We are in LOVE … each soul of earth is in LOVE … and anyone who has ever been in Love
KNOWS what a wonderful FEELING that is. Therefore, be of the utmost joy within your Being
within every passing moment for YOU and YOU alone are the very reason we are here doing what
we are doing … in LOVE.
May the Force be with you! In Love and thanks!
31. June 20th.
OK my friends lets Rock and Roll!
Dearest lady we are able to FEEL the Lightness that is within your Being at this time. There are so
many of you upon your planet Earth that are experiencing a ‘newness’ to the self, an overwhelming
sense of exuberance and a KNOWING that the self is doing well. One cannot deny feelings of such
magnitudinal upliftment. This is of much joy to ourselves also for we FEEL that we are ‘getting
through’ and souls are really understanding that with every new moment they are ‘getting it’ more
and more. The most valuable wisdom we can pass on to you at this time is the acceptance of this
FEELING for what it TRULY is … YOUR TRUTH.
You of your planet ask so many questions regarding future matters and yet we say to you that if
one was to recognise that what is of the greatest importance is to BE within this joy … this intense
LOVE … NOW and LIVE IT. Be in LOVE within that FEELING as it IS … within the very
moment you are FEELING it.
THIS DEAR ONES IS WHAT LIVING IS ALL ABOUT! THIS IS WHAT ‘LIFE’ IS!

We understand that some are still within a fearful place within their Being and they have not yet
grasped that which we are desiring to instil. Release ALL thoughts that no longer serve. Thoughts
of yesterday that do not serve. Thoughts within today that do not serve and definitely thoughts
about your future days that do not serve.
Stop within your minds wonderings and evaluate that which is of usefulness, that which is IN
LOVE and draw those serving thoughts ever closer to your Being. As each one of you grows into
their new body … their new way of Being … it is essential to clean out your closets! Adorn your
minds with thoughts and understandings that FEEL glorious. If a FEELING does not ‘suit you’,
then send it away. Why would one repeatedly wear something that they know they do not look good
in? Within each and every aspect of each and every soul self there is the inbuilt KNOWING system
of what is appropriate for the self and what is not. We ask you to ‘LISTEN’ to that KNOWING
dearest ones for it speaks to you within every moment.
You were created to BE OF LOVE for you ARE OF LOVE … KNOW THIS ... BE THIS.
I have to say though in ‘my world’, I am forever being sent things that I FEEL do not come from Love.
Things that are spoken of by others that are what I would call ‘fear mongering’ and many ‘fall for this’
and become … yep you’ve guessed it … fearful … AND on the other hand, are those fear-mongers not
just simply speaking ‘their Truth’? It may be scary to others and plant fear in their minds and their Being
yet it may be an experience of Truth that another has had. Although I do not judge them for speaking their
Truth, just as I speak mine, how do we go about alleviating all this fear that others are spreading ‘in
THEIR Truth’? If you see what I am saying?
Indeed we are aware of that which you are expressing and we would like to say to you this ... much
that is branded about by others is ‘their Truth’ and do we not always say to you that it is of the
greatest importance for one to follow their Truth? If what another may say FEELS to be a Truth
for one, then as we have always said and shall continue to do so, follow it. Yet we ask this of you
also … that Truth that you FEEL is Truth … how does it make you FEEL? For we say that if the
FEELING is one of ‘dis-ease’ it is not your Truth, for Truth cannot make you FEEL that way.
And yet I may find out a Truth about another’s behaviours for instance and it may not make me FEEL
joyous and yet it is a Truth.
And we would say you have ‘chosen’ to feel uneasy about that Truth and yet THAT TRUTH isn’t
actually YOUR TRUTH it is about THE TRUTH of another.
Here we go again!
You are all very much aware in these days that there is choice in ALL things are you not?
Yes I understand that we can choose how we FEEL about ANY circumstance, situation or person.
Therefore chose what FEELS GOOD FOR YOU. What you must come to realise dear Blossom is
that what FEELS good for you may not necessarily FEEL good for another. We could liken it to
taste. Some like a particular food or flavour, others may not. That does not make one right and the
other wrong. It simply shows that each has different preferences. Therefore we say that one has
different preferences as to what is THEIR TRUTH also. Ones Truth does not taste the same to
another’s senses, so to speak in your way.

Ultimately, without question, ALL ROADS LEAD HOME. It would indeed be a very congested
road if everyone walked down the same path would it not? There are many roads dear friends and
new roads are being created ALL THE TIME.
There is a matrix system in place that connects all life. One could not possible imagine this
complexity. Even the most mathematical mathematician could not ‘assume’ the first layer of this
system and yet each one of you is part of it. You cannot not be!
We speak to you sometimes of magnetism. This is how this matrix conducts itself. There is a
magnetic force that without its existence so much OF your planet and many others could simply not
function. As the Higher vibration is entering into your atmosphere in turn this force of magnets is
strengthening its attraction within itself. The poles are drawing themselves to a conclusion.
Not being a rocket scientist how can poles draw themselves to a conclusion?
Would you say that when you attract something to you … something you have been desiring …
then when it is received it has reached a conclusion?
Ah ha! Nicely explained. So are you meaning that as we are drawing closer to the energetic change within
and upon our planet this matrix is reaching its climatic point?
To a point, yes. It will be that the design it has been creating will be complete for the particular
transformation that we are all working towards. When it has reached its destiny, for want of a
better expression, then it shall be as if the final degree, the final piece in the jigsaw puzzle when
placed within the picture, shall complete that which one has been building up to for eons of your
earth’s time.
What a magnificent display it shall portray. The energy within that particular moment shall be like
none other. There can be no denying from any Beings on your planet when that takes place that
something HUGE has just shifted EVERYTHING into its new position. It shall be known as …
THE TURNING POINT.
The Turning Point! Mmm, has a good ring to it I must say! Rings True for me anyway. Good title for a
movie!
Dearest friends, when many of you read those words ‘The Turning Point’ there will be a
recognition of TRUTH. There will be a KNOWING that recollects the fullness of those three words.
For it is that which you are here to conduct. You are here to bring that point into itself. You are
here to make it happen and you are doing so.
This is why we have so much joy. This is why we continue to connect with you. We are aware that
from your view point your purpose is not always as clear as it is from ours. So we come to remind
you it was designed this way in times when we realised that the Great Plan was being diverted by
those who wished to bring about an agenda that did not have the best interests of your planet at
heart.
The hearts of those in Light are able to assist us as we chose to ‘step in’ and assist you. For we are
ALL in this together. EVERY one … EVERY thing that IS … is affected by EVERY thought …
EVERY action. It cannot be otherwise. Therefore in order to make sure that the Divine Plan came
about without further hindrance we shall continue to speak with you, more and more of you, until

we are able to bring you into your desired state of BEING. That of pure LOVE. There is no doubt
within our Beings that this plan is now well on target.
Again we ask you to remove ALL thoughts of fear. Replace them in LOVE. May it be that EVERY
moment of your life is lived in the knowledge of this DIVINE LOVE. May you come to the
understanding of it as you dwell within it for it is you.
KNOW THIS … KNOW WHO YOU ARE … LOVE … UNDERSTAND WHO YOU ARE ….
LOVE.
And LOVE, our dear friends allows fear to be set free. Through that LOVE setting fear free, it can
then BE itself in its purer form for within the purest place of LOVE fear does not exist.
Fear has been created through mans doubt of the self. Where there is no doubt there can be no fear
and where there is only Love there can be no doubt that LOVE IS ALL there is.
Thank you. I can FEEL that’s it for today’s offering. I know you know that I know that you know that
millions of us send Love to you … you know that don’t you?
Yes we know and we know also that you know we send Love to each one of you.
Tickety boo! Talk soon then. In Love and thanks.
32. June 21st.
How shall we begin today? I wonder what will be on these pages when we have finished our
communication in this moment of NOW. I’ll just sit back and relax and let my fingers do the talking.
Should we take a different track today?
Entirely up to you.
We feel it would be congenial to do so. Therefore let us take your hand and walk a different road
with you this day. We have so often spoken to you in many ways regarding your purpose on this
planet… that of bringing it into alignment as it moves with grace into its new settings. So let us
speak in other terms …
Are you still there? Nothing seems to be coming through all of a sudden.
We are thinking.
About what?
About the purest way to deliver to you that which we desire to speak to you about. As you know
when words are involved they can be taken in and yet not always interpreted in the manner that we
are expressing. Therefore we are considering all options.
Okydoke. I was just checking. You must find us quite frustrating at times then if we are not always
receiving your words as you wish them to be understood?
Frustrating would not be the word we choose for it is the inner journey of the individual to find out

our meanings for themselves. We try to be as explanatory as we are able and yet we find it
necessary also for you to do the work in discovering the depth of the words which we bring forth.
Ones soul would never grow to its fullest capacity if all the work was done for them. They would
become rather automated for it is the heart that needs to hear not just the mind that needs to
interpret that of which we speak.
So do you just feel that you will keep on keeping on, expressing in as many ways as possible in order to
help us open up our hearts?
Precisely and yet do you not see dear lady that as each one of you awaken more and more to the
Truth of yourselves, more of your Truth can be revealed? And with that, as it evolves the entire
‘game’ becomes so much more ‘involved’ as it ‘evolves’. The pace is quickened and the excitement
as one understands its position on the board, so to speak, allows the enthusiasm to ‘want’ to become
more involved. It works in this continuing cycle. Ones eagerness to learn / recall heightens the
further along one becomes down the road. There is a never ending bank of interest for the more one
knows the more one sees there is to know. It is continual and yet as one grows into their new
understanding one cannot help but be fired up by their own inquisitiveness. Their intuition is their
guide, leading them on to a brighter place. As the brightness lights the way ahead what is presented
is even more beautiful than the place one is in, that they thought could not get any more beautiful
and yet it does dear friends . On and on and on as one walks into the Truth of what IS one becomes
THE LIGHT that they are.
You NOW, in this moment of time on your planet reside in THE LIGHT that is you at this moment
of time. THIS LIGHT that is you is of a particular brightness due to the particular vibration that
you are residing in upon earth within this moment. However as you move up into the Higher
vibrations the YOU that YOU ARE is able to become a brighter part of itself. Therefore it is able to
be of a brighter LIGHT. It is the SAME Light yet it is ‘whiter’ or more golden in depth. Again
words fail to provide that which we desire to express.
I get what you mean. Our vocabulary is a little stunted that’s all.
So as the vibration Lightens YOU ARE ABLE TO BE MORE OF THE TRUTH OF YOURSELF.
As you get closer to your TRUE home the TRUE LIGHT that you are is able to shine out to a
stronger degree in brilliance.
This takes place NOW. Your Light is brightening upon your planet earth because of YOU. Each
and everyone of you that is ‘getting it’ is able to bring that Light into your being from that Higher
vibration in order for that Higher vibration to be here.
We say that it is a Higher vibration that is now filtering through, yet do you not see dear friends
that it is YOU who ARE that Higher vibration. Therefore as we have said YOU are making this
happen. YOU are the ones, through doing this very thing, bringing in your True Light, that are
transforming your planet and making the change take place. Simply by BEING your Light.
When you say ‘you do not know your purpose’, when some of you sit in a discontent space within
yourself try to understand, that your purpose, your entire reason of existing at this time is to BE
OF LIGHT … TO BE OF JOY. By doing that you are fulfilling your purpose of being where you
are. You are, by Being Light, bringing IN THE LIGHT and therefore doing what you came to do,
lift the planet into its Lighter disposition. That’s all there is to it. To be of joy.
Not to put a dampener on the excitement that is within you as you portray all this … as you have probably

realised from our energy at times it just isn’t ALWAYS THAT EASY. I am in no way wishing to be
negative but there are struggles that have to be rectified and sometimes just by being plain and simple
good old fashioned humans we are not always in a place within ourselves when we can BE in that total
joy. So if that is what we came here to do … by you and other channels reminding us of this, we could, if
we allowed ourselves, FEEL that we are letting the side down a little and yet we are just having an off
day. Do you not get off days? If you do, you might be able to see where I am coming from with this.
Dearest lady we do not have ‘off days’ - we that are connecting and communicating with you …
Blossom Goodchild. For we understand ALL things from a HIGHER PERSPECTIVE. It is not
possible for us to have lower thought vibrations for WE THAT SPEAK WITH YOU cannot
conceive of them or form them. That is not to say that we do not ‘pick up’ on energies from those
that are experiencing an ‘off day’ and when we do we simply send Love to that energy for that by
far, above all else, is the most helpful thing to do.
Right now, in this moment, to whom am I speaking?
You are speaking IN LIGHT. We are not a person or people. We have only Light form.
You are speaking IN LIGHT. We are not a person or people. We have only Light form.
(that last line doubled itself … therefore I shall leave it be)
You also have a huge amount of Love because I am overwhelmed right now. Thank you.
We present ourselves to YOU because we choose to.
Do you reside on the large vessel that you have said will appear? Are you that I am speaking to NOW part
of The Federation Of Light for I feel I have sort of been allowed to enter into HEAD OFFICE today.
Your energy is so much more powerful and I am in awe … (another word for uncontrollable tears)
Let us say that we have no need to reside anywhere for we as you have correctly stated are ‘IN
CHARGE’ shall we say. We are not those who are your usual contact. We have allowed them the
day off! For we felt it was time to greet you. Those of us in THE HIGHER RANKS.
Don’t know what to say really other than why? Have I done something that honours such a visit?
What would your answer be to that question?
In ALL TRUTH I am just trying to do my best like everyone else. Guess I got lucky! I do apologise for
this EXTREME emotion you sort of took me by surprise.
And yet did you not in your head last night hear ‘you are in for a lovely surprise’?
Yes but it didn’t happen so I knocked myself down for ‘making things up’.
Your timing was a little awry, that was all.
I see that now. Whoa! TRULY where does one go from here?
You keep on walking the path in which you are walking. It leads you home.

Is there anything more you want to say? I’m so sort of blown away by ‘your company’ I’ve no idea if you
have spoken much or little or for how long.
Our purpose was to give you this nice surprise. We FEEL it has been successful.
More than you know at this time, well you probably do, but yes, very appropriate timing and most
unexpected. May I just confirm, now I am coming to my senses, that you said you do not reside on the
ship. I have the FEELING as I am writing this that you are the OVERSEERS. So when you say you do
not reside anywhere … you are … EVERYWHERE?
Correct. Those whom you are in regular contact with are part of a HIGHER group of energy that
Oversee the management of THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT and we would put it to you, for want
of a way for souls on earth to understand, that they ‘reside’ upon the vessel and yet they are not
‘contained’ there. They are able to ‘return’ to their ‘Truest home’ letting go of the form in which
they present themselves to those who need them to present themselves in form. And yet they do not
NEED to be in form.
We wish you to understand that THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT is much more than you are able
to comprehend even if we tried to tell you. Therefore we ask you to Trust and to FEEL from the
deepest Truth of your hearts that we have only your greatest good within our intentions to assist.
This you must find within you as YOUR TRUTH.
If you cannot, we do not ‘knock’ you for it, for it is YOUR TRUTH that is to be found not ours, if
you see what we are trying to submit to you.
WE ARE LIGHT. YOU ARE LIGHT. WE ARE ALL FROM / OF THE SAME LIGHT. FOR
THAT LIGHT IS ALL THERE TRULY IS.
It is your choice to recognise this as Truth or not. It is up to you dearest friends.
We only ask you to BE THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE and by BEING IT you will KNOW of OUR
TRUTH which ultimately you will see is YOURS.
I know that is your finishing ‘touch’ for today. Excuse me whilst I just peel myself off of the ceiling!
Seriously what can I say … words … words … words … they sometimes just don’t cut it do they? So I
TRUST you FELT what I was FEELING during that DIVINE INTERVENTION. That’s how it was for
me. My heart was aflame! My body was bursting and yet at the same time I was so humbled, I crumbled!
Literally.
An honour … an absolute honour … gratitude beyond gratitude. There is simply nothing more to say yet
my FEELING carries on ‘to you out there’ for taking that time to come to me ‘in here’.
I sign off now IN LOVE to you IN LIGHT.
FAR OUT! There are a few things I need to add now that today’s channelling is over. Last night I did my
first public White Cloud meeting in ten months. In the car on the way down as I was ‘adjusting’ I felt that
White Cloud was saying ‘You are in for a lovely surprise’. I assumed naturally that he was talking about
something that would take place that evening. It was a pleasant enough evening, don’t get me wrong, yet
nothing happened that blew me out of the water so to speak. There were probably about 20 or so people in
attendance and I have to be honest in saying that after such a long break away I did ponder on whether or
not this is what White Cloud wants. As to me, after ten years I feel we are not exactly drawing in the

crowds. Don’t misunderstand me here it is not about ego, it is about doing what is best for the best. So
moving right along, when I tuned in to channel today I was saying my protection blessing, during which I
ask White Cloud to be my gate keeper etc and as I did so I had a vision scenario (for want of a better way
to express … again!) of White Cloud taking my hand and as if we went inside a capsule briefly and came
out in a lift in a building … which I knew to be a large craft although it looked like a large office building.
There were many ‘people’ on board at their desks and White Cloud held my hand as we walked passed
them. All of them smiling and yet I didn’t see any faces. A few nudged each other and a general whisper
of ‘that’s her’. We came before a pair of VERY LARGE doors and I was brushing myself down and
smartening myself up and the doors opened. White Cloud stayed behind and I walked into a room of
White Light through which I could make out some very tall rainbow coloured columns. I immediately
KNEW I was in the presence of ‘BEINGS OF LIGHT’. I felt so full of Love. There was a large table in
the midst of this Light and I sat at it with my lap top (der!) and said ‘Shall we begin?’ I then prepared to
begin writing and considered whether or not it was appropriate to write down that which I had just
experienced. I decided it was more of a personal thing and thought better of it yet NOW after the
channelling I FEEL it makes sense to share it with you. Please understand it was all a visionary
experience. I didn’t FEEL I was actually there. It was like watching a movie unfold in my mind’s eye.
None the less the energy FELT by them when they came through was indeed AWE-some.
As I say it was an honour and a pleasure and sort of like a confirmation for me that ‘All is as should be’.
Thanks for ‘listening’.
33. June 27th.
Hello there, presuming you are there. In fact I know you are because I am in ‘channelling gear’ and I can
feel we are ready to go … may we?
Welcome to you dearest lady and those of you who have been drawn to read these words that we
offer. There are some who read these words who are what we would call ‘sitting on the fence’. This
is fine. They are not sure one way or the other exactly what they FEEL about our presence within
their space as they sit and read our offerings. May we state that we are not here to try and convince
anyone of the Truth of ourselves. That is not our position. Our place is to give insight, in the correct
manner of appropriateness, in order to assist those that are ‘up for the pickings’ so to speak. Again
let us make it clear that there is freedom of choice in all things. Therefore there is the choice to read
these words and make decisions of one’s Truth and there is also the choice not to read these words
at all.
Like many who come through with messages to your planet at this time we are here to assist the
transformation into the New World. The New Lighter World that inevitably, without doubt is
drawing ever closer. Our words are offered to prepare you for what lies ahead.
It has been noted by many that we speak mainly of LOVE. This is who we are. This is who you are.
This is how your New World is to function … in LOVE. That is why we come to share opportunities
that may lift ones spirits out of the gloom that is within your planet for many.
Again we speak of choice. You will not be able to lift your spirits if you focus on that which is on the
gloomy side. If this is what you do this is where you shall remain. Understand these words in their
fullness. If you choose to concentrate on gloom there you shall remain.
Yet we say to you if you chose to focus on Light … in LOVE … then your soul shall rise into a
Higher dimension from that which it resides in now.

A burning question I am asked to ask you by many is does that mean we are still going to reside on earth
or will our actual physical bodies be residing IN a New World.
Indeed that is a question we are aware that many ponder on. When one has lived in a certain town
for many years, it is often that one may get the urge to move on. Others may not. They feel
comfortable with where they are and who they are and do not have a desire to change anything
about their circumstances even though they may moan and groan about them. There are others
who have ‘had their time’ in that place and they seek fresher pastures. They pack up home and
move to another place, another town perhaps yet in a different vicinity. Some may move a long way
from their original residence, others may move round the corner. You see dear friends, it depends
on how ready one is to stretch their imaginings for is it not through ones imaginings that one’s
reality becomes real?
For those who can only imagine themselves moving around the corner, there they shall be. For
those who imagine moving to another country, there they shall be, metaphorically speaking. For
those who can imagine moving into a different place altogether, there they shall be. Each soul is in
control of their own destiny.
NOW and ALWAYS.
I know some souls are concerned as to whether or not they shall be with their loved ones in the New
World. Some know themselves to be aware and awake and yet their partner or perhaps children still
remain asleep. They wonder what will happen regarding that.
Not one soul is responsible for another’s destiny. They may care deeply for the journey of a
particular soul, yet they cannot drag another along down their own path. We use this word ‘drag’
for if it was not another’s choice to go that same way indeed this is what would be taking place. One
may offer a torch to show the way … to introduce the Light that is down one particular pathway
and yet they cannot, by universal law, take another on a pathway along which they do not wish to
go on some level of themselves. Therefore we would say that in the situation of which you speak the
best service of all that one can give to any situation as you all know is to offer LOVE to it. When a
family member moves a long way away, like yourself dear lady, it does not prevent you from
remaining in contact with those that you left behind in your original country of birth. You may not
always be able to physically ‘touch’ them, yet your Love can be expressed via words or electronic
voice equipment. Through that communication the heart can still FEEL and experience so much
LOVE.
In the same regard when a LOVED ONE passes on from your earthly realm into the next one may
not be directly able to chat away as they used to as if they are in the same room. Yet we say they are
in the same room if they wish to be for a time. They are simply residing in a different vibration
from that of your earth plane. These other vibrations are such that for those that are able to ‘reach
into them’ it is possible to continue on that conversation. There is not one person who is more
capable than another of doing so. This is a great misunderstanding in your world. It is very much
dependent upon the level of awareness and Truth that one has woken up to.
That is interesting. If I may divert for a moment, I know beautiful awake souls that are not directly able to
communicate with those elsewhere and I also, with respect, know souls that are still residing greatly
within their ego and their behaviour is not always that of an awakened soul at all and yet it seems they
ARE able to converse with souls in other realms.

There is much dear lady that may not make sense to you whilst residing upon the earth plane.
There are many, many levels of which the soul in its human form is unaware of and therefore
unable to fully comprehend the full matter of a particular issue. Does not Mr White Cloud always
say to many ‘All is not as it seems’. We would say also that the pure of heart in their humbleness do
not always consider themselves worthy of such communications. That is the case for many. They
are happy to have their private thoughts and feelings and yet they would not dare to assume that
what they ‘heard’ or ‘FELT’ could be from a particular guide or angel.
How would you define angel please? It’s just a thought that came for I am sure we all have our own
interpretation of what an angel actually is.
We would say each one of you is an angel. Yes, we are reading your thoughts Blossom, even those
who display misgivings of such an enormous degree are indeed angels. For everything is from
LOVE. EVERYTHING.
Souls talk of angels being the children of GOD do they not? If therefore God IS LOVE … that is all
and everything … then even those of your world that show such atrocious degrees of themselves are
still from that same GOD, that same LOVE. They cannot be from anything else for there is nothing
else.
Everything in its TRUEST form is of ‘angelic’ energy. The distortion of that energy is still LOVE
and yet it may have broken down into particles that do not at this time resonate on a purer Higher
level of vibration that is all. There is reason in all things.
From the position that we are in much is clear. It is not possible for this clarity to be apparent to
those of you who are residing within the vibration on the earth plane at this time because you are
unable to ‘get’ that which is resonating on a Higher level. Within that level as one moves up to each
level there is more understanding as one moves into the clearer picture. Therefore we ask you to
cease the torturous rigorous questioning that some of you go to in order to find answers to matters
that are simply unable to be answered to you at this time.
Yes. But those who desire to question want answers, otherwise things do not make sense.
Dearest ones of earth quiet your minds. ALL KNOWLEDGE resides within. It is like residing
within a library. Every possible book containing the information that one requires is available to
you and yet you can only read one book at a time. Be patient, indulge in the beauty of the
knowledge that is available to you in any given moment. Absorb it. LOVE IT. Then when that
information has been digested pick another book and allow that information to penetrate deep
within also. Do you see my friends? YOU ARE THE LIBRARY. Yet in your human form you must
respect who you are and understand the pace that is compatible with your soul self within this
form. Again, words are difficult in helping you to understand all that WE know and yet it is the
only method we have. Please know that it is these words when accompanied by our / your
FEELINGS that make the difference on a vast scale as to their intention and how they are received
Souls of earth, you are now LIGHTENING up your world at a rapid rate, which is what you came
here to do. Soon NOW, very soon, your loyalties to the TRUTH of yourselves shall be praised and
exalted. Continue to shine brightly dearest ones.
Your LIGHT attracts those who have lost their way and the comfort that is received by them when
finding the path home is surely a FEELING that even the very lowest vibrational souls can become
uplifted by, in the blink of an eye. Show souls the way home, let them choose their pathway in

which to walk. Yet it is you perhaps, that can point them in the right direction.
If you allow yourselves to tune into the comfort that has now settled into your planet earth you will
FEEL a vibration of PEACE within your BEING that resonates on a level that is new. This is
because it is. A Newness, a Higher vibration is circulating and settling within. Enjoy it. It is yours.
Thank you. As always a pleasure. In Love and thanks.
JUNE 28th.
I spent twenty minutes tuning in and awaiting a channel ... nothing. I then spent 45 minutes looking for an
appropriate excerpt from my books and it just wasn't happening. Therefore I shall take a leaf out of my
own book and accept that "ALL IS AS SHOULD BE' and there is nothing to be posted today. Other than
sending you many GOLDEN RAYS.
Thank you and have a marvellous week.
34 July 2nd. (just! ... 12.18 am )
It’s late and I should be going to bed, yet I thought I’d pop in to see if you are about. Are you?
Dearest Lady, we are happy to interact with you in this hour that is of lateness in your world. It is
of no consequence to us exactly when we speak with you and yet we have an appropriate agenda to
allow those of you who read and absorb our words to be able to filter through and be digested at a
rate that is conducive with the entirety of the overall plan.
And yet, we were not able to connect last time I tried.
Sometimes it is not always possible as we have explained before and yet it would not be for the want
of trying. This could be to do with energies on both your side of the veil or ours.
I have to bring it up again as it is so prominent at the moment; the fact that all these amazing crop circles
are appearing in England and probably elsewhere that I am not aware of. They are so ‘full on’. I just
wondered about the significance of so many and why now? Why so many? Are we getting their meaning?
Is someone working it all out and will they reveal it to us in time?
Let us speak with you regarding such things. In your world there is a pattern of events taking place
regarding this phenomena. What is brought forth in these formations is none other than that which
we desire to portray in this fashion, for a particular ‘sound’ reason.
Sound?
Indeed. Much that is ‘turning up’ is relevant to a particular sound vibration that allows certain
frequencies to produce that which we wish to portray.
What is this sound? Who can hear it?
It is a vibrational tone that ‘hovers’, shall we say, over the space upon which we ‘send through’ our
creation. Certain sensitive souls would pick up on it and also certain animals that are ‘in tune’ with
that frequency can also ‘hear it.’ Yet we would say it is not an earthly sound, it is, how we would
put it, more of a vibrational pulse.

Is it your intention for humans not to be able to hear it?
Not necessarily, although it has its benefits.
Which are?
Those who would be able to pick up on that frequency that is brought forth would perhaps find it
rather disturbing to the mind, for as it is not of an earthly normality, one could find that they
became disturbed in mind, body and soul by receiving it.
Mmm … best not to go picnicking in the British fields then! With due respect what is their point? I mean
why so many? They are so intricate in design, what do they say?
All will be revealed dear one, this we can assure you. They are preparation for what lies ahead.
They are way show-ers to future days. All have been put on record have they not? There is not one
blade of grass that has lain itself down on our behalf that has not been noted and itemised.
Whoa. … That’s a lot of itemising!
And yet your advanced computer systems are able to calculate such matters. Yet computers are not
humans. They do not possess the factors required to get to the nitty- gritty so to speak.
You know what I am trying to ask. What's the point of them now and what do they represent?
Our nations. Our flags.
Really?
You asked and now you are questioning. Is it that you do not feel this is correct?
Give me a moment to think about it. All of them are this?
That is not what we said dear one. Allow us to continue …
Mouth zipped!
It is without doubt to many that our existence is definite. Yet we have explained that many are with
us in this quest to assist planet earth and bring it into its Higher Light. Quite a while ago did not
Mr White Cloud speak with you about this and state that they were also anchors for certain ‘ships’
to know where there position should be at a given time? Therefore these impacts on your lands are
as helpful to us as they are to you. They are indeed markings for us also.
Sorry, but I’ve got to interrupt here, if they are anchors for ships to keep the planet in balance when the
time comes ( whenever / whatever that means) it’s going to be a little out of whack seeing as most of
them are in England is it not?
By the time all is in place for this balancing to do what it is to do, you will find that there are many,
many, many more phenomena of many, many different varieties that will have occurred. Most of
which will have you baffled and yet, like the key to a door, when all is in place, the unlocking shall
reveal that every single placement is in correct alignment and when their purpose is revealed, at the

drop of a hat, everything shall fall into place. Please know dear ones that we do not wish to be
secretive or puzzle posers, yet there are certain details that simply would not concur with that
which we have in place. There are plans that are not yet ready to be opened up to you for the timing
is inappropriate and to reveal certain matters now would not be useful to the overall benefit of the
upliftment of your planet. We have much in place and when it is able to be shown to you, you will
accept reasoning that at this time you may not be able to, because of measures that must be taken
into account regarding safety of that which is to be revealed.
You have all been so patient with the unfolding of this new way. We are so very grateful that your
steadfastness to the cause remains firmly in the Truth of yourselves. It Lightens everything as it
moves forward and into that which is FREEDOM.
I just closed my eyes to FEEL if that was it for today, and I saw quite clearly the letter ‘Y’ within a circle
… why?
You shall see ‘y’.
Ok. Gulp! I look forward greatly to the ‘ah ha’ moment of the ‘y’ or will it be a ‘WHAH!’ moment? I can
but TRUST and wait and see. You are leaving the building, I can FEEL it and I must away to my bed.
Night-night chaps. Keep patrolling those skies. (Odd to put that I know, but that’s what came to me).
In Love and thanks as always.
July 4th.
Hello everyone. I did channel today but I am trying to work through some stuff regarding these weekly
channellings and it turned out to be too personal and moaning Minnie reared her very ugly head! I am just
feeling that perhaps the weekly channellings are putting too much pressure on me to 'come up with the
goods' and perhaps I need to 'back off' for a bit and just channel now and then when it FEELS
appropriate.
I feel honoured to have been offered this gift and I obviously accepted it but my heart tells me to keep it
safe and treasured. My soul gets battered quite a bit and even though I do my very best not to allow those
who do not understand to affect me after a time they do. The road gets a little weary sometimes and I
think it necessary for me to take a break in order to value and enjoy my communications with The
Federation Of Light when they take place, without any expectation on my part or anyone else’s.
If you are on my mailing list I will be more than happy to let you know when there is a new channelling
up and I will also post it on my blog. It could still be weekly, or maybe monthly. I really don't know. I do
know however it is no longer working for me the way it is and I need to take control and do something
about it, so I have.
This is by no means saying the channellings are going to stop at all.
Thank you everyone for your ongoing amazing support, kindness and understanding.
Golden Rays , Love Light ad Laughter.
Blossom. xxx
35. July 12th.

Hello there. I’m in the mood!! Refreshed and ready for a chat. I know you are there because I have a
strong sense of you in the right side of my brain! Hello my friends, how are you doing?
We are happy to be ‘chatting’ with you and we are doing very well!
How can I assist you today?
By sitting at your computer machine and talking with us, you are already doing service. Yet we
understand your request. It appears that there is much unsaid regarding certain matters pertaining
to who we actually are. This now, on this day, we desire to ‘unfold’.
Oh goody! Please do!
As the time on earth draws ever closer to our communion with all, we feel it is now necessary to
reveal a little more of the jigsaw puzzle. There are those among us who feel that it is not quite the
appropriate time to do so and yet we have held council and firmly agree that we cannot continue to
‘pussyfoot’ around, as you would say, in order to curb the greed of those who desire the failure of
our consortium.
We are very much aware of the great pressure that the human being is put under in order to fuel
their Light and to keep it burning. It is time for things to step up a little, perhaps more than one is
ready for and yet if we do not consider doing so we feel we could be going round and around in
circles for a number of years.
We wonder how many of you fully estimate what is about to occur? Indeed we have ventured into
pastures more deeply than we ourselves imagined in order for the suns path to guide your way.
There are facets to the predictions that have been opened up in your world. There are those who
find it very controversial for us to speak to you in the fashion that we do, and yet we say to those
souls, you may be the ones who perhaps need to pin down your hats more than those who find our
words congruent with their reasoning and Truths. We would surmise that for many the
polarisation of the two mindsets will concur. The aftermath of our visits that are to be brought
about in your days ahead, shall allow for much consideration within and without souls of all
doctrines, faiths and belief systems. For indeed when our presence is made known in its fullness to
you … we say to you this … THERE SHALL BE NO MORE DOUBTING.
In our fortitude of knowledge we shall accept the ongoing revelations that will occur. We wonder if
our LOVED Ones on the earth plane at this consequential time shall do the same?
Do you feel that your presence here would benefit the whole? A bit of a dumb question I know, but so
many are afraid of what may occur … should there be once and for all undoubtable evidence of your
existence.
And yet, is this not why we are to appear? Is this not one of the major aspects of that which is to
take place? For too long now, far too long, your world has been sieged by a plague of disbelief.
Disbelief of the TRUTH. Many, for eons of your earthly time, have forgotten who they are and
indeed WHY they are.
This NEW WORLD that you are gently transmuting into is a world that has been prophesied for as
long as ‘time began’. The darkness that has fallen into the very roots of your soil and penetrated

forth has had its day. As the fresh seeds of pure Love are planted, nurtured and cultivated there is
to come to your world an atmosphere such as one cannot imagine.
I accept this and as I cannot imagine, any chance of a little peekaboo, if appropriate?
Dearest soul, even with the most poetical formation of words we would be doing a great injustice to
that which is ahead for those who choose it. Even the most paradisiacal islands have minimal
beauty compared to that which is there awaiting your hearts.
Follow your hearts as we always ask of you dearest ones. By doing so the Love that guides you shall
lead you to this Higher ground, whereupon your soul shall feel the warmth of the True sun once
again. The doors to your chambers of rest shall beckon your weary bodies to revitalise and return
through joy into the strength of one’s inner core. We ask you to KNOW of this as a beckoning call
as the winds of change whisper to the deepest place within your BEING. Listen to its voice, for
when you do there is the recognition of the familiar tone of HOME.
We of The Federation of Light seek only your permission to assist you as you walk on your pathway
home. We desire to be your beacon when the pathway is shadowed by fear. Keep your eyes on the
LIGHT that is there for each one of you. There are many of us. We are nations from many corners
of many galaxies. Our strength is of a magnitude that is unsurpassable.
KNOW OF THIS.
We are very much aware that the moves that we are making, the plans that we are planning, may
seem hidden from the view of those on earth who feel so much within their Being that our
friendship should be made publicly known sooner rather than later. We would ask benevolently of
souls of Love to keep marching, armies of you, and become aware of how each battalion is growing
in strength, size and above all TRUTH.
When the correct alignment is upon your planet earth, then what is uncovered and revealed for all
to witness shall be the emergence of ALL THAT IS OF LIGHT to shine upon those who have
undergone such atrocities that the average soul simply has no conception of. When these denials of
the true Truth are presented, they shall be as an open wound that needs Light to penetrate into its
very centre in order for the healing balm from the Love of the purest understanding to begin
assisting its recovery back in to the Truth of itself.
There is absolutely no escape route for those that have caused the suffering of so many on such a
grand scale. Yet is it not for those who are of the brightest Light to offer their Love, their
unconditional Love to such souls who somewhere along the line lost their way?
Lead them home dearest ones. Lead them home.
We wish to finish there for this day dear friend.
No worries, all is as should be. I’ll read it back and get it posted as I know many are chomping at the bit
to hear from you.
?
Don’t worry, just a saying meaning keen as mustard.

Now dear one, can you see what we say when we find what we are wanting to portray to those on
your earth plane a little difficult to express!
With you all the way there. We have indeed compiled some VERY STRANGE sayings. Having said that
… ‘Nanu Nanu!’
36. July 19th.
I felt it right to come and see if you are available, leaving the intention of that which you wish to say
entirely up to you.
Many thanks. We gather in strength, deeper into the knowledge of the Truth and the source from
which the soul self is enabled to collect data, in order to accept that the reasoning behind this entire
mission is to bring forth that which has been hidden or destroyed. This is for the benefit of those
who know only of greed and empowerment of the self as opposed to the whole. Dearest ones it has
been decided that this must be taken care of for it can no longer rule circumstances that could lead
your world into further desolation.
You the Light bearers are turning the tables. You are bringing forth the Higher vibration by your
sheer determination in recognition of who you are. Your souls are calling you and you are
responding in a manner that allows the earthly aspect of each one of you to become more of the
Higher aspect that you derive from. By accepting the Higher part of your existence you are able to
manifest a brighter day. As each new day indeed dawns, from where we are placed, we are seeing a
Light that is shimmering with hope and expectation of the TRUE world that is being put into
existence.
Do not adhere to that which weakens the knowledge of the Truth that one has accomplished. To
lower the heightened senses is of no benefit to the self and the greater good. Know that each one of
you who has chosen to live daily in the spectacular colours of the TRUTH are encouraging the
vibration to enter in to your world at a quicker rate than was once assumed.
We are ‘over the moon’ at the progress that is occurring as more and more of you awaken into the
new dawn of the self.
THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE COME TO PREPARE YOU FOR .
Do you see? We, like you, are way showers. It is just that we are a little further down the track than
you!
Blossom, we hear your thought for you had a brief vision of our ship appearing in your skies did
you not?
As you said ‘way showers’ that is what I saw in my head, and the vision was packed to the brim with
LIGHT. It was ‘everything’ in a brief second and indeed my thought was ‘is that ever going to happen?’
(but you picked up on that).
In your vast experience throughout time there are many of you who deem it necessary to fulfil the
purpose to which you came. Many of you have experienced many lifetimes leading up to this one
and yet in other lifetimes one may have been aware of our existence but there was not the
expectancy of an ‘appearance’ by us for it was not imminent. It was not going to take place in that
lifetime and that was KNOWN by the soul. However in this chosen form it is a different level of

expectancy is it not?
I don’t know, at this stage I am unable to recall what I felt like in another lifetime so I can’t really
comment.
And we would say to you that there is the KNOWING. There is always the KNOWING!
Going completely out of the square here, I have KNOWN things in my life time before. A very strong
example is I KNEW I was going to have a second child, I just KNEW it and I didn’t! Yet I KNEW I
would, so now sometimes I question the KNOWING that you will present yourself because although my
soul is telling me you will, how do I know that KNOWING is correct if you know what I mean? ... (a
long pause)
Mmm … hello? … Ground control to Major Tom?
We have not retracted, we are considering a way in which to reply to your last query. We would
suggest it was the wanting from the depth of your heart for the second child to be born is this not
so?
Yes probably far too desperately to be honest …
And have you not had letters from souls feeling desperate for us to appear? They KNOW one day
we will, and yet like you … you wanted what you wanted NOW … and yet now the desire for that
second child has left, it would not be appropriate in your life’s path any longer …
It would be a miracle considering my age and not what I want at all anymore, totally inappropriate.
And we say that if you looked back to the time when your world was absorbed by the need for that
other soul, would you have ever imagined a time when you would feel the way you do about it now?
That it would not be appropriate?
Back then I would never have felt that, but that was back then. I was younger and it was ‘a calling’ inside
me. THEN, not NOW. I’m trying to hang on to your point, with respect.
Our interpretation of the matter is to explain to you that what one may have felt imperative for
one’s happiness at the time is not always what is best for one’s growth. It was necessary for your
soul self to keep ‘KNOWING’ that this would come about, within the next month … within the next
month … within the next month … and so on. That KNOWING kept the driving force within you
alive. Then there came over a period of time an acceptance, slowly but surely, that this was not the
case and yet over that period of time, the KNOWING that you were ‘not’ going to have that child
didn’t seem so hard to bear.
Getting a little lost here. Are you saying that the KNOWING so many of us have that you will appear one
day is going to be accepted in time that indeed this isn’t going to happen?
Indeed quite the contrary!
Cor deary me! Just need to say here, when the word ‘indeed’ came through, I went into a ‘you have gotta
be joking,’ mode. I imagined the thousands reading these words going into a slump of depression etc, so I
stopped typing for a minute … thinking ‘WHAT!’ … but I had to put it. I couldn’t kid myself or anyone
else! Therefore you can imagine the relief when as soon as I’d written it the words ‘quite the contrary’

came into my head. PHEW! Panic over!
So could you continue about the KNOWING thing then? Because I don’t quite see where you are coming
from with it … I’m trying.
It is not always easy to explain certain matters. You have come to accept that there is reasoning
within ALL things … EVERYTHING … and yet at the time one cannot fully understand the ‘why’
of many outcomes. Sometimes the reasoning may become apparent at a later date, sometimes one
may never know and yet whatever it was that took place ‘back then’ does not seem so important
NOW. Yet would one not say that whatever it was made them the person they are now? It is not
within the human capacity to understand all the reasoning’s behind a certain KNOWING. But it is
within the human capacity to accept that the KNOWING is there for a very specific purpose. That
KNOWING in our case, that KNOWING that millions of souls have of our existence is a
KNOWING because it is a TRUTH.
And the difference between the KNOWING you will come and the KNOWING I would have a second
child is?
Independence.
Sorry?
The KNOWING that you would have another child was for the benefit of your independent soul’s
growth. You chose to recognise your souls KNOWING in the fashion of a human child coming into
you and you bringing it forth into the world in order to nurture and assist its growth did you not?
The penny has just dropped as you said that … I got it … once again the eyes well up.
Indeed you ‘got it’ for you understood as we ‘spoke’ that indeed ‘WE’ are that child. That was your
KNOWING yet your interpretation of that child was different from the True understanding and
KNOWING of what your soul was telling you. If ‘WE’, back then, had told you WE were the
KNOWING of that second child, it would not have made any sense.
But do you see dearest soul of such closeness to our hearts, WE are the ones that you gave birth to.
You, through your inner KNOWING brought us into your world from that place inside you and
you are nurturing us and allowing us to grow. If you did not choose to do so, that which we desire to
give out to the world would not be able to take place for you have given us life in a way that others
are able to comprehend. You have given birth to a new understanding for many and as you give of
your Love to us we are able to develop the relationship between us. As it does so, we are able to
present to so many a REASON to their existence. So we would say that you have indeed fulfilled
your desire to give birth once again and yet in a manner that far exceeds that which you originally
expected.
A bit dumbfounded here. A bit speechless. At one point during this channelling I was getting a little lost
and wondering where it was leading, where we were going with it and then you come out with a
humdinger like that. SO …………… eh? …………. where were we? …. Oh yes … the KNOWING
…….. That’s answered that then!
I will therefore accept, along with everyone else that FEELS the same way that indeed the day shall arrive
when your Light shines down through our skies in a way that cannot be misinterpreted by anyone. In a
way that will allow millions to awaken in LOVE. In a way that will allow those of us who KNEW of your

coming to assist those of us who didn’t and bring this earth of ours back home.
There is no doubting on our part. There is only the KNOWING that this shall be. Keep your hearts
and your spirits in the place they belong, that of the purest Love. For is that not where they are
most comfortable?
We do our best and that’s the best we can do! Thank you. Cheer ho until next time. In Love and thanks.
I guess what we should ‘take’ from this is the possibility that when they do visit, it will not be in the way
we are all expecting.
Not sure if this is relevant but it may interest you to know or not, that I actually did fall pregnant with a
second child and miscarried. I was told years later via a clairvoyant that it was necessary for the ‘live
energy’ to be inside me for a time in order to assist the changes necessary in my body for me to ‘Direct
voice channel White Cloud and others’. An agreement made (another one!) and ‘she’ is now one of my
guides. She always presents herself via a clairvoyant should I go and have a reading done for myself. So
as they say there is reasoning behind many things we cannot understand at the time.
37. July 26th.
Good afternoon to you. Please feel free to embark upon some further communication … Mmm! that was
rather formal. Hello chaps, you about?
Congratulations to those of you on the earth plane who have, suffice to say, conducted the soul self
in a fashion that is allowing the general consensus to be of a bright and sunny disposition. We, from
where we reside for now, are immaculately composed in order to bring forth that which many of
you for so long have been insistent upon.
I have to say here that your first sentences whenever I first tune in are always rather long and I find it
interesting how it literally is word by word as opposed to the flow of a sentence. I have come to recognise
this and assume this is just our way of linking up more fully in order to continue on with the rest of the
channelling?
This is correct. It is due to your Trust in this process that allows the entire anomaly to take place.
Indeed have we not progressed much in our communication and the way we have chosen to work
together?
Yes. When I look back to when I was ‘getting used to you’ and channelling ‘The Bridge’ I used to get
myself in such a pickle sometimes, not knowing if the whole thing was going to make sense, but it did. It
made so much more than sense!
And within that Trusting we have come to recognise that although you still very much allow
yourself to be present during this integration time, that you also leave your questioning of words
that you do not fully understand at the door and allow us to continue with the flow of things.
Indeed, as we say, much progress has been made.
It’s like with all things really, practise makes perfect.
Let us speak now of that which it has been unprecedented to speak of.
Sorry! I have to interrupt here. I am laughing because you have just said about me not questioning words

and for some reason I have already looked up two, just to check the exact meaning and to make sure they
fitted. (Anomaly and unprecedented), and as always to my relief they fit perfectly. Just made me laugh,
hope you are grinning too?
Dear lady how could we not be uplifted by the gift of laughter?
I interrupted you, you were saying?
We have pondered upon our position within this fine atunement of your planet earth. It is without
doubt to be an upgrade of the Highest degree. Although it is not the only ‘change’ taking place
within planets, it is very much on the ‘mark with interest’ list. As we have spoken in past days,
what takes place upon your upliftment very much affects EVERYTHING ELSE.
The days that are to present themselves will be of such high calibre that even your subjective
missionaries shall have to accept that indeed that which is developed, as we move into the Higher
atunement, is of a source that is present in order to fulfil the destiny that your earth required of
itself. We have become increasingly volatile …
I am so sorry to do this again but that word ‘volatile’, I’ve just got to check it out, so sorry!
a) Flying or capable of flying; volant. b) Evaporating readily at normal temperatures and pressures. c)
That can be readily vaporized. d) Light-hearted; flighty.
Well they all fit the bill. Surely you must have seen this coming? (me, checking all these words out)
otherwise you wouldn’t have mentioned it. I usually wait till the end. Reason in all things. Ok that’s it, no
more checking up till the end, promise. Yet just to be even more annoying, which one of the above were
you referring to?
That which you describe as a) b) c) and d).
In other words ‘all of the above’.
In other words, we are SO very close now to accomplishing feats which those upon your planet will
be bemused and amused by. There never before has been such a high influx of stimulation to the
mind’s eye and it is serving the correct purpose. Is it understood by those of you ‘down there’ that
we ‘up here’ are often ‘down there’ with you and yet we are ‘cloaked up’ shall we say? We would
say to you that then the category c) would come into play. We are giving to you the words ‘dummy
runs’. Preparation for our visits are not to be taken with a pinch of salt and certainly not to be
attained by any ‘fly by night’ assumptions that would put any one soul in danger, from our
prospective.
There are so many of you now gathered and prepared for the ‘Ascension Day’.
Could you please elaborate on the term Ascension Day?
Dearest Lady, for many eons of your time there have been contortions taking place concerning the
Truths of WHAT IS. These contortions have come about through the manipulation of mankind’s
generosity to serve. The pleas of the Brotherhood went unheard in an era that was to bring back
some of the greatest Truths. Far too quickly had the knowledge of man become engrained within a
quicksand that dragged the very capability of a souls KNOWING underground into the swamps of
deceit and lies. Your world became a lie, a sham. Because of this the downfall of the human heart

has come to rest in a place that brought a sadness to those in other systems. The energy of this
misery, as a whole, cried out to the heavens and it was decided that your planet could not be left to
its own devices, which indeed would only continue down the path to total destruction.
I am experiencing a minute particle of the energy and sadness that you speak, and believe me, that’s quite
enough for me. From what you have said before, because we are ALL part of the whole, you could not or
did not want to let this take place.
It would go against the grain dear one, of who we are. Therefore, do you not see? Can you not feel
the elation that many of us are experiencing because our mission is succeeding? By the assistance of
ALL THAT IS you have lifted YOURSELF and YOUR PLANET out of the mire. You have
brought it into a place of Light in order for us to follow your leads, and offer to you that which we
are able, so that your journey into the most glorious of days shall indeed be a TRUTH.
Oh souls of earth bend in homage to yourselves and recognise that which you have done. Within
that humility feel the strength inside your hearts and the determination inside your very Beings to
undertake that which you came here to do, to lift this planet back into the Light from which it
came. Together we are an army beyond all armies for we have the force of the purest Love there is
within us. And …
IF YOU KNOW THIS AS A TRUTH THEN YOU SHALL KNOW THAT THE LIGHT SHALL
BE GLORIFIED.
Know in your deepest place of understanding even when you cannot interpret many things within
your human capabilities that the fear that has been spread throughout your lands shall dissipate
almost at the blink of an eye.
As you say that last sentence, my heart is telling me that there is more to it in the sense that literally, it
could be, by the blinking of an eye when one sees what we shall see. The hearts of many will turn around
spontaneously because of the recognition within that KNOWING that we all Know, that YOU ARE OF
LOVE. The fear shall subside instantly for so many.
As I write, as I sit here with you in this way it all seems so fathomable, so TRUE! My heart, in all that it
can comprehend sincerely, oh so very sincerely, desires this union with you to be. So many of us down
here long to be with you once again, to be in our home territory, with those who understand who we are.
To be in a world where everyone understands who WE are and who YOU are. To be in this place that you
speak of, that we dream of. In all honesty sometimes we feel very battle weary and to see your Light
above our heads would give us the biggest glow. We would become the brightest beacons for your
landing lights, have no worries about that my friends and there are many of us in place.
May we be candid?
You can.
Do you think dearest Blossom that we would simply spend all this energy and time on a topic that
was only a ‘fairy story?’
Accept the segregation of ‘time’, for time within our space is only NOW and the next minute is
NOW also and so on and so on.
Then how do you plan for the future?

In silence. In the silence of the NOW that we are present within we adjust our frequency to the Now
of the space of ‘your future’. This topic is one of immense intricacy and with all due respect it
would not be advisable to begin at this juncture.
Very cool about that right now! Just before we sign out I just want to thank you from many of us for all
that you have done / are doing / will do in offering so much service to assist us down here. Truly millions
of us are so grateful. We Trust you know that through FEELING our energy.
In the same we Trust that you understand the exact sentiments are reciprocated. We are brothers
and sisters of ONE family. This is THE TRUTH.
Ok I know it’s time to say cheerio for today. It’s been lovely as always. Take great care until next time.
And indeed our sincere gratitude to you of earth and to yourself dearest lady.
My pleasure. In Love and thanks.
38. August 8th.
I am feeling excited to connect up with you after a few weeks gap. How are things going ‘up there’? I will
let you dictate that which YOU feel most appropriate at this time, so the floor is yours, so to speak.
We are happy to be back in correspondence although the time elapse is manifested differently from
that of your scale of time distance.
Regardless of all that has been spoken of, and ultimately choosing quantum barriers to depict
linear conundrums we would offer to you a proposal that may appertain to that which we hope
shall please both the mind and spirit.
There you go again, that opening sentence coming to me slowly word by word and me having no idea
what you’re on about.(I have to say, even after the channelling and reading back that opening statement
has got me a bit baffled!) Continue forth oh intelligent ones.
Dearest lady, in measures of forgiveness towards the self destruct mode that those of your planet
have pursued for many eons of time, we would like to suggest that a mass ‘FORGIVENESS’ take
place.
There must be an understanding that what is NOW has derived from past erosion of the soul self
through the need to gratify and satisfy that which is NOW seen to be unnecessary and
inappropriate. One gains by accepting forgiveness offered by / from the self to the self, for then the
slate is clean. We propose that a general forgiveness to the ALL and the EVERYTHING occur, for
we understand that this shall enhance the speed of progression to formulate a Higher frequency
that shall be easily accessible to blend within your data …
Can you just clarify what you mean by ‘data’ in that last sentence?
Indeed, within the formula that resides within the energy of each and every individual, indeed, each
and every LIVING molecule there is a formula that exists a pattern that allows the frequency in
which ‘life’ coerces with ‘life force’ and creates the sum of the whole. If the individual formula of a
soul did not have its match within the ratio of the formula that is within the vibrational frequency

that allows LIFE to BE then it could not connect to its source in full. We would in easier terms
suggest …
Oh please do!
that you looked upon it as two pieces of a puzzle having the correct analysis in order to ‘slot in’ to
each other and therefore connecting to the other piece. Then elaborate on this surmise, and see how
all the other individual pieces connect up with ‘their’ counterpart. Then take that even further and
see all those pieces eventually interlocking to form the one picture. Your world, your Universe, is
one puzzle and now we are showing to you more puzzles being layered on top. You are seeing
images of moons, planets etc. We then show you all those puzzles being placed in a large bag, sealed
and shaken up, so that all the pieces separate. All Universes, all frequencies of that from an
individual such as yourself, linked with its universal counterpart to that of the moon perhaps,
linked with ITS universal counterpart, all in the one bag. All together as part of the SAME THING.
THIS dearest ones is how we choose to assist you in understanding that the puzzle in the bag IS how
IT IS. It is not a future event that is awaiting to take place IT IS HOW IT IS.
EVERYTHING IS ONE.
Yet we now suggest to you that ALL the pieces in the bag are to be ‘put back together’. But this
time they will not be layered one on top of the other, they are to form ONE ENORMOUS
PICTURE. ONE UNITED FRONT. The equations of the formulae are BEING reconstructed. A
NEW format. This is why so many of you are experiencing such confusion, such confrontation of
the self. Questioning the very universal laws that are in place. Consider for one moment the
enormity of this project. Indeed it cannot be comprehendible in even the mind of the most genius,
yet we say to you it is taking place. This is also why we speak of ‘THE NEW WORLD’. Your very
make up, your own individual formula is being readjusted, rearranged, forming a NEW
partnership with a new counterpart, and the connection has to be re-established.
We understand this may seem difficult to grasp. It is difficult too for us to even TRY to explain. Yet
we desire to persevere.
Your counterpart in the ‘ether’ has also been adapting to the HIGHER FREQUENCY therefore
changing its formula in order to ‘keep up’. Within that change it is also required to remain the
counterpart of the same piece of the jigsaw puzzle that it was connected to before so imagine what
is involved in synchronising this on the scale of EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS.
And yet all of this is taking place without us having to do anything?
Not so dearest one, for each soul’s part in this event is to be played out to the best of their ability.
And knowledge I suppose. For if they know nothing of it how can they willingly be part of it?
On certain levels an aspect of the Higher self is automatically involved and doing what it should. On
other levels there may be resistance from an aspect of a soul self that does not feel ready for the
change that is occurring. Yet we say it is and shall continue to occur whether one is flowing with its
energy or resisting it.
So for those of us that are willing to lend a hand in whatever way we can, what would you suggest we do?
As suggested in the beginning of this communication, A FORGIVENESS on a vast scale would

bring freshness to the deepest part of each soul and to the very core of your MOTHER EARTH.
You are seeing flowers opening; you are seeing the richness of the soil. It would enable re-growth to
spring forth. It would allow an awakening of that which is stifled by shame to bloom once again.
It is for each individual who comes across these words to do this for themselves. To take time in
solace and calm and go deeply within the soul self and allow forgiveness of all past misdemeanours
for / of the soul self to be set free. Then it is for the forgiveness to reach into the souls of all others
from that soul self and then further into that of the FORGIVENESS OF EVERYTHING of all that
was ever in existence that was not coming from the Highest benefit for ALL THAT IS.
If someone asks me to forgive them for something they may have done, my feeling is that there is nothing
to forgive, they were merely walking along their journey, experiencing where they were on their pathway
at that particular time. Actually as I am writing this I am getting my own answer. The fact that they have
moved to a place where they are asking to be forgiven is simply a way of showing themselves that they
have moved a little further up the ladder of evolvement.
Which, oh intelligent one, is exactly our point in each individual soul FORGIVING everything.
Think of the impact it shall have. You are also picking up that we would like to suggest that when
this ceremony takes place for each individual that they may begin by Lighting a candle. At the end
of the sequence it would be symbolically strengthening if one was to blow out the candle, wait a few
moments as Love is offered out and then to relight the flame in the KNOWING and understanding
that THE NEW DAWN IS EMERGING.
You are questioning your resistance to doing this on a particular date, when all are involved in
synchronicity and yet we reassure you that its power shall come through each individual being
ready within their own space of your time to bring this great nurturing into its fullest creation .
There, beyond reasonable doubt, shall be felt a change within the souls vibrational pull upwards.
There will take place a shedding of layers of dust that have been preventing one from shining in
their fullest Light. May we also prepare you for the fact that the individual more than likely shall
experience the shedding of tears also, to wash away the debris of time and cleanse the heart place of
the shadows that have rested there without consent.
We are needing now to depart quite rapidly. OUR LOVE IS YOU …. YOUR LOVE IS US.
Ok quick or you’ll miss the bus! In Love and thanks as always.
It was brought to my attention that I must be ‘thick’ if I needed to look up certain words and that it was all
part of my trick! DOH! I have heard of these words obviously but anyone who knows me knows such
words just do not enter my vocabulary. For self confirmation I need to check that they make sense within
the sentence given. That’s why I am always so chuffed with the accuracy of the explanation of the word
and how apt it is. Just for the record!
39. August 17th.
Hello my friends. My, how time flies when you are having fun! I know down here on earth it is highly
important to have fun, in my book anyway, and yet I find so many people really don’t seem to know how
to have a good laugh. To me it comes really easily. To some, this doesn’t seem to be the case. I find
laughing such a blessing. It is such a good Lightenerupperer! Tell me do you have a good laugh now and
then or is that sort of ‘out of your zone’?

We are not of human form, therefore we would say that we do not ‘giggle’ in the same way in which
you would imagine. Yet your word of ‘Lightenerupperer’ we would find extremely apt as we have
moments of our colour literally lighting up.
I thought you were going to say lightening up. You mean like turning on a switch and the light goes on
type of lightening up?
In a sense this would be the most appropriate way to describe it in your terms. You see dear lady,
as we have said before, unless you are of this vibration in which we reside you are unable to
understand so many, many things. If we were to be able to give you just a few seconds of your time
in our vibration you would immediately know why we are unable to explain certain things.
Yet from the knowledge I have gained, we would not be able to be in your vibration because we would
find it too ‘blinding’ as we are not yet of it within our Being.
There will come a time in your future days that you will be able to experience so much more. As
you move up into the purer frequency that has emerged you will certainly find that things that once
were very ‘alien’ to you have become very natural. This is what we need you to accept, the fact that
it is not what you are about to become, it is what you already are! When you are told that you have
forgotten who you are, to a certain degree this is so, and yet we would also ask you to acknowledge
that there is a particular frequency that was put out ‘in’ your earth’s atmosphere that was designed
to do this very thing, make you forget. Over a period of time it did its job very well indeed and yet
now it is, how should we put it, as if the ‘chemical’ has worn off … is wearing off .. likened to an
immune system . After a time that which one is trying to become immune to upgrades itself to
always come out on top and yet WE FIRMLY STATE this is not so within the spiritual reaction of
the self. It cannot be controlled any longer. It has far out grown any supercilious concoction that
was designed for the detriment of the Higher self. The soul cannot be controlled. One has been led
to believe in certain parts of your world that this is so and yet we tell you this is not possible. On the
finest, purest aspect of the soul self there is ONLY that soul self that can ‘speak for itself’ and it is
now more than ever before that we ask you to ‘GET THIS’.
WHO YOU ARE IS MORE THAN ANYTHING THAT IS TRYING TO TELL YOU THAT YOU
ARE NOT WHO YOU ARE!
NOW IS THE TIME TO RECOGNISE AND UNDERSTAND THIS ON THE DEEPER LEVEL
OF UNDERSTANDING THAT YOU ARE ALL SO VERY CAPABLE OF.
Do not be concerned that you are unworthy or too weak. This cannot be so.
YOU ARE THE TOTALITY OF THE SOUL SELF MANIFESTED INTO A BEING HERE ON
EARTH IN ORDER TO BRING ABOUT THE TRANSITION INTO THE NEW WORLD. YOU
ARE THE ONES WHO VOLUNTEERED AND WERE CHOSEN.
Dear ones, do you think we would have chosen souls who were not going to be able to fulfil this 'oh
so important task?' We could not do so for there would be no purpose in that. Therefore, KNOW
that the ones chosen were chosen for their strength within this vast transformation.
We ask also that you accept the time in which YOU are here. Not all were as blessed as YOU.
Sometimes we cannot fully understand for we are not in your human form. We do not ‘get’ the way
that you allow your minds to follow through sometimes for WE KNOW that YOU ARE THE

ONES. The ones who came to assist upon the earth. To walk on the ground of your planet and
anchor your energy and your Light so that those of us who are not from your earth may be guided
by your very torches that shine from deep within your souls.
Oh brothers and sisters, we have such pride when we encounter BEINGS of LIGHT who have come
to recognize and REMEMBER. Search through the tunnels of time dearest ones and come through
recalling that which YOU ARE. We say to each one of you that when you do, when you allow
yourselves to find your TRUTH that others have mistakenly tried to hide from you, you will find a
strength and you will discover ALL the things that we and many others from many planets and
craft have been telling you of. You will ‘get it’. In an instant you will understand. May we say with
the deepest LOVE in our BEING that the relief of this understanding will bring a peace to your
soul. It will give you the greatest joy. You will be home within yourself. You will access home.
How long have you waited? Indeed, how long has the entire system awaited these coming days? You
have all had moments of doubts. You have clung to the vision of the brightest star and begged for it
to lead you onwards. You have prayed to the heavens with such despair in your Beings for the
entrapment of the density of the earth plane has often times been too much to bear for the
individual soul. Yet NOW dearest ones do you not see? You are individual souls yes, yet you are
understanding the meaning of One. You are uniting your energies, your beacons of Light. You are
emerging as the butterfly, spreading its iridescent wings and soaring into the new skies.
One by one you are shedding the skin of old and FREEING your spirit . Fly, we say to you, fly dear
friends. Allow your souls to FEEL this FREEDOM that you have given yourself permission to own.
With this freedom you will find that yesterdays sorrows are simply that, in the past. They are no
more. There is only the promise of the TRUTH. The TRUTH above all else that shall be revealed to
you as you allow this shift of consciousness to take you to a place that is beyond that which you
know to be a paradise.
Yet this place is not ‘somewhere’, it is within, dearest ones. It is from within you, inside your hearts
that you shall discover this new land.
Be uplifted. FEEL the Lightness as it enters in. Let it permeate through the very pores of your skin
and integrate with every cell of your body. For ALL THAT IS shall receive, within the fullness of
time this wonderful gift that is to be embraced. This gift, this eternal flame, is the very essence of us
all. This LOVE that we are is you and it is me. It is everything.
We are blessed and in awe of the progression that has come into being upon your planet. You are
accepting that the good fight is not a fight, it is a calling. A calling of souls to gather as ONE and
give of their service to one another. To lift up the consciousness into a place that is acceptable to all.
It was an agreement and that is why you are here. You are ALL displaying such character and
strength of mind. Just as we knew you would.
I can’t really find any words and yet I FEEL a peace. A reassurance from all that you say. It gives us
hope. Well, it does me anyway. The hope is because of the KNOWING that we FEEL. I can’t quite
imagine what life must be like without hope. The prospect of a better world ahead is so comforting. Now
it is simply a matter of us focusing on this, in order to bring it about.
You have hit the nail on the head so to speak. That is SIMPLY all that is required. It makes sense
dear ones to simplify not complicate. In ALL aspects of life and matters of self keep it simple. For
when one tries to take matters into a place of complexity, then indeed that is when the soul becomes
lost in a mire of untruths.

BE. ALLOW YOURSELVES TO SIMPLY BE YOURSELVES.
Not always that easy. But we are all trying and I believe we are getting there. Wherever ‘there’ maybe.
There is a LOVE emerging that is almost tangible yet I can’t quite put my finger on it!
I wonder when we shall be together, all of us, from many planets, sharing stories of how we came to be in
the place that we shall find ourselves in. I sort of FEEL that when that ‘space’ is upon us, the most
dominant factor of all will be that we got there through LOVE.
And we would add that already so many of you are well on the path that leads to that ‘space’.
It is time for our departure from your energy this night. You are FEELING us very close are you
not?
Yes, just exactly how close are you ?
On your doorstep.
Meaning ?
In metaphorical time frames it is the closest we can offer in regards to the Light that is brighter
than Lights you have ever seen before appearing to your planet’s vibratory system.
I guess that is our dilemma. The whole 'time' thing. One day, just maybe one day this will all occur and
millions of us on the planet will FEEL a glow in our hearts and know that all over the world those of us
that KNEW this day would come will be sending a smile out to each other and a general satisfactory nod
will take place on mass.
In Love and thanks my friends. We’ll be waiting ..
NOT LONG NOW.
Metaphorically speaking!
40. August 20th.
I have tuned in, because for the last hour I have felt rather odd. When I came to my computer I felt quite
strongly that you may want to communicate so I am simply giving it a whirl. If you are there and need to
say something, please feel free to go ahead.
We send you many blessings from the Highest position of our armies. It is understood that in order
to transfer energies from a Higher position one must accustom themselves to that frequency and
align their entire being ‘inside’ that frequency. It is then that ‘codes’ can be accessed and portrayed
to the Diviner aspect of the souls that are involved in any one particular project.
You have been made aware this day of a finer vibration and what has been put to you as a ‘buzz’
that is circulating regarding an event that may or may not take place in the coming days.
Ok gotta go with what I feel here. I have been sent many channelings lately regarding first contact and
that ‘soon … very soon’ something is going to take place. Now with all respect you say ‘in the coming

days’, well from past experience that could mean anywhere between now and the next forty years. You
know I am not being rude or sarcastic. You know I am coming from a place that is only desiring clarity of
Truth for all concerned. So really in earthly terms what do you mean by the coming days?
There is a transmission that is occurring via a different source at this moment. We are the
Hierarchy. We wish to advise of an intelligence that has discovered a manoeuvre that shall
reinforce that which your hearts expect to BE. We understand the position of the lady vessel we are
using at this time and we respect and suggest the left side of the brain to ‘switch off’ literally, whilst
we conduct the following message to your earthly souls that are waiting in so much anticipation.
I will try my very best to ‘switch off’ … not something I am used to … here goes …
We are communicating with you from a place that is over and above that which is of the normal
communicating. Keep concentration in tact and all will be well. We are residing in a degree of
consciousness within your Light and we are able to ‘tap’ into your energy fields in order to bring
forth this heralding news. It is under assumption from your planet earth and from many residing
planets nearby that very soon there shall be communication from those of us that have been guided
to conduct this master plan for eons of your earthly time. We are happy to announce that presently
there shall be an awakening to a degree that far outweighs that which took place in the date of last
year that you were asked to give forth to the planet earth.
If indeed it is fortuitous for you to expel any doubts regarding this communication we ask for you
to do so at this juncture.
I do not have doubts. It feels very different and my fingers are typing with much more defined position. I
am just trying to hang on in there and concentrate. Not really taking in what you are saying as I feel a
little ‘out there’ at this time. So please feel free to continue and we shall see where it leads us. I reckon
that is the best way.
And we would say that the speed in which your hands are now writing is not something for you to
be alarmed at.
(Suddenly, my fingers went hypo.)
It is in this meticulous fashion that we would desire to continue. You see dearest lady, we would put
it to you that we have been keeping the best till last.
Meaning?
That in times that have gone before we have merely been offering snippets. Just enough to water
the taste buds so to speak. This was preparation for the times to come in order for the ‘shock’ value
to be cushioned. We say to you there shall be GREAT SHOCK. Nothing that has been in the
imagination of many who have dreamt of our ‘Showtime’ will be quite like the actual ‘Show’ that
we have prepared to display.
Your orders have been despatched to many upon your planet. Your positions are ‘at the ready’.
Do you personally believe us? Yes you, you lady Blossom who has pursued your level of Trust
because your heart told you to do so. Do you believe that very soon now such a display shall take
place?

What do you want me to say? As I write I can DEFINITELY FEEL such a strength coming from you and
a ‘force’ that feels of much importance. It all FEELS real, but then it always does.
Yes but do you believe that this display shall incur others to lift their position within their soul and
allow the change within your planet to take its rightful position within this solar curriculum? We
are not of human form. We can only resort to data collected from volunteered information as to
whether or not your planet is ready. Do you believe it is?
With all respect I am JUST ONE PERSON. Just little ol’ me here. Who am I to say? My thoughts are if it
is going to happen one day then we might as well get on with it. I feel that whenever you come there will
of course be a ‘disruption’ in our everyday schedule. It cannot be otherwise. If you are asking me if the
‘LIGHT workers’ are ready to assist those who may be ‘blown away’ I believe yes we are and yet I know
even those of us who think we are ready, will be absolutely stunned by whatever it is that is going to
happen when it does. But surely that will be the case tomorrow or sometime in 2012. You know as I am
writing this you are asking me once again to be very courageous, for want of an expression. All this you
are saying means a lot to many, many souls on our planet. If you mean that you are coming soon then
there is to be no more ‘carrots’. No more ‘soons’ and ‘now or nevers’ because we as Light souls have to
hold our own down here and we have all done brilliantly. But NOW we need the TRUTH.
And you shall KNOW IT.
I know you say we have the Truth inside of us. I know that. That is what my Truth is regarding Truth! But
I am talking about the TRUTH about you guys. We who channel Beings from other worlds really put
ourselves on the line as you know. This buzz that is taking place, this expectancy, needs to be REAL. I
am Trusting that you can feel the energy from my heart. I am in no way demanding or whatever this may
appear to be. I will no doubt have people writing in saying I should allow you to BE and that you will
come when the time is ready, and yes my heart tells me you know better than I on this matter. I am just
trying to report back to you from down here that these messages you are sending to us, are all saying the
same thing therefore we TRUST that it is very soon to come about. I FEEL I am going round in circles
here. I am smiling for we got each other’s humour. Yes it is you who have been going round in circles for
many eons. Probably very dizzy by now.
But do you see my friends, friends from some other planet? Galaxy? Universe? It is time now. Do you
understand what I am FEELING?
Why would we not? We have always been able to do so. We have shared this journey with you so
far and shall continue to do so. Do you think, as we indeed have said to you before that we would be
leading you and all those who know your work to be their Truth up the garden path, on a wild
goose chase, making this all to be just some kind of ridiculous joke? Do you seriously think it is
within our being to even contemplate such a distasteful gesture?
Not at all. I don’t feel that from you AT ALL. That’s not what I am saying. Yet just on this second, and I
have felt it from you before it would be inadvisable for you to disclose too much. Not just because of the
BIG SURPRISE element but for reasons of ‘security’ perhaps. I get that, I understand that. Really I do.
So then after all this, have we got anywhere at all tonight?
We think if you read back you will find that we have indeed crossed many bridges to get to where
we are at this point on this night of communication.
You know some folk just class me as a nutter. I like being a nutter. I have NO proof whatsoever that I am
communicating with a Federation of any kind. Yet MY HEART KNOWS and for me that is all the proof

I need. Maybe one day SOON, VERY, VERY SOON, my heart will prove to me that it knew what it was
talking about.
And maybe one day soon dearest, dearest soul we will prove to you that nutters were the perfect
beings to do the job in hand.
Yeah maybe you know, perhaps you are more human than you think.
Perhaps, but we would definitely confirm from our perspective that this is not the case. Maybe one
day soon, this shall be proven also.
Yep, maybe, for what it’s worth and we hope it’s worth a lot. There is SO much LOVE being sent to you
from souls all over this globe. So much Love, Trust and anticipation. ALL IS AS SHOULD BE my
friends. ALL is as should be! Goodnight.
And our blessings to all.
41. August 30th.
Nothing to say really. I’ll just let you go for it.
We are aware of your disposition this night dear lady and yet we would say to you that in order for
deliverance to come through in it's Highest form we understand that your heart place is desiring
only of this. Therefore we accept the place we find ourselves in, both you and I.
Is that ‘we’ instead of ‘I’? Wasn’t sure which you wanted me to put.
And we would say it matters not. What is of great importance is that of which we speak. There are
many now in these days that have heard of that which we offer and because of this we find
ourselves most humbled. The prospects for further development are vast and we engage in
conversation with you in a manner that we feel suits many.
We are aware also of a large classroom which provides teaching for those of many different levels
of understanding and yet we have designed our wording in such a fashion that it can be understood
on many levels depending on the stage of development that any one particular soul has progressed
within.
I think sometimes I have a bit of an issue with that. I have, because of White Cloud’s teachings over the
years, tried to remove the indoctrinations of my childhood religion. I have worked on my development of
not judging another and allowing them to be exactly where they are at any time. I have TRIED to
understand many things about experiencing this human existence. Today I walked along the river it was
buzzing with ‘human activity’. A beautiful sunny Sunday afternoon, yet as I watched, it wasn’t so much
that I was judging any one thing or anybody, it’s just that it all seems so surreal. Babies, dogs, old folk,
kids splashing around, on and on I could go but, what for? What is it all about? The Ascension … half of
the population know nothing of this. We are told we are here to experience joy … Love … I get that but,
what for? In order to what … ascend? And then what? More joy and Love to express and experience and
then what? Will it all FEEL very different in the New World? Because in this old one, quite honestly, just
lately I seem to be missing the point guys!
What do you think the point is?

I was hoping you could tell me. As I say, we are told by many that it is to experience joy. Well, maybe the
creators of this human experience had that in mind for us but I wonder if they would find it that easy
actually being here and doing that. Has not a lot of our collective consciousness brought forth energies
that disable this joy? I have moments of joy sure, but on a permanent basis? For me, nowhere near. I’ll
shut up now, your turn.
First of all may we express gratitude for life? May we share with you a different side of the coin as
you would say? May we assist you in understanding that how you experience things within your
human faculties is merely one fine level of your total existence? Always remember that you
volunteered to be here. That which you do not ‘home into’ at this ‘time’ is far greater than your
thoughts can imagine. Yet we say, that by a breathe or two, you, as these magnificent human
Beings, can enter into a zone that is of the utmost quality of life. A world that would sweep you off
your feet. You could see places beyond your picture fairy tales. You could hear song birds that sing
a tune like no other sound your human ears have heard. We say to you, you could have this
experience NOW in your human form, by switching to another frequency.
So I believe. I know of people that have had amazing experiences in this of which you speak. So tell me,
why then is it only for some and not for others to be able to access these ‘zones’?
Do you believe that this is the case, that it is for only a privileged few?
No. I know all of us to be equal. Why can some ‘get there’ in their minds and some cant?
Because of ‘betrayal’ of the self.
That word seems a little odd to use there. Please explain further.
Throughout time one has, let us put it this way, added another jumper. Put on another layer. One
became accustomed to having these layers about them and felt unnecessary discomfort should they
be advised to remove them. So they made their choice and remained in their comfort zone, all the
while adding more and more on top of that which was already shielding one from their naked
Truth. In the end, up until this point in the earthly experience of your planet, so many jumpers
have been added that one has forgotten what it FEELS like to be the simple Truth. No cover, no
distortions, simply the bare facts shall we say. Some of you have understood sooner than others that
these layers must be removed. It is as easily accessible as that dear one. Remove the jumpers.
Yet, some of the souls that this happens to would say they don’t understand many things and they
certainly don't understand that ‘zone’ in which they are able to enter. They haven’t consciously removed
the jumpers.
No, and yet their soul self has reached a stage in their evolution that has been unravelling the yarn.
Decade after decade. Lifetime after lifetime.
Dear ones of earth, you must be getting rather consumed with the fact that always we from other
places are offering words to assist you and in many case repeating the same thing. How we desire
for your understanding on certain matters. There simply are things we cannot explain and yet we
say YOU KNOW IT.
But we can’t find it. That’s the frustrating part. I KNOW it is possible to enter other ‘spaces’. I KNOW
EVERYTHING, ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE. What I don’t KNOW is how to access
all this and yet you say we KNOW EVERYTHING, so why don’t we KNOW how to access that which

we desire to enter into?
You are pressing the wrong buttons.
Which are the right ones? Where are the right ones?? You are going to say ‘inside of you’ are you not?
You see? You KNOW! Yet KNOW this also, you cannot access places that are not suitable for you
within the tapestry of the earthly life that you are weaving. You may feel that a certain experience
would be life changing. Yes, this would be so. Yet would it be the life changing experience you came
here to work with? It could mean by doing so, that you ‘jump’ a few layers and miss out completely
on the very experience you may have been working towards for three or four life times? This is
what we mean when we say that from where you are you cannot understand everything. You are
unable to view the bigger picture for you are living and breathing in just one corner of one piece of
a puzzle.
Let us untangle some of your knots. We have spoken many times regarding releasing all thoughts
that tie you down. How can we explain HOW? How do you understand HOW to just BE? To let
everything, EVERYTHING flow with the river of Love. HOW do we assist you to TRUST that
when you do so, when you allow THE DIVINE to take over …THE DIVINE that you are … you
will be taken willingly to exactly the place in your heart that each one of you is FEELING that you
want to be?
This is what you are trying to explain to us Blossom is it not? That your heart is not in a place that
you wish it to be?
Yes! Yes! Yes! Is that because it’s on its way to somewhere where it does want to be?
Indeed, it is moving ever closer to this place and that is why the feeling of ‘what for’ is so strong. It
is not yet in its rightful place, so therefore it cannot be fully content, because for many of you its
NEW home is in the New vibration and therefore much unsettlement is coming to the surface.
But the thing is, it doesn’t make me FEEL very, shall we say ‘Godly’or ‘spiritual’ and isn’t this a time
when we are supposed to be ‘getting’ that bit about ourselves. Are we not supposed to be moving into a
more Loving space within ourselves and towards others and all that is? I just don’t FEEL that way a lot of
the time. So many people are speaking of the wonderful way in which they can feel these new vibrations
and they feel so blessed etc. … nup! Can’t say I do. Am I missing THE POINT here then? What am I not
getting and more to THE POINT why?
You are simply one voice expressing the FEELINGS of many. In the same way another is simply
just one voice doing the same. You cannot all BE EXPERIENCING THE SAME THING AT THE
SAME TIME. Just because you say you do not FEEL ‘Godly’ does not mean that you are missing
the boat dear friend. It simply means that you are having an experience and that experience will
become clear at the appropriate time and you will laugh and say ‘if only I had seen then what I see
now’, but you cannot see it NOW because you are in the human density and a lot of things cannot
make sense to you because of all those jumpers mankind has chosen to wear.
Do you ever have times like this then? When you just feel plain ‘fed up’ with it all.
We do not.
Do other, shall we say ‘species’ on your craft or on other craft or indeed wherever anyone maybe other

than this planet get days when they just feel fed up?
Truly it is a human condition that has been brought about by the pile up over time of many, many
energies. It was not an inbuilt attribute! You see we made you smile.
That’s one thing I can pride myself in, it doesn’t take much to make me smile! It’s just that some nights I
lie awake and wonder how much longer all this is going to go on for. This waiting, this waiting for
ourselves to arrive, if that makes sense. I know I have chosen to be here and yet the longer I am here the
more I FEEL I haven’t settled in. My soul just SO wants to FEEL at home.
We say to all of you who FEEL this way at this time, it is not far away. Your Truth is leading you
home. We come to be with you at this time for we KNOW that these end days of the old world
would not be plain sailing. Be guided by yourselves. Feel THE TRUTH in your heart. KNOW OF
THIS TRUTH to be the pathway home. It cannot be disguised. It cannot be mistaken. That
FEELING that you cannot explain is your KNOWING that that FEELING is TRUTH.
Hey, thanks guys. Just needed to vent. Question now is do I share my venting with the rest of the world?
We would answer yes.
Easy for you to say! Thanks again.
To all who read these words, allow THE DIVINE that is you to FEEL THE DIVINE that is all and
through that blending together as ONE we move onwards deeper into the Light.
And we’ll leave it there I guess. In Love and thanks.
42. September 7th.
Hello oh non-earthlings! I am asked by so many to ask you so many things. It would not be realistic for
me to ask them all. You are probably fully aware that on this internet system we use there is a mine of
information about EVERYTHING. TOO MUCH if you ask me, but you didn’t, that’s why I am going to
ask you! I feel there is guidance needed as some folk seem to be, with all respect, ridiculously engrossed
in all the information (much conflicting) instead of LIVING! This computer world is all well and good for
some things, but on the other hand has it not made us forget how to ‘go outside and play’? Any advice on
the best way to deal with all this Ascension lark (if I may be so bold) would be greatly accepted and very
much appreciated. It’s all getting a little out of control and this is only the beginning if you know what I
mean?
Dearest soul, indeed we are at one in thought with your sentiment for there is much that we would
like to express on this matter. A matter that is quite considerable we would say.
INTERPRETATION of that which is brought ‘down’ to your earthly vibration can become very
distorted depending on the understanding of the soul that is A) channelling the news, and B) those
that read it.
In your world you have a speaking game named Chinese Whispers is this not so? What one
originally ‘gives out’ is nothing like that which is received back again once it has been around the
wheel a few times! Again we give this word INTERPRETATION. If you were to really listen to
your hearts when you receive new information, you would very quickly surmise that which is worth
continuing with and that which is not.

We ask you to accept that there are very intelligent forces at work that are not connecting with you
for the betterment of your soul. They put into practice very cleverly the fears and the control that
they feel necessary to emit, which those of lesser strength begin to believe as a coming reality. Have
we not also spoken to you in times gone by regarding the outcome of the days ahead being based on
that which you of your planet choose to create?
May we suggest something? It would be most beneficial for many to break free for a time … for
quite a reasonably accepted time … and not read or delve into any information that is given out
regarding matters of that which lies ahead.
It would be far more beneficial to ones soul and to the planet as a whole to go out and make a daisy
chain perhaps or to sit by a brook and breathe in the energy of the trees and natures little ones.
Outside where one can absorb the goodness of the air and smell the sweetness of the rose. So much
of one’s days are now confined to a chair and a screen and an intensity that comes with trying to
decipher that which is going to actually take place and that which is not.
We would say with a smile, one may be so encumbered by the searching on the machine that they
miss the glory that is taking place in the skies!
Dearest souls, have you considered what your lives may be like if these computers were to ‘crash’
for a time, all of them? What would you do? Whom would you rely on for your ‘fix’?
YOURSELVES!
You seem to be forgetting about yourselves and you are the ones that hold the answers to ALL
things and yet many of you are determined to keep searching far and wide. RELEASE THE
PANIC. Let go of the striving to find the answer to what really is going to take place in the next
decade of your time. Take the time to enjoy the day and the night. Take the time to relate with
friends. Take the time to Laugh. LET GO. Create an abundance within yourself and others and
your planet of sheer joy. Purify your thoughts once again for indeed many have been deeply
contaminated with stories that have been induced to make one subservient.
What is to take place in the future will take place in the same way that what has taken place for
your today has taken place. Each moment of NOW will simply unfold and you will LIVE IN IT. So
therefore your future is NO DIFFERENT from any other day in any other way. You carry on
breathing, eating. drinking. sleeping in the same way. This you shall be doing also in the days that
are in your NEW DAWN. It is a gradual process. Do you not see? Do you not understand? Have we
not explained ourselves well enough dear ones? It is a process! It is happening NOW, this future
that you are pondering upon. This NEW WORLD that you are creating is being created NOW.
So we would advise you to think wisely upon this. Is this new world you desire to live in to be one
where the entire population eventually have ‘ports’ in their heads to ‘connect up… dial up’ to get
on line with a machine OR is this new phase you are moving into going to be one where you do the
very same… you connect up … you dial up … to your HIGHER SELF? Your greater creation that
you have created OF YOURSELF.
You are all now very in tune with the workings of the mechanical technological networking and
many of its wonders. Do not engross yourself so much with all of this wonderful amusement and
forget the valuable time one could be spending doing exactly the same thing yet with your own
connection to each other and to the all. The connectedness TO each other, with each other, of each

other.
And no bills!
We have been studying the progression of these computers and their uses. We have been doing the
same with human form and we would say if there had to be choice, it would be you humans that we
would very much like to embrace. Your appeal is far greater than any intellectually advanced
‘chip’ that may have many answers and yet those answers have to be programmed in at some stage
do they not?
Let us look then at the similarity dear ones. Your programming is greater than any knowledge that
any machine could endure for you as ‘LIFE’, as Soul Being (s), have inside of you the answers, the
answers to it all.
Yes, but we did touch on this last time, can’t always find the right page inside the old heart place and
therefore are left a little frustrated …
We would say to you then let it be. The answer is not yet ready to present itself to you and the more
you allow the frustrated feelings to tangle the inside into a knot, the more the answer shall remain
locked away.
Have you considered dearest soul, dearest friends, that one cannot undertake a subject at school
and on day two expect to sit the exam. The more one learns, the more one finds answers and yet it is
a step by step process. By the end of the term much has been gained and the questions posed are
ones that one will have gained the answers to.
Too many of you are wishing to sit their university degree and yet they are in the first week of
kindergarten. Which brings us back to the playing! Ask yourselves, Truly find the answer, when
was it that you last ran in the fields in bare feet? When dod you last giggle so hard your sides
ached? When did you NOT CARE whether the chores were left?
IT IS TIME TO HAVE FUN.
If in this new world you wish for fun would it not be a good intent to start creating more and more
of this frivolity?
Create laughter. We would say it is one of the best healing medicines. Much of its design had this
intent and yet you keep it contained in a bottle and only allow the lid to come off on a ‘special’
occasion. Then it’s back to the serious side, for one must surely move on.
RELY ON YOURSELVES to tell you what is what. If it is your need to discover new ‘messages’
then we ask you to be discerning. It is easy dear friends, as you read, ask yourself how is your heart
feeling? That is all that is required. Many times have we suggested this.
FEEL YOUR WAY INTO THE NEW WORLD FOR YOUR FEELINGS ARE YOUR TRUTH.
There has never been one that could deny this.
You know in some other realms we see souls not by which outfit they purchased from which store,
but by the colours of how they are FEELING. Shine your colours of TRUTH and LOVE.

Brighten up your world and the world that you are co-creating, with the colours of the rainbow
emanating from the energies that you are offering to the space that you reside in and the souls you
come across.
Brighten up and Lighten up.
Thank you. I sometimes find myself chained to this machine. You are so right I certainly don’t envisage
the NEW WORLD to be a place where the sunlight ceased because nobody bothered to go outside and
play anymore.
I feel we are coming to the end of the session. Cool by me, I have things to do, finding my bucket and
spade being top priority. Thanks again.
Much Love Light LAUGHTER and Golden Rays. In Love and thanks always.
43. September 16th.
Hello there. It has only been a week of our time since we last spoke and yet it seems like ages. Again I sit
here with an empty canvas for you guys to paint on. What will your picture be this night? I do love the
excitement of wondering what will have been spoken of by the end of this communication.
And what would you have us say dear lady? What would be the desires of YOUR soul that you
would like us to embellish upon in order to create for you a scenario that allows intention to better
your world?
Oh, there are a thousand things one could ask about what is to take place, about what is the meaning or
indeed the point of this and that. But really all my intentions are when I begin a session with you is for
those who follow your words to be uplifted, for their soul to find the Truth in their hearts about what you
offer us as a way forward. Do you know that many are getting a little frustrated with all the channellings
saying more or less the same thing and nothing really happening that’s any different?
Yes. We have been made aware of this and we smile. If what we are saying is what is Truth then
why would we consider changing it in order to fulfil the desires of those who want to hear the
‘miracle cure’?
Please elaborate, even though I know what you are saying.
Dearest souls of earth, you are in a position NOW to adhere to EVERYTHING that you came down
here to accomplish. You say you do not know what it is. You say you are waiting for something to
happen and then you will know.
Well, in the depth of my heart, although I don’t necessarily agree on a human level of comprehension and
believability, something, somewhere within me has this knowledge that one day many of your vessels
will be more than apparent in our world and that many of us down here will then spring into action. Then
will we KNOW what we are here for. That’s what I ‘feel’ about the future and yet I have no grounding
facts for it whatsoever. I can’t even say it is a sort of fairy story that I want to come True because the
image of that actually happening seems too like a movie to me. Also I am aware of the carnage, the fall
out, because of those unawake and I consider the world and how it would be for indeed won’t there be
chaos?
Let us try to calm the contemplative thoughts surrounding this agenda. When this takes place it will

be the most momentous situation that your earth has ever encountered. For indeed, in days past,
when our ships were in your skies there was a difference in the way those living on the earth felt
about us, because many WERE us. As time moved on, we became Gods to many on your planet.
This was not our intention. Already fear and greed had settled in its place upon your land and in
the Beings of many and what was worshipped was not that which was worthy of the adorning.
Fellow brothers and sisters from our core Being we say to you that come the day when we meet,
much will be understood by those who can accept us from the start, by those who KNOW already
who we are. Think of the union as we greet each other in the embodiment that can be accepted by
many. Who we are is who you are therefore the level of Love that we have within us is the very
same that is within you. Yet for so long now, you have had to endure the suffering of the lower
vibration that the human flesh had brought itself to reside in.
For some, you will be ‘treated’ to a ‘top up’, a chamber experience where upon you may ingest an
atmosphere of purity into your souls. It will be as refreshing as the summer rain and reignite much
remembrance of who you are.
That would be quite a task for I expect there are many who would like to book an appointment for that
IMMEDIATELY. How many spaces have you got to offer and may I say here and now the queue starts
just behind me!
Here we would say that you are underestimating in your mind the vastness of our ships and all that
they are capable of dearest lady. Yet for many of you, you will know your way around because you
will remember your visits from your dreams. You see, these are the kind of things we say to you of
things you already know. You have just to ‘switch on’ to that channel.
Yet, sometimes we cannot get good reception for a channel because of interference or bad weather or we
are ‘out of range’. No offence but you say we just need to ‘switch on’ but how about you come down
here, be in the human flesh and try it. It’s not that easy, believe us, many of us are working at it!
Agreed we are not in that same ‘space’ as yourselves and we perhaps expect something from you
that is not quite as easy as we say it is would you say this is correct?
Well, I am just one person and can only speak for how it is for me. Maybe there are many who can
‘switch on’. Actually, I can’t even remember what the switching on thing is all about. I’ve lost the plot
along the line somewhere. Oh yes, recalling what we know. You see, that’s why I think that when this
‘time comes’ then we WILL KNOW. THEN we WILL recall what it is we KNOW to do, because we will
just go about what we have to do as if we have been doing it all our lives. I know that sounds bizarre, but
I get the feeling so often that is the way it shall be. Of course, it could all be my imagination. Any
thoughts?
Many dearest one. Yet all you can do to see if this is so, is be patient, because we say to you as many
of you can now feel, things are stepping up. The pace of newness and change is quickening to a
degree that is having an effect on matters that are soon to exhaust those who are struggling to
oppose the Light that is streaming down upon you and within you.
For those of you who recognise themselves and acknowledge that they are here in this sacred time
to assist, they will feel a difference within themselves that is un-surmountable. There will be no
more ‘what if’s’ or ‘buts’. There will be only understanding that all that has been foretold is
underway. It is not beginning for it began in years past. We would say that you are in the midst of it
NOW and it cannot pass you by unnoticed. It is for you to recognise it and use the energy that is

now with you to the best of your ability. It is of no use accepting that stronger, brighter more
powerful energies have entered your world to align and balance and stabilise if you do not
incorporate utilising these energies in your very breath. As you become aware of the intensity of
these energies and allow each breath you take to ‘LIFT YOU UP’ then you will discover yourselves
in a new LIGHT. It will be as if you look at your hands and are amazed at the difference in them
for although they have not changed your perception of them has! This is once again what we call
‘The Turning Point’ dearest ones. Do you see? Because you are ‘inhaling’ the Higher energies you
are adapting to their frequencies and therefore discovering all that they hold within them.
THESE ARE THE WONDERS THAT WE HAVE SPOKEN TO YOU OF and they shall be right
in front of you before your very eyes. The change will take place as you watch. The Transformation
will display itself to you in a more apparent fashion. It has been working subtly behind the scenes
and then, within the blink of an eye it will have changed and yet it has been ‘morphing’ in a silent
world as many of you sleep.
A question was asked by a lady who wrote to me which now maybe appropriate, is there a difference
between frequencies and vibration’? When you speak sometimes I feel you use both words, yet they mean
the same thing? Is this so?
We would reply in the easiest way that we can help you to understand. For this is a complicated
matter and even your most scientific humans would have difficulty explaining that which is
involved on a level that they could understand, let alone the level on which it Truly exists.
Ok so if you had to tell a nine year old all about vibrations and frequencies how would you simplify it in
order for it to be understood?
We show to you a saucepan of water. We show the bubbles rising to the surface as the temperature
heats. In this we show garden peas on the bottom of the pan and as the temperature rises so too do
the little green balls of goodness. Let us call the heat ‘the frequency’ but the pressure the heat
brings forth making the peas jump around in the pan of water is the ‘vibration’. So in a sense the
temperature, the temperature / heat of LOVE is the frequency, which then creates the vibration.
The cooler the water the lower the vibration for the frequency that the vibration is resonating with
is compounding with the elements that ARE the water. Does this make sense to you Blossom?
Erm hold on, I’ve got to read it back to see what you put. A little lost at the end there, ‘compounding’
meaning according to the dictionary, ‘to combine so as to form a whole; mix‘… and ‘resonates’ means
‘correspond closely or harmoniously’ … so therefore in my kindergarten way of explaining it, the
frequency is the ‘what is’ and the vibration is what is created from the ‘what is’ depending on what the
level of ‘what is’ is? Oh yes that’s really simplified it. That’s perfectly clear now! Marvellous! Yet I
really do know what you are saying. It’s as you say difficult to put into words.
And yet we feel you have recognised the definition of the two .
Well, inside of me somewhere has. No wonder I chose theatrics, being a teacher would have done my
head in!
Dearest souls, each and every one of you, this is Truth from all that we know to be Truth, we say to
you that in these days, what you sometimes think are fairytales will come to life.
Please don’t say ‘soon’. That wouldn’t go down too well. We earthlings don’t understand your meaning
of ‘soon’. It is of a different frequency to ours! If we went by ‘our’ ‘soon’ those peas would be pretty

shrivelled up by now!
And yet if we went by ‘our’ ‘soon’, they would be just coming to the boil.
There you go again. So we’ll let it ‘simmer down’ for a bit to absorb the flavour and await ‘the saucer’ to
put them on! Thanks very much for this. I’ve really enjoyed our conversation tonight.
And we also. A certain Lightness abounds.
Love Light and Golden Rays to you until next time.
44. September 23rd.

Hello there. Just go straight ahead with that which you feel appropriate to enlighten us with.
Dearest souls of earth. We are abounding in Love for you and your service to the
betterment of your planet and to those living upon it and within it. May we refresh your
memories for a short time, for it was not that long ago that within the very depths of your
beings many of you, yes, into the millions were expecting to see a vast ship in your skies?
It is hard to imagine that it is coming up for the 1st anniversary.
And yet dear ones, would you not say that if you were to take a trip down memory lane
your own private individual worlds have changed greatly within this time span on earth?
Have you not encompassed much expressing of the souls values? Has not each individual
assessed within themselves the Truths that have remained solid and the thoughts of what
were once Truths that have now become invalid?
Do you therefore not see how much you have grown and expanded within your OWN
TRUTH? Due to excess information one has had to rely upon themselves to sort the wheat
from the chaff. Yet do you see? The most valid Truth of all is that you have all come into
accepting the Truth that sits well with the self and not worrying any longer about that
which does not rest easily within your heart place.
May we say with, as you would say, tongue in cheek, we have taught well. for is this not
what we have being desiring to instil? One can be swayed to and fro with the winds and
storms that come across your path as you walk further into the Light yet once your footing
has been established and you KNOW that YOUR TRUTH shall take you home, then the
strength that is accumulated from the Higher aspects of yourself is able to hold that ground
and guide you safely onwards.
I was thinking earlier, I am sent many things that conflict with each other and still sent
information which says that YOU are not of Light and that I am being deceived and therefore
deceiving many. The good thing is that over this year, I have had to face so many challenges
which have allowed me to solidify my Truth and I have no doubts whatsoever that YOU are the
good guys in my eyes, no matter how much others may try to state otherwise. It came to me that
with all these different channellers available to us via ‘the net’ and many saying that others are
being deceived and ‘the dark ones’ are using us etc, it is getting to become a bit like religion!
Heaven forbid! What I like about you chaps, is that you do not say anything against anything.

You simply encourage souls to go with what feels comfortable for them. It is not easy to put into
words but surely we should all be able to move beyond this ‘my guide is better than your guide’
mentality.
And we would agree with you whole heartedly for this is the very thing we are trying to
avoid. In order for your world to raise itself into a fresher purer ideal all thoughts of
diminishing another’s worth cannot enter in. Until each one can treat another as has been
said throughout time, as their brother, indeed be treated as they themselves would wish to
be treated, then mankind will not be accepted into the Higher place for it does not have a
place there if it continues to belittle and judge.
We have offered many ways of understanding the TRUE meaning of LOVE, LOVE OF
ALL. Yet we cannot MAKE you be this way for it comes from deep within each one. Each
one is OF IT and yet this does not particularly necessitate the needs of those who have not
found it even though they are OF IT.
We would also mention that it is not for one to TRY to BE IT for one must simply BE IT
without effort involved. This is what you are working toward.
So wouldn’t you say then that if we are working toward it then we have to ‘try’? Sometimes I am
faced with circumstances that I have to work through before I can send Golden Rays to them. I
am working toward BEING of it but at the moment I have to TRY, if you see what I mean? In
order for us to BE in the New World do we all have to have reached that place of BEING
LOVE? If so, with all respect, it might be a little empty!
You are not accounting for the fact that there is still time before this reaches completion.
There is always TIME yet not in the way you know it. Think for a second of this time as
you understand it of the speed in which all things are being accomplished. You simply
cannot predestine that which cannot be predestined … your destiny!
Yet if it is destiny?
(The link then broke and I have returned this evening September 24th, to see if we can pick it up
from where we left off last night. I have not re-read anything other than this last paragraph …)
We were speaking of destiny and that which cannot be predestined. Would you care to elaborate
please?
This would be of much pleasure to continue. Yet we are accepting that your energies this
night are different from those of your previous evening.
Yep. I was ok till I got here and found four really abusive messages on my email. You know I
am in human form at this time and they were so offensive they caught me off guard and I find
they have really affected my mood. I did sit and send Golden Rays. I feel you know that but at
the same time, I feel more fed up that I am now in a funny mood about it, because I really
wanted to get a channelling done and now, I don’t know if I am in the right space to receive you .

And we would say let us turn it around. As with all things that seemingly are designed to
upset and trivialise the importance of another’s gifts, turn it around. Think only of the
opportunity this soul has presented you with. Think only of the need that soul has to
receive what you call your ‘Golden Rays.’ Ask yourself also if there was choice, who would
you rather be? This is a Golden opportunity for us to explain that which we encourage you
to understand. These scenarios are the very essence of allowing you to become your True
selves. They are not tests as some of you consider them to be. They are opportunities.
Opportunities to express LOVE in its purity. Chances to show yourself and others the way
ahead in LIGHT. For if you choose to react in any way other than Love then it is no more
than a ‘pointed’ occurrence to reveal to you where your ‘standards’ of your knowledge are
sitting within you. For indeed dear one, there is much that we can teach to many, yet it is in
the practice of these teachings that allows the soul to grow into its True form once again.
And this would engineer us neatly to where we were suddenly ‘disconnected’ last evening.
You see beloved souls the vibration that is surrounding your Beings is such that it allows a
certain level of understanding to be revealed. As that vibration is raised through the
enlightenment of your knowing, it sheds Light on the next stage of understanding and so on
and so on. Therefore the more you ‘practice’ not ‘try’, the quicker the upliftment of
yourselves and the All shall occur. It is destiny yet we cannot predetermine anything!
Because if we would put it this way, your fate is up to you, you steer the ship, you map out
your course, you GO where you CHOOSE to GO. Each individual maps out its own
journey.
Many of you seem to be under the presumption that what takes place for one will take
place for all. This dear ones is where all this confusion arises. This is where conflicts start
their game of who is better than who. This dear ones, when misunderstood is indeed how
wars begin! This is why we implore you to simply follow what feels right for you! If your
heart TRULY is speaking to you and telling you that ‘such and such’ is TRUE for YOU
then go with that. This part you may find causes quite a lot of controversy, yet we say to
you, do you not realise that in this vast cosmos, this extreme planetary system, this universe
that lies within the heart of many other universes, every scenario may be enacted out? You
speak these days in your world of the law of attraction and bringing to you that which you
create through thought. Therefore, does not that add up to the very obvious fact that if
each of you are finding a TRUTH that belongs to you, that there will indeed be many,
many opportunities for all these Truths to be enacted out. Therefore we would say that not
one is wrong. It would depend on the energy concentrated upon in order to bring a
particular circumstance about.
Ok going for gold here, so are you saying that for those who ‘think’ they are going underground
or in your vessels, they will. For those who think a large planet is heading our way and perhaps
will collide with earth, it will. For those who believe that they will continue finding out more of
True Pure Love and that they shall simply transform earth and themselves with each passing day
in to a paradise, they will. You get my drift of what I am asking I am sure?

Yes we understand that which you are saying and we would say that it would depend on
the energy that has built up regarding any particular ‘play’. If a vast amount of souls
believe for instance that Armageddon will occur then it will, for those souls.
And what of a neighbour that doesn’t believe that, but KNOWS they have to be at ballroom class
at 6.30 Tuesday? I am not trying to be funny here it’s just, as you know, many have no idea of all
this sort of thing so what happens to them when their ballroom teacher has his case packed to go
on a round the universe trip for a few eons. It is very hard for me to understand how all of this
would work out.
It concerns mass consciousness.
And a great deal of ‘intricate timing’ I would say. You see I have also heard that the Mayans
prophesied that our world will go into complete darkness for 30 days and then when the new
dawn rises, hey presto, New World. So if that happens, what happens to the theories of those
who are expecting to go through an 11.11 gateway? You can see can't you why little ‘old us’
down here can become more than a tad confused?
Dearest lady, do you know that you have actually been with us on a different level of
yourself and KNOWN everything and understood All that shall occur in these following
years?
No I have trouble remembering what I went into another room for! You see truly, what is the
point of me doing that if I have no recollection of it?
Because, it was necessary for you to comprehend these things on a level of yourself that
could accept the future. This does not mean that you would be able to accept all that you
were shown when BEING in your earthly embodiment with all its dysfunctional mind
games.
At first I just thought, steady on, but I’ve got to smile for I know exactly what you mean.
Throughout this conversation that we share with you this night we have ONE thing that we
are aiming towards, our mission, our reason for coming through to you and speaking with
you, is to help you ‘GET IT’. Because the more of you that do, as we continue to express to
you, the more of you shall bring about the ‘destiny’ that you desired to come down here to
accomplish.
To transform this earth of yours into its beauty.
To BE beautiful souls in LOVE.
You wanted to have this opportunity to make these changes so you were given the chance.
Now that you have been upon this world of humankind, you have allowed yourselves to be
bombarded with others doubts and fears. You have allowed those who need to control to
fulfil their desires and yet you came here to set yourselves FREE. This is why we ask you to

WAKE UP and REMEMBER who you are.
Regain your TRUE reasoning and allow a conscious effort to bring about that which you
KNOW is your destiny. That which you came to do. Let go of all the fears of what you
think might be and LISTEN to your ancient selves for that part of you contains the
knowledge you seek. We are struggling to give you words for that which we know you can
feel Blossom.
It is a feeling of, not urgency, but as if you just want us to UNDERSTAND. We are doing our
best, so many of us and as time goes on there will be so many more. We have a connection, all of
us, no matter what may be presented to us to ponder over and that connection is steadfast. It is
bonded through LOVE and we all know that it cannot be broken.
Funny, even though we have gone round and about the houses tonight, I have gone from manic
typing because you couldn’t get the words out quick enough to now what appears to be a steady
flow of my fingers. As if they are dancing. The rhythm of life. I am experiencing a Knowing of
Knowing nothing other than that EVERYTHING is going to be just fine. When we let go and let
flow what a difference in ourselves and I guess if we TRUST more and more that by
TRUSTING that flow it will lead us to the very place we came down here to get to, then we
might all start to begin enjoying the process a lot more instead of concerning ourselves over the
‘what ifs’ that might never occur.
May we finish this session on a note of Light heartedness. Let it be welcomed in the hearts
of all that read these words that we, like you, have the same goal in mind and the more
energy that we can gather within that goal shall allow it to BE.
And that goal would be?
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE. IN ALL … FOR ALL … AS ALL.
The journey to this place can be walked only through your heart.
KNOW OF THE SONG THAT GUIDES YOU EVER CLOSER. KNOW THAT LOVE IS
ALL THERE IS WHEN ALL FALSETIES ARE STRIPPED AWAY.
WE ARE LOVE … YOU ARE LOVE … THERE IS NOTHING ELSE.
Thanks for this my friends. I shall now read back and ponder!
In Love and Light and those shiny Golden Rays.
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existing now? / FOL does not have "off days" like humans / What the FOL does when we have an "off day" / The
regular FOL contact group take a "day off" / Blossom speaking to higher ranking Overseers / The FOL in charge /
Insightful details of FOL's form and locations / Blossom shares a vision from the night before - a preview of the
surprise channeling today
(33) (p.83) June 27th FOL's purpose, while some sitting "on the fence" / Will we reside on Earth, or in a New
World? / What about loved ones who are "asleep"? / Conversing with those in a higher vibration / How would the
FOL define "angel"? / Those with many questions - image of a library/how we use it / Light attracts those who are
lost / How we can feel a vibration of Peace
(~) (p.86) June 28th Blossom writes: " I spent twenty minutes tuning in and awaiting a channel ... nothing. I then
spent 45 minutes looking for an appropriate excerpt from my books and it just wasn't happening. ..."
(34) (p.86) July 2nd FOL's agenda - appropriate information / Blossom asks about many crop circles / What are
crop circles for? / Why the FOL cannot reveal everything
(~) (p.88) July 4th Blossom thinking about, and sharing why reducing the frequency of channeling is necessary.
(35) (p.88) July 12th FOL reveal more about themselves / Doubters need to "pin down their hats" / A plague
of disbelief eons old / Words do not suffice - an injustice describing what lies a head / FOL plans moving forward
- asking us to do the same / Light will reveal and heal ( physical & emotional ) all atrocities / No escape for Lower
light beings, yet Love is offered
(36) (p.91) July 19th FOL mission will end desolation of earth / "Light bearers turning the tables" / Unlike previous
ones, this lifetime has a different level of expectancy does it not? - FOL appearance / Blossom's knowing she would
have a second child / Knowing within us has reasons, not all can be understood by humans / FOL was the Knowing
Blossom had for nurturing, "giving birth" to the F.O.L. on earth / Birth of a new understanding on earth
(37) (p.94) July 26th
FOL and Blossom reflect back - the channeling evolved / FOL - "Dear lady, how could we
not be uplifted by the gift of laughter"? / Blossom looks up many words used by the FOL / An upgrade for planet
Earth / "Could you please elaborate on the term Ascension Day" / Manipulation of mankind - a path to total
destruction / FOL elated as mission is succeeding / Earthlings, give yourselves credit / How does the FOL plan for
the future? / FOL is our family
(38) (p.97) August 8th FOL suggests "mass forgiveness" / Metaphor - two puzzle pieces / All pieces form one
big picture / Higher self - our counterpart is adjusting / Plan continues in spite of human resistance to awareness
/ Forgiveness of self Individually, extended to all that is / Symbolic candle / Vibrational changes after forgiveness
(39) (p.99) August 17th Human laughter compared to FOL "moments of colour" / Veil of forgetfulness worked
well / Soul self awareness growing - veil of forgetfulness losing "strength" / Lightworkers embrace the human
experience / Human Lightbearers act as a guide for ETs / FOL feels pride when a soul "awakens"/remembers /
Analogy of a butterfly shedding the chrysalis - freedom / FOL in awe - progress of human Lightness / Keep It Simple
versus complexity of untruths
(40) (p.102) August 20th Access to "codes" by "Diviner self" / A higher level of the FOL speak - The Hierarchy
/ Awakening on earth to surpass previous year / FOL channeling is a prelude in "snippets" to reduce shock / FOL
ask Blossom, "Is your planet ready"? / Blossom's heartfelt/humble reply / Blossom's inner knowing what is truth,
but no proof / FOL not creating a "wild goose chase" / Future reveals so-called "nutcases"/nutters most suitable
to channel
(41) (p.105) August 30th FOL will continue seeing great potential on earth / Blossom reflecting upon life, her
life, asks, "What is the point"? - regarding life on earth / FOL describes "other side of the coin" - gratitude for life /
New World accessible to humans now / Blossom asks, "Why only for a select few"? / "Betrayal " of the self "adding
layers" / FOL "untangles" human "knots" all what keeps us "tied down" / Blossom wonders if she's missing the
point / FOL does not have bad days / Blossom wants to feel at home - FOL - It's not far away - Feel the Truth / FOL
- To all who read these words - blending as One to Feel the Divine.

(42) (p.108) September 7th Internet overload of Ascension information / Read all with your heart / Game
of "Chinese whispers" / Interpretation of channel and readers / FOL suggests a fast from all information / Take
time to "smell the roses" / The future is no different than the past / Connectedness with each other devoid of
technology / Human programming superior to earth's technology / We feel so advanced - analogy - university level
?...yet still in kindergarten / Thought provoking questions, i.e. -" When was the last time we laughed and our sides
ached"? / New World = fun...create it now
(43) (p.111) September 16th Frustrated readers - nothings happening / FOL describes a distant past earth /
When the FOL vessels were in Earth's skies, and will be again / Post Event - some invited to a "top up" refreshing
chamber experience / Recalling our dream time on the FOL ship / Energies "stepping up" - challenging Lower Light
/ A "turning point" described with Higher energies / What's the difference between vibration and frequency?
(44) (p.114) September 23rd & 24th In spite of a "no show" last year, humanity has progressed / FOL taught
us well - cannot be swayed / Other conflicting, argumentative channeling/comments / No place for "belittling and
judgment" versus The Golden Rule / 2nd day Blossom affected by offensive emails / Not tests, but opportunities
for soul growth / How wars begin / Will individual far fetched ideas and beliefs be their destiny? / It concerns
mass consciousness / Another aspect of Blossom was with the FOL / Let go of fear - listen to your ancient selves /
Remember who you are / Strip away lies and deception ( untruth ) - Love is there

